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SUMMARY 

This Report reviews  the work conducted for the UNEP/UNIDO project 
entitled "Development and Application of Appropriate Technology  for the 
Sugar Industry in Africa".       The main objective of this project was to 
examine the environmental  consequences of the development of the African 
sugar industry based on an evaluation of technically feasible alternative 
technologies.      Several technological alternatives were to be specified, 
and an assessment made for each alternative of the potential effect on 
the environment of implementing a project based on that technology. 
These findings would then be used in the formulation of a research and 
development programme designed to improve the environmental impact of 
sugar technology. 

For analytical purposes the concept of the environment has been 
divided into three aspects,  viz.  economic, physical and social.       It 
should, however, be realized that these aspects are inter-related. 

Much of the  fieldwork carried out as part of the project was 
undertaken in four African countries, viz.  Egypt,  Ethiopia, Ghana and 
Kenya.      Nearly all existing sugar estates in these countries were visited 
and substantial information collected on the entire range of operations 
involved in sugar production at these estates.       In addition data were 
collected in other cane sugar-producing countries and from companies 
connected with sugar machinery supply and sugar estate management. 

On the basis of the  fieldwork information the technology comparisons 
which form the core of this  Report were identified.      For simplicity these 
are referred to as modern vacuum-pan and improved open-pan sulphitation 
technologies.      Their environmental impact was  studied by means of the 
establishment of a number of models designed to reflect conditions to be 
found in African countries.     Basically the different climatic situations - 
which affect the growing of  sugar cane - were modelled  in  terms of  four 
ecosystems called long season rainfed,  long season irrigated,   short 
season rainfed and short season irrigated.       Length of season refers to 
the number of days per annum when  factories produce sugar:    gross 
crushing days range  from 2 70 days in the long season to 150 days in the 
short  season.       Rainfed ecosystems are  those  in which cane does  not 
require  irrigation.       Each of the technologies was considered at two 
scales of production:     for  the  large-scale vacuum-pan  technology  these 
were  taken  as 200  tonnes  of cane  per hour   (factory crushing)   and  100 
tonnes per hour;     for the small-scale open-pan technology the scales were 
150 tonnes per day and 100 tonnes per day.      The number of models was 
further extended by use of two sets of price regimes,  termed low and high, 
reflecting price conditions observed during the course of fieldwork. 
Finally additional small-scale models in rainfed situations were developed 
on the basis of  'low-input  low-output'  agricultural strategies,   implying 
lower annual production costs per tonne of cane  than those derived in the 
other models but greater cane area requirements on account of lower cane 
yields. 

The first set of results revea]ad by the models concerns financial 
profitability.       In all  four ecosystems,  and at both price regimes,  the 
rank order of the technologies was broadly similar, with the two vacuum- 
pan technology models yielding the higher returns per tonne of sugar per 
annum.      Absolute profitability varies considerably, however,  both across 
ecosystems and with price  regimes.       In the short season rainfed 
situation when the set of  low prices is used no technology model earns 
a real financial return above 1 per cent per annum and only one model - 
the  200 tonne per hour one - shows a reasonable return in the short season 
irrigated ecosystem.       In  the corresponding long season situations all 
large-scale models would appear  to earn satisfactory returns,   but of the 
small-scale rainfed models  only  those based on  the   low-input   low-output 
agricultural policy perform  in a comparable way.       When the set  of high 
prices is used,  all large-scale models become profit-making,  although 
certain of the short season situation models earn low rates of return; 



all  short season small-scale models continue to show losses, but  long 
season models perform satisfactorily. 

Financial assessment   is based  on observed market prices  for both 
inputs and outputs.       It is,  however, often  the case  in developing 
countries  that certain market prices  do not  adequately reflect opportunity 
cost  to society of   supplying  the good or service  in  question,   and  these 
prices are therefore adjusted for purposes of project appraisal.       Two 
markets of particular relevance in  the study being reported are those for 
labour  (of different skill  levels)   and foreign exchange.       Sugar projects 
are  often sizeable users of  labour;     they require both unskilled 
labourers,   particularly on  the agricultural  side,   several categories of 
skilled personnel  such as machine operators  and mechanics,   and different 
types  of graduate.       The rural siting of such projects  in  developing 
countries provides  unskilled  employment opportunities  for people who would 
otherwise be  underemployed  so that  the social cost of employing them  is 
less  than  the market price.       The  skilled  job categories on  the other 
hand  require  a training input which  raises  the quality of  the  labour  force 
and  can thus  be vie- ed as  a benefit  to society.       It  is often  the  case, 
also,   in developing countries that  foreign exchange  is undervalued and 
the consequential excess demand handled by means of various controls 
Projects which would be net  savers  of  foreign exchange are   themselves 
undervalued,   therefore, when evaluation is undertaken at the official rate 
of exchange. 

Consequently the technologies have been reassessed in  terms of 
social cost-benefit  analysis.       The  revised calculations of economic - 
as opposed to financial - profitability affect the rank order in these 
ecosystems  for which 'low-input low-output' models have been introduced. 
These models  compare  favourably with the large-scale models when 
evaluated in  socio-economic terms. 

The physical aspect of the environment has itself been sub-divided 
into a number of different  topics.       On the question of air and water 
pollution it  is argued that whilst there are differences between the 
technologies   (and the direction of these varies with the criterion under 
consideration)   in general  it may be  said that the sugar industry as 
developed in African  conditions is not a particularly  'dirty'   industry. 
The  energy  intensity of the   technologies was  separately evaluated for the 
agricultural,   factory and distribution stages.      At  the agricultural 
stage   the   'low-input  low-output'  models are  seen to be the   least energy 
intensive   (per tonne of cane) ;    when  calculated on a per tonne of sugar 
basis   the large-scale  technology becomes less energy-intensive  owing 
to its higher sugar/cane ratio.      At  the factory stage the need to 
purchase fuel  to supplement bagasse   is likely to arise in both 
technologies;     the relative  importance of supplementary fuel  is greater, 
however,  in  the case of open-pan technology.      Energy-intensity at the 
sugar distribution stage is  lower for the small-scale technology than 
for the large-scale,   but the  amount of energy consumed at this stage 
even  in the case of the largest scale unit considered is negligible. 

Several  important social questions are considered in the Report. 
Sociological   issues  affecting a plantation system of agriculture include 
the human consequences of  land acquisition,   the supply of  labour - 
particularly unskilled labour - for certain agricultural jobs,  and the 
type of human  settlements established for the industry's labour force. 
An attempt has been made to quantify  the probable costs Involved. 
Whilst the relative  Importance of the  three  issues varies with 
technologies,   in all of the models  the net importance of social - sts 
associated with  plantation  agriculture  is shown to be high. 

Rural  development based on existing land use  and social patterns 
may be an important objective of developing countries and in many recent 
sugar projects outgrowers have  formed an integral part of the cane  supply 
system.      Chapter IV examines  the implications of an outgrower-based cane 
supply and pays particular attention  to the pricing of cane.      On the 
one hand payment to outgrowers has to provide them with an adequate 
return to encourage  replanting whilst,  on the other hand,  the factory has 
to be  able to maintain an acceptable  technical and financial performance. 

vi 



From the viewpoint of decision-makers  it would be most useful to 
obtain a single index ranking the sugar technologies  according to their 
overall environment impact.      Unfortunately,  as is argued in Chapter V, 
no such index can validly be derived.      A series of matrices, relating 
to the different ecosystems,  reveals that the rank order of the 
technologies  varies  according to environmental criterion under 
consideration.       Thus  in  the  long oeason rainfed ecosystem the 200 tch 
vacuum-pan model earns  the highest rate of  financial  return but only 
the second highest rate of social return   (being overtaken by a variant 
of the OPS technology) ;     in terms of water pollution effluent from a 
vacuum-pan  factory in all ecosystems considered has a  lower concentration 
than that from an OPS factory but a higher  load factor.      Integration of 
the rank orders into a single order requires that the criteria be 
weighted,  and no unique system of weights exists.      Weighting systems 
will  themselves vary according  to  the preference of  the decision- 
makers.       It  is, however,  felt to be useful  to show how the technologies 
may be ranked  in respect of a wide set of criteria, even if the final 
decision  is   thrown back on  the decision-maker. 

In general the models of the vacuum-pan technology earn higher 
rates of return in financial terms than do models of  the OPS technology. 
Broadening the economic criterion, however,  changes the rank order in at 
least certain  of the ecosystems,  particularly if the  fixed capital 
requirements of the former technology are taken into account.      In  terms 
of physical   criteria  the position  is also confused.       The large-scale 
technology   is   less energy intensive and requires less   land per tonne of 
sugar produced,  but  the  load factor associated with  factory effluent  is 
higher.      Which of these or any other physical criteria should have the 
greater weight  in project evaluation will depend on the particuar 
circumstances  of the location in question.       In social  terms the same 
result applies.      Large-scale technology projects may require less 
people to be displaced - although this will not be true if plantation 
agriculture   is being introduced - but are likely to entail higher 
housing costs   (per tsa)   than will  small-scale projects. 

Since both technologies have desirable environmental features as 
well as undesirable ones  it seems fair to conclude that further work 
be done to improve both technologies in areas where their environmental 
impact is detrimental.       Accordingly the Report finishes with a set of 
recommendations concerning future research and development.      These 
recommendations include  several suggestions to upgrade  the OPS technology! 
in particular  by improvement in  the design  of OPS equipment and by 
improvement  in  the fuel balance of the OPS unit.      Success in these 
areas would enable OPS  factories  to achieve higher sucrose recovery, 
thereby attacking  their main  financial weakness,  and  to overcome an 
important environmental problem.       Another important  recommendation for 
work within  the sugar industry relates to an  investigation,  aimed at 
increasing   linkages with developing countries,  of the  capital goods 
industry supplying sugar machinery for the modern process.      Also 
suggested is  research and development in the  field of biological 
conversion of  bagasse  in order to produce protein.       It  is felt that  the 
opportunity  to produce bagasse  surplus  to  the  requirements of the  sugar 
factory is often lost because obvious outlets  for the material   (in 
further manufacturing industry)   are not available.       Conversion to 
protein represents one potential use which combines teasible supply 
requirements with a vital human need   (either directly or Indirectly 
through the creation of animal feed). 

Since  the sugar industry can be shown to be relatively 'clean' 
in terms of physical pollution,  Chapter VI contains argument in favour 
of selecting a   'dirty'   industry as a comparison study  to that reported 
here.       In  this regard cement is suggested as suitable candidate from 
the point of view of developing countries. 

vii 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

What follows comprises a report of an Investigation of the likely 
economic and environmental impact of alternative sugar technologies in 
what, for the moment, may be briefly if loosely described as African 
conditions.  As can be seen, the investigation was largely conducted at 
K^Li?   ry andJ

even indeed the project level; and the environment was 
broadly construed and taken to embrace economic, physical and social 
elements.1/  Project appraisal has, of course, been widely practised in 
developing countries, including those in Africa, for some considerable 
„-!!;** ^"far. however, as the present work is a variant of this it 
nevertheless differs from the conventional approach in that it ranges 
more widely in its consideration of technology options than the normal 
taÍTnÍa^rtn?n°íh

Pí1Títe a?d/?r "ü?ial Profitability of an economic under- 
taking and in that it explicitly introduces the environment into the 
calculus of decision-making. 

The fact that the main focas of the study is on an individual 
th.?"nfyn

d«d t*at th« «»thodology, as just implied, has some affinity with 
«»*. A    project appraisal could be explained and defended on a number of 
grounds, including the evident one that such a focus is hardly surprisina 
given the substantive interests of UNIDO and UNEP, the joint sponsors 
or the project.  Moreover even if the view were taken that 
questions of technology choice, adaptation and design and of the environ- 
mental consequences of industrial activity should be placed within the 
framework of development planning (so that explicit attention would be 
given to mccro-economic considerations and to national development 
objectives), it should still be clear that plan implementation depends 
critically on the quality of project appraisal and industrial decision- 
making.  In brief, a development plan should logically comprise a 
sequence which runs from the specification of national goals to the 
allocation of capital and other resources among the different sectors of 
the economy and thence to individual project identification and 
implementation.  It is true that the introduction of global considera- 
tions - by, for example, making explicit the importance of capital 
rationing in certain circumstances - can complicate Individual project 
appraisal.  Nevertheless it is equally true that this is the level at 
which operational decisions are still most commonly and most 
appropriately taken.  it is also the level at which decisions are often 
lVtln ~Je/?ot°    lf not de jure  - outside the plan framework.  Thus, 
îlnï^SÎ Ï  ? 1 questions should be kept in mind, it is reasonable to 
begin what is intended to be a continuing attempt to integrate 
!uïlro"men^l questions into industrial decision-making at the level of 
the individual industry and project.  This is particularly so since an 
attempt to wrestle with the problems considered at a mor« aggregative 
level with the same careful attention to detail that underlies the 
present study would be unmanageable. 

— ï« ÎÎÎÏ?? thatJhe !tudy is confin«d fco a single industry, and that its 
ÎS ?.ÍÍ!«ÍÜ2U K ?9 fea*ur! ls the attempt to incorporate more attention 
to technology choice and the environment than has hitherto been usual 
in project appraisal, it is useful to consider each of these factors 
briefly.  Thus the remainder of this Chapter comprises three parts: 
an examination of some of the links among technology choice, 
industrialization and general development;  consideration of environmental 
factors and development; and a brief preview and description of the 
contents of the remaining Chapters. 

1/  This general formation notwithstanding, the distinction is 
sometimes made in the text between the economic and the 
environmental.   it should, however, be clear from the context 
when environment is being used in its narrow or broad sense. 



(1) ••cchnoLojn,    industrialization  and Development 

Until  recently there were many who  saw in modern  industrial develoo- 
?rVV /°yV   r0ad t0 the  attai•*nt  of economic and  social  objective.     P 

in  the developing countries.      Moreover the development  strategy thus 
favoured  largely comprised the maximum stimulation of  savings and 
capital  formation  and the   (uncritical)   transfer  of   'best-practice' 
technologies  from developed to developing countries. 

•*   h°Pes  that Were  Placed  in   this strategy  have been   sadly 
disappointed.       In  retrospect it   is  not  surprising  that  the  policies 
ÍMÍ°ÍTV gen«allï  led t0 bonomie,   technological  and   social dualism. 
This  is because,   for the  economy as a whole,   there  is very  little choice 
of   technology,   at   least  when this  is measured by the capital-labour 
ratior     whereas considerable choice might   (explicitly or  implicitly)   be 
?h^Ci?^r^m^9 and Wl^« the different  sectors of the  economy 
Thus,  although there are  differences  in the efficiency with which 
countries  mobilize domestic savings and attract  and  use  foreign funds, 
the  flow of   mvestible  funds in a country can  ba expected  broadly to 
correlate with income and   income per  head.       It  follows that  the  supply 
of  such  funds per  head  in  a developed country will  be a  multiple of the 
corresponding supply in  a  developing one  so that the former  can afford to 
equip    each worker more  handsomely  than the  latter.       If  this is 

\C2Zlà'   ??d   ift   
12  thf m0dern lndu"trial  sector of  the economy capital- 

labour ratios  in developing countries are much closer to those of the 
developed  countries  than would be expected  from the respective factor 
endowments,   then the  inevitable consequence must be that  the caoital- 
labour ratios are very low in the other - notably agricultural and urban 
informal  -  sectors of the developing economy.      The result,   as noted    im 
economic,   technological  and social dualism. resuit,   as noted,  is 

,.„.  T^s *as mean* that "«"y developing countries have had  increasing 
difficulty  in providing  their rapidly growing  labour  forces with 
employment.2/      For this  and other reasons,  the  importance of a critical 
*r      ny°f  the technology used both in the modern industrial sector and 
in  the other   sectors of  the economy  is much more widely recognized than 
r or ititi L x y • 

,i„   ,iHeS!n^ trfnd! in devel°P•nt thinking and present policy emphasis 
aim  ultimately at  the removal of the  economic,   technological  and  social 
dualism which has  resulted   from previous policies.       In this regard it can 
ÌLIZIáithtt a ^giCa}  !tartin9 P°int for the development of ¿élevant 
policies  is   the modern  industrial   sector.       This  is  because  the 
application  of more  exacting criteria  to decisions on the  technology used 
in  large-scale factories  could   create more employment than  previously 
per unit of output  on an  economically viable basis within that ..ctor, 
reveal greater economic  attractiveness  than  hitherto of  smaller    more 
dispersed  projects   in  some   industries when  these are compared to lllae- 
fCa;° tr°luCtV'     and by  reducin9  the demands  on  limited  investible 
funds by the  large-scale   sector,   stimulate   (or  at  least permit the 
stimulation  of!   the expansion,  based on the  funds  so released,  of 
empioyr.ont   and output  in  the small-scale sector.       The  Importance of thi« 
last  point,   which emphasizes the benefit to the  small-scale  of a 

2/ Both  the concept of  a  labour  force and that of employment can be 
III AV

0
C
Ple*ln,developln9 countries.      For pertinent discussioni 

see A.K.   Sen,   Employment,   Technology  and Development.   Oxford 
University Press,   1975,  Chapter  1 and  R.A.   Eckhaus,  Appropriate 
.,*hnc,oü -,•*  for Developing  Countries,   the National  Research 
Council,  Washington D.c, 1977,  Chapter 2.       For present purposes 
however,   it   suffices  to note  that  for most peopled developing 
countries gainful  employment  or  indirect  access to  it  through kin- 
ship provide  the only opportunity for  securing  income.       Foi an 
i  lustration of the magnitude of the employment problem associated 
with duali.tic  patterns of development  in  Ethiopia  see James 
Pickett,   A   Report  on  a  Vilot   Investigation  on   the  Choice of 

i9'<    Chapter "S"'"'"''*''1' Countr-:cB>  University of Strathclyde, 

a 
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comprehensive approach to the  problem of technology choice could be 
shown by simple calculations of  the magnitude of the demands on the total 
supply of investible  funds nade  in many African countries by the 
currant uncritical use of large-scale,  relatively capital-intensive 
technology in the industrial sector. 

In the light of the disappointing results that have accrued from 
earlier development  strategy,   and  in the light  of what has just been 
said concerning the  importance of critical  scrutiny of technology,  an 
increasing number of  studies have been made of  the  possibilities of 
making   'better'   use of the resources available  to developing countries. 
As  is well known and broadly speaking,  such countries, compared to 
developed ones,   are relatively  short of capital and  skills and relatively 
well-endowed with unskilled labour.      A number of studies 3/ have 
provided support  for the following conclusions: 

(i)      that the range of technological choice  is large at the 
project level,     and this remains true for at  least  some products even 
when the quality of the product  is specified  in a fairly rigorous 
fashion» 

(ii)    that the least-cost technology is often nearer the labour- 
intensive than the capital-intensive end of the spectrum - at least  if 
the technology is efficiently used so that it  has to be recognized that 
sosie large questions of productivity can be raised; 

(iii) that the emphasis by some economists on distorted factor 
prices may be overdone; 

(iv)    that in some industries at least  substantial additional 
employment could be obtained,  even at high levels of output, at 
relatively little sacrifice of economic efficiency;     and 

(v)      that when transport costs are considered,  smaller-scale 
projects and the labour-intensive technology normally found in them, 
can become more economically attractive relative to larger-scale 
operations than they would otherwise be. 

These results,   some at least of which were obtained on the basis 
of exacting economic evaluation of alternative technologies,  are 
encouraging.      The studies which support them,   however, do not cover 
environmental considerations beyond the economic component of the 
environment.      This could in part be explained by the fact that the 
debate on environmental questions was initially a phenomenon of the now 
developed countries;    where the level of affluence attained made it 
possible for eyes to be raised,  as it were,  from the hard,grinding task 
of wringing a living from nature,  and where,  on some views, the 
affluence had been secured at the cost of increasing threat to the 
integrity of the environment. 

y        By the ILO,  David Livingstone Institute and others.      For a sample 
of the ILO work see A.S.   Bhalla   (editor)   Technology and Employment 
in Industry,   International Labour Office,  Geneva,  1975. 
Convenient,  brief accounts of the work of the Livingstone Institute 
are contained in James Pickett, op.ait.,   and James Pickett 
(editor),   Choice of Technology  in V tv eloping Countriee,   Special 
I taut of World DevelopmenttVol. 5, No.8,  August  1977. 

J 
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(2) The   Fnvtronnent  and  Develo pment 

sursis ET  ° r" SVTSVîïSS!
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bel  élever  the fast  tïo huídrV!? COntinue to be  observable,  a dominant 
unendlm, matovfal   proíre.S ?s  noR«?híS °r  ^.^ bee" that   leasing and 

rehearsal  of  optimistic and pessimistic views of fll ^ 

society and  the environment  and  the f«of "latlonshiPS among  individual«, 
unravel  these  quickly bX«   i?« !,*£    \  Í       *ny 8erious  attempt to 
indeed.      Given  this all thft   ^ 5•    I lnt? Very controversial territory 

the difference between  life and death  - they îo not do în  ?n   "* °f making 

1/       Mien V.   *,..„,   t.,„.,ra(,.„ „„,, ,ir £nirc„„t¡   pm^in   Bookt|   i977i 
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industrial production,  based largely on nature-made  energy sources were 
beginning to affect  the atmosphere and hydrosphere to a significant 
(and,,   on some views,   frightening)  extent.       Moreover,   those very 
advances  in  science  that had made such  industrialization possible,   also 
permitted more exact   knowledge than hitherto of its  environmental  and 
human  consequences.        Thus there began an  increasing  fear that the 
discharge of gaseous  residuals - particularly carbon  monoxide, 
particulates,   sulphur dioxide, hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides - were 
having or were  likely  to have  life-threatening effects on the 
atmosphere.       At the   same time fears began also to be expressed that 
compound rates of  industrial  growth would,   if continued,  exhaust the 
nature-made energy  supplies  in such short order that  chaos and a 
drastic disruption to  the  social order would ensue. 

Given the origin of the contemporary concern with the environment 
and the quality of life many developing countries were initially 
suspicious of the  suggestion that there was a need  for national and 
international efforts  to protect the environment.       They felt that 
efforts to improve  the   'quality of  life'   in developed  countries would be 
undertaken to  some extent at  the expense of  efforts   to improve standards 
of  living in  the developing countries.       Moreover they felt  that the 
environmental problems being discussed were largely  those that could be 
Observed  in  the richer  rather than the poorer countries of  the world. 
Prom this   suspicion    came helpful clarification of  the nature and extent 
Of national  and  global   'threats'  to the environment,   and of  the meaning 
of the  environment   itself.     Thus,  further discussion   and reflection  led 
to a realization that   the developing  countries also  had their 
environmental  problems,  which they share to  some extent with the 
developed.       That there 1B this element of  sharing  is not surprising 
since  much development  that  has taken  place  in the poorer  countries  of  the 
world   has consciously  or otherwise been modelled on   the development» of 
the  richer countries.       As a result the developing countries,   it has 
been  pointed out,   suffer from the environmental problems of both 
medieval  and modern   European cities  - they  lack clean water  and proper 
sewage facilities at  the same time as they experience growing traffic 
congestion.5/      Moreover there are some environmental  problems which are 
global   in their impact - nuclear fall-out being perhaps the most 
graphic example. 

Beyond   'shared'   problems it has now been widely  recognized that 
traditional activities  in developing countries also  have their 
environmental  hazards.       This is true of traditional  agriculture which 
"in many tropical regions is characterized,   particularly under stress of 
expansion,  by a large range of environmental hazards".6/      Again when 
the Aswan Dam was built on the Nile it was not foreseen that  "in the 
•till waters above the Dam the snails which carried  bilharzia would 
multiply, causing a  serious spread of the disease.       Nor was it foreseen 
that one effect of the Dam would be to stop annual discharge of 
nutrients into the Mediterrean,  with the result that   the phyto- 
plankton would be starved.      This in turn has diminished the sardine 
fisheries disastrously:     the  annual catch has fallen  from about 18,000 
tonnes   to 5 tonnes".7/ 

Important as they are,   it can be argued that the physical problems 
of the  environnent  -  whether  they are  similar to those of  or  shared with 
the developed  countries or whether they are particular  to the developing 
countries - are less   important than the economic and   social problems 
which  are manifest  in  poor countries.       To argue strongly  in this 
comparative way would be to oversimplify.       Nevertheless,  to raise the 
possibility is an effective way of making the point  that environmental 
questions have to be  seen whole in developing countries,  where,  for most 
people,   the single most striking and pervasive feature of the 
environment is stark  poverty. 

5/ 

y 
y 

This and many other points are made in Develovment and Environmtnt, 
Mouton,   Paris/The Hague,  1972. 
Op.cit.,   p.15. 
Lord /*3hby,  "Background to Environmental  Impact Assessment",   in 
O'Riordan and  Hay,  Environmental  Impact Assessment,   Saxon House, 
1976,  p.7.      The quotation clearly refers to the Nile Delta. 
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fr»*  JL    ? environment of poverty is to be replaced by a  better one. 
£??L ^Ml? gr0Wth haS t0 take place-      To be «ure,  economic  groïh 
?îm?? «„^r10^6^ iS t0 be avo"«<ä-      There is, however,   a  verJSarp 
¿ossîble    "'TM8"' 1° ThiCh drel0pment Without economic'grow^is* 
the dí•i'•<• ! emPh«i> on the growth element  in attempts  to  improve 
the developing country environment is extremely important At the «¡r« 
¿hfñ Jì fkeS  Ìfc S1?"  that  the  status ^  i» notPaccêptable;     and that 
when all due regard is paid to tradition, distributional requirements ând 
Lllr0rS\7PhaBlì °? the ba8ic needs   (however these are define" or th2 
should h» !nP0PUlaîi02'   U iS  Sti11 n«c«««y that economie  activity 
'^d^e f° organized as to produce year in and year out a  surplus 
Tiììtìì ti afV° '5'  8Ue and "Plication of the capítaTsíock, th. skills of the labour force and the arability of the land.       The 
areatlve?Lr!!«=°^0mbKn?,eCOn0,nic P•*"" ""h environmental prudence 
d9
e::íoíedncounatSrieshaeníea!len9e P°8ed by d-loP"^ to developing and 

(3)       Brief Preview 

Against this daunting background the purpose of the Droleet whirh 
is now being reported on has been to study In detail the int^r- 
relationship between alternative technologie".,  economa vîaoîïity and 
.ItreATTÍíVí?'^-      The instigation'has been b«ed  on extremely detailed fieldwork in a number of countries in Africa and 
canTS'^ af C°rei" ìhe entire °P«"tion from tne planting It the seed 
cane to the despatch of the sugar from the factory. The result. It III 
study are presented below.       Some of these,  it  Unoped,  w cUrecílv 
ïlî »ÎL^àelinS\f0r the Vision-maker involved in cónílÍíring        Y 

the expansion of the sugar industry in Africa.      Moreover on  the basis of 
the fieldwork and consideration of the results,  the Report   identifies 

in ronniderin.j  the  technology options available to African 
countries wishing  to produce  sugar attention was given  to  two  essentially 
different processes - the open-pan sulphit.tion technique ani the modern 
vacuum-pan system        These were each considered at two different  levels 
of  scale   (and uniformity imposed by making comparisons per tonne of Soar 

llfTìl and in relat^ t0 foUr cli««til/agricuHUralPregimës  - Jong9 

S2ÎJ«    i  "i'??'  ral!ifed and  irri9ated-      Distinctions were also drawn 
between plantation and outgrower agricultural activities and   it  was 
recognized that there were technology choices in the field operations. 

f»rforaV^=Tfld* Slear  8ubse<luently,  «Il economic and environmental 
nn «Sí    considered the choice of technology i8 neither an easy  nor an 
unambiguous matter        As a consequence it is not possible to  Ly do*- 
matically that either technology is superior to the other  in  all 
circumstances.       Which is preferable depends on the policy objectives 
(including the weight given to environmental matters)  and the  climatic 

and other conditions of particular countries.       In the circu^stancêï 
sÜSSíí i? îhlB ReP°rVh* vacuum-pan process would be ££«ïïîy" 
This ÍSÍiíL rhS cr

h
iterion we" the private   (market)   financial one. 

n«í?«E        ?    changes,  however,   even in the move from private  to social 
attractive '0m> circum8tanc" the open-pan technology  looks more 

pricMTÏÎRCnnUiaïiïïi°f "'' pr"ent values at either market or  social prices  is Htm a  fairly narrow base on which to make a choice:      and  a« 
Th? b-!?H1M'ldened 9i°unds for dogmatism are corresponding!? reduced 
ïurthlr îorî ¿VnTÎ "S"?9 *hat the P""nt •tudyfindS'îï f Svö" of turtner work on both technologies:    research and development to  imorov. 
^L?K?n0miC e?fi?iency °f the open-pan process,     and adaptation and 
possibly some design work to increase the number and  ' appi odiatene«' 
of the technologies in the modern spectrum. appropriateness 



M.    *,Th* "mainder of this Report comprises a further five Chapters. 
1-5 í    *\.(i,e* ch*Pter  ">  describes the methodology used in the work 
ChíoÍ2ríU??? ¡J?•in«nVf"CU;"Ì?n of th" *»»t"»«t of the environment, cnapters III and IV present and diacuia the resulte relating to the 
líríw ?^!^atiV!8uCOn,ií*red'    Chaptar V' dr«wi"9 Ínt0r alia on the 
! Sí!í.S?í? J"i ta£" * b5oad« view»    *"d Chapter VI is given over to • discussion of further work. 

- *.*    ln**?pln9 witn th« Terms of Reference a seminar on the subject 
KÍÍÜÍ^Í    ï* ff°?ÏSS WaS held Undar tiim ausPic«« of UNEP and UNIDO in Heirobi in April 1977.      For this the Livingstone  Institute prepared a 
number of papers   (which are listed together with the other papers 
prepared for the Seminar in Annex I).     These, which naturallyincor- 
E^f-Ì ÎK•
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0f the instigation,  are to be published in revised 
form with the other papers written for the  Seminar.      In order to 
mlnimiae duplication between the present Report and these technical papers 
(«nd thus  to effect a convenient compromise between brevity and 
comprehensiveness which some readers might find useful) , only the main 
•«! £°mJh! rele^ant PflPeri'  «uitibly revised,  are reproduced in the 
present document.       The reader interested in greater detail should find 
the revised Seminar papers when published of considerable interest and 





CHAPTER   XI 

GENERAL METHODOLOGY 

While cultivation of sugar cane is confined to the tropics and 
sub-tropics,  agronomically cane is a very tolerant crop,  being 
reasonably high-yielding under a wide range of  soil and climatic 
conditions.       Traditionally it has been associated with a hot  and wet 
environment,  but  it  is  in fact grown in countries near the equator where 
a high altitude  results   in a  more temperate climate than is normal 
for the latitude and also in  low-rainfall areas.       The principal effects 
of the temperature  difference   is to vary the   length of  the growing  season, 
so that in certain areas a crop can be harvested inside one year whilst in 
other areas mature cane is harvested at about  two years.      The growing 
of sugar cane in low-rainfall areas depends on  the feasibility of 
establishing an  irrigation  system and thus involves the  introduction of an 
important project cost. 

Sugar cane can  be  used   in a number of ways,   ranging fron,  the chewing 
of stalks and  juice extraction for drinking,   through its use as a high- 
yielding source of cattle-feed,  to the production of sweetening agents, 
which themselves may be classified according to  sucrose purity and 
physical appearance.       The traditional sweetener  in various parts of the 
world  is gur or jaggery,  which is a brown solid material of 70-75 per cent 
sucrose and containing most of the constituents of molasses.       A simple 
form of crystalline  sugar  is  the Indian khandeari which tends  to be 
brownish in colour with a  sucrose content of  around 95 per cent.       The 
open-pan process has been considerably improved over recent years, with 
the Introduction of sulphitation for clarification.      The product,  known 
as OPS sugar,  can be of  98-99 per cent sucrose  and comparable  in colour 
to the output of mill-white  sugar from vacuum-pan factories.       Mill- 
white or plantation-white  sugar  is the most common product from vacuum- 
pan  factories   in developing  countries,  and is   used for direct 
consumption and  certain  industrial purposes.        It  has a sucrose  content 
of about 99.5  per cent   (as  compared to 99.9 per  cent  for refined  sugar) 
but tends to be more  variable  in terms of grain   size and colour than the 
more highly processed product.      Raw sugar  is  produced in some countries 
for export and  further refining,  hence there  is considerable duplication 
in plant and equipment  across countries to achieve an increase  in sugar 
purity which is essential for only a few industrial purposes. 

Production of these sweetening agents mav  be related to a 
spectrum of technologies,at  one end of which  -   in  the production  of gur - 
the cane ctalks are squeezed  in a small, bullock-powered crusher handling 
less   (often considerably less)   than one tonne of cane per hour. The 
juice is subsequently boiled  in open pans until  a certain degree of 
concentration  is achieved,  whereupon it is allowed to cool and  solidify. 
Further along the technological spectrum diesel   (or electric)   power  is 
introduced at the crushing stage - thus raising the cane handling 
capacity - and sugar  is separated from molasses  in small centrifugals once 
the concentrated  juice  has  been sufficiently cooled  in crystallizers. 
Further sophistication may be  introduced at the crushing stage   (to 
increase juice extraction)   and at the juice clarification stage   (to 
Improve the colour and purity of the final product). 

A major  technological   jump occurs once  steam  is used instead of 
direct   heat at   the  juice concentration stage;      the heating pans  are now 
closed and under vacuum  in order to economize  on  fuel  and lower  the 
boiling point of the magma.       Historically,this  technological change has 
been associated with a  substantial increase in  the scale of operation,  a 
trend which is  still  continuing.      Current conventional thinking in the 
industry is that crushing capacity of around  2OO0 to 3000 tonnes of cans 
per day  (ted)   is the minimum financially viable  scale of operation 
(using vacuum-pan technology)   in most developing country situations. 
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(i)       Product   Choice 

Since the work being reported here was envisaged as an  initial 
pr.ase Intended to lead to a successor project and since the time avail- 
able for the study was relatively short  it was felt more fruitful to 
study specific  segments of the technology spectrum in depth than to 
attempt to cover the whole field,  particularly since the range of 
alternative technologies can be large.       The major use of  sugar cane in 
African countries  is in the production of mill-white sugar,  almost all for 
direct consumption.      Furthermore present  interest in most countries lies 
í    the expansion of cane cultivation in order to increase production of 
this type of sugar.       Hence attention in this study has concentrated on 
the technological  alternatives available for the production of  sugar of 
mi 11-white quality,   viz. the vacuum-pan technology and the  improved 
version of the open-pan sulphitation   (OPS)   technology. 

Within each of these technologies there is scope for variation at 
the  individual work station level,  so that variants of each   (factory) 
technology exist. 1/      The interests of the present work extend beyond the 
factory stage,   however, and the study is concerned to compare  sugar 
production situations which comprise an agricultural stage   (up to the 
point where cane reaches the factory gate),   a factory stage   (processing 
cane into sugar)   and a distribution stage   (transporting sugar to final 
users).       In order  for the study to encompass all these stages  it was 
decided to compare,  at the factory stage,   the versions of each of the 
two  selected  technologies currently favoured  by machinery   suppliers. 
Details of each technology are given in Chapter  III.      As can be  seen 
below,  the present  study also touches upon other aspects of cane 
production and utilization,  including - for example - alternative uses 
of by-products. 

Within the main area of concern some attention has been paid to 
options within the agricultural stage   (in particular manual versus 
iT.echanical harvesting)  because a change in current practice appears here 
to be more  imminent.       In summary at this point the technologies being 
compared may for  simplicity be denoted as large-scale vacuum-pan and 
stnail-scaie open-pan;    more precise quantification is given  later  in 
this Chapter. 

(2)        Environmental   Questions 

Having  specified the technologies to be considered,   it  is 
eppropriate to discuss the central environmental questions posed   (at 
least potentially)   by them.      For convenience of exposition the concept 
of the environment  is classified in terms of three areas of  interest, vit. 
economic,  physical and social,  and a fuller discussion of the  issues under 
each heading  is given below.       It should,  of course, be noted that many 
of the questions  involve an interrelationship between at  least two of the 
areas:    nevertheless it is felt that the classification proposed  is 
methodologically useful. 

(a)  Economic environment 

Preliminary comparison of the two technologies is performed In 
fin.ni xal terms,   in order to establish the profitability   (or other fits) 
of the technologies in a variety of settings.      There are,  however, 

1/ See  Pickett,   J.,  of.^it. 
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economic questions of  interest,  to economic planners and others 
concerned with the development of national  sugar industries, which go 
beyond the narrow measures of financial profitability.2/ 

(i)  Resource availability:    Factor endowments,   and the 
possibility of augmenting these through international assistance,   vary 
considerably across developing countries.       Nevertheless certain 
resources are commonly in  short  supply   (or  over-supply)   and thus warrant 
particular consideration of the requirements of each per tonne of  sugar 
per annum produced.       In this category comes total employment,   skilled 
labour,   initial capital  investment,  land and net  foreign exchange 
requirements  (or savings). 

The technology options are  initially compared in terms of 
their respective aggregate requirements of capital and labour.       Further 
comparison is based on the relative intensity with which the technologies 
require more specific resources,   including several which  are analysed in 
detail under other headings,   including energy and  land occupied by 
human populations; 3/ 

(ii) Linkages:     Establishment of conventional vacuum-pan 
sugar  factories for many developing countries represents investment of 
very considerable magnitude  in relation to their total industrial 
investment.      It is therefore appropriate to enquire into the linkages 
that might be expected to develop between a sugar project and other 
sectors of the economy. 

Potential  linkages might arise on  both the   input and 
outpiL  sides.      In  the former case two particularly  important 
possibilities may be singl  d out.       The need for trained manpower  - at 
various levels of skill  - requires training programmes which can 
contribute to the supply of  labour within the economy with particular 
abilities.      What appears solely as a cost to the  individual firm 
provides a benefit when seen from the viewpoint of  society.       Similarly 
the origin of machinery including spare parts required by the different 
technologies may be considered in conjunction with  Information about the 
capacity of the domestic  engineering industry. 

Linkages on  the output side fall more naturally into 
the  section on the physical environment,  within a framework specifying 
the totality of outputs obtained from sugar production,   in part because 
of the recycling possibilities that exist; 

(ili)  Shadow pricing:     In any assessment of a specific 
project an important task is the analysis of the potential retjrn 
offered to society compared with the financial return offered to the 
investor (s).      Although,  as explained in Section   (3)  below,  the present 
study does not seek to be entirely country specific,   it is worthwhile to 
consider   (by means of sensitivity analysis)  how the technologies perform 
when assumptions are made regarding the relationship between certain 
market prices and hypothetical shadow prices. 

(b)   Physical environment 

As a convenient form of classification .It is useful to take a 
definition of 'physical' as the solid, liquid and aaseoua phases of the 
environment. 

2/        The most widely used and understood economic measures - e.g.   of costs 
and profits - are based on market prices.       As is obvious from the 
text  these  are not  the  only basis of economic valuation.       It  is con- 
venient to distinguish between the broad and narrow economic view by 
describing market price  calculations  as  financial. 

3/        The link between this stark presentation of capital,   energy,   labour 
and other requirements of technologies and economic appraisal  in the 
broad sense is found,  of course,  in shadow pricing discussed 
subsequently. 

---•'*>• 
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(i)       Air;     The gaseous environment,   air,  tends to be taken for 
granted  until  its quality deteriorates by the emission of various 
pollutants.       The two main problem areas with regard to the  sugar  industry 
are the  factory furnace  emissions  and the open burning of  the  cane crop 
before harvest; 

(ii)     Water :     This is the most  important component of the 
liquid environment and   is quantitatively and qualitatively a requirement 
for   life.       Sometimes  this requirement has to be met by the discharges 
of   factory effluent  and  agricultural run-off.       One of the greatest 
environmental problems arises when the  liquid discharge   is of  such a 
quality as adversely to affect or prevent  life.       A major  influence on 
the natural habitat of an area is ••he introduction of  irrigation, often 
involving large-scale river control and diversion; 

(iii;   Land:     In an agro-industry,   land is of major importance 
and usually undergoes considerable change whether in its  shape or in 
the vegetation it supports.      Manual and agricultural operations also 
affect  local soil conditions and possibly the future ability of the land 
to  support  the crop at economic levels; 

(iv)     By-product utilization;     Bagasse,  molasses and filter mud 
can  be regarded  as useful  by-products or  as waste disposal problems. 
In  the latter case they could have been incorporated in the previous 
categories but as valuable potential raw materials they are treated 
individually; 

(v)       Energy ;     The energy intensity of a technology is 
becoming an increasingly  important consideration particularly in 
developing countries.       In this regard  in the present Report the main 
comparative focus  is on manual versus mechanical  agricultural 
technologies and the vacuum-pan versus open-pan processing technologies. 

(c)   Social environment 

Several  areas  of  socio-environmental   impact may be 
distinguished in the operation of a cane sugar  industry.       Among them 
some are directly associated with the scale and content of the 
technology being employed;    the remainder are indirect and depend on 
interaction between each  technology and the  institutional  setting of the 
society in which  it  is established.      The direct social policy issues 
are more clearly defined  and are also usually more susceptible to 
quantification.       In the analysis that follows quantitative indices are 
used where possible to compare the social consequences of technology in 
the African sugar  industry.      These comparisons relate to a set of 
criteria which give operational meaning to the concept of social 
approprlateness. 

(i)       Human  settlements:     Within this area two related  issues 
arise:     the magnitude and  character of  the disruption of existing 
settlements   (and  the consequent displacement of human populations) caused 
by   land acquisition  for   a  given project;     and,   in newly created 
settlements required for  agro-industrial projects,  the provision for 
collective and individual needs and for demographic balance; 

(il)     Employment generation:    The main components of this 
criterion  are as  follows:     the extension of productive employment to 
those most  in need   (the poorest,  least educated and least skilled 
members of rural populations);    maximization of access to employment for 
the  population most directly affected by the implementation of a project; 
and  creation of a working environment which minimizes regimentation, 
promotes creativity,  and  - in this and other ways - encourages skilled 
people  to  stay in  rural  areas; 

This criterion comprises three (iii) 
broad elements : 
opportunities,   supported  by geographical  dispersion;     improvement of 
food  supply and nutritional standards;     and diversification of the rural 

Development impact: 
equitability In the distribution of income-earning 
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(3)       Conduct  of the  Investigation 

.,„<     During the cour«« of the study fieldwork was carried out in four 
îo atmo.?^^"'  EgyPt; Ethl°Pla«  Gh«« «a K.nya.       vî.it. w«. paid 
'nfôStîon ¿«î oh^?ñLf;Ct0rr" cur"ntly «crating and additional 
•ííí!¿ ^?!    obtalnBd

J
from Gov.rnm.nt Miniatri.« and oth.r bod let 

connected with sugar production and utilization.      However    th. d.t! 
r^r^^r deiib?"teiy -ynth..i..d-n;i. íh:-c";tí;ctíoíaof 
a number of modali - so that th« study may relate to a wid.r spectrum of 

in several other manor countries associated with cane sugar production 
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CHAPTER  III 

PLANTATION-BASED PROJECTS 

This Chapter contains an assessment of the respective environmental 
impacts of the vacuum-pan and improved OPS technologies in the production 
of mill-white sugar.      As described in Section   (3)  of Chapter II,  each 
technology is analysed at two scales of operación in four different 
climatic settings.      The term  'model'   is used to describe the 
characterization of one technology at a particular scale of operation 
within a given climatic setting.       In this Chapter each model is assumed 
to draw cane  from a plantation or factory farm. 

Analysis of the performance of each model utilizes values assigned 
to a set of parameters,  some of which reflect technical efficiency,  others 
economic conditions.      These values have been based on observations made 
during the  fieldwork visits outlined in Chapter II.       Prices of materials, 
equipment and  labour were  seen to vary between countries  both absolutely 
and relatively.      This variation  is handled in this Report through the use 
of two price  regimes,   termed   'low*   and   'high'.      The  low price regime  is 
based on  the minimum prices observed in the fieldwork countries.       The 
high price  regime  is based on wage and salary rates double those of  the 
low price  regime,  material  and equipment prices  50 per cent higher  than  in 
the low price regime,  and a sales price   (ex-factory)   for sugar double that 
of the low price regime.       In the high price regime the relative price of 
labour and sugar is thus higher than in the low price regime.      Broadly 
speaking price conditions in the East African countries may be approxi- 
mated by the low price set of models, whereas price conditions in Ghana 
are reflected by the high price set. 

The values selected for the more important technical and economic 
parameters are included in an outline of the methodology described in 
Motion   (1)   below.      Further values and methodological details are given 
in Annex II of the Report.       In Annex III  some detail  is given on 
alternative agricultural technologies. 

(1)       Methodology 

Section   (2) of this Chapter compares the financial performance of 
the two technologies as evaluated in a variety of climatic and economic 
settings.      The purpose of this section is to provide information on the 
basis of the calculations of the underlying cost and, revenue data. 

(a)   Large-scale vacuum pan technology models 

Capital and operating costs associated with VP models have been 
estimated from a separate consideration of agricultural operations 
(ending with the supply of cane at the factory)  and factory operations 
with additional allowance for administrative overheads   (financial and 
general management,  personnel and welfare)   which cover the entire 
operation.       The technical parameters have been based on what is currently 
in use in well-managed African projects.       On the agricultural side,   for 
example,  cultivation activities are largely mechanized,  with the exception 
of weeding,  and harvesting comprises manual cutting of burnt cane with 
mechanized trailer loading.       Sugar factory technology is based on 
conventional milling with processes thereafter subject to a moderate 
degree of instrumentation.       Sugar bagging and handling is assumed to be 
largely manual  in operation. 

(i)      Agricultural operationst    Agricultural activities were 
classified into land preparation, cane cultivation and harvesting,  civil 
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many financial appraisals of such projects, and the 
item is assessed in Section (5) below. 

The starting point for the specification of agricultural 
costs is the determination of the required cane area.  This depends on 
the length of growing season for cane and the yield obtained per hectare, 
and is described in Table 1.  Costs associated with the determined cane 
area are divided into capital costs (land development) and operating costs. 
The former include purchase of agricultural equipment and use of that 
equipment in land clearance, road and drainage construction, and 
irrigation system installation if necessary.   Both sets of costs are 
shown in Table 2 in terms of $ per hectare for both lonq and short 
seasor. situations.  Calculation of costs at high prices is based on 
observed weightings of labour and material costs within the various 
activities.  The latter include the cost of land preparation and planting, 
cultivation of plant and ratoon crops, and civil engineering (maintenance 
of roads etc ). 

Annual operating costs also include cane harvesting and 
administrative costs.  The former are based on a 24-hour cane delivery 
sv»tem to the factory, with manual cutting of burnt can* at a rate of 4- 
5 tonnes per-tnan day (long season) and 2-5 tonnes per man-day (short 
season).  The system analysed assumes that cane is loaded into trailers 
(4.5 tonnes capacity) by grab loader, trailers being moved in and out 
of fields by crawler tractor and hauled to and from the factory in seta 
of four by wheel tractor.  Table 3 gives information on the cane 
harvesting equipment requirements and on annual operating unit costs. 

Most of the agricultural administrative cost comprises 
staff salaries relating to agronomy, agricultural engineering and 
administration sections: this item appears to increase only slightly 
as the size of the operation increases, and has been taken as $500,000 
for cane estates of around 5000 hectares,  rising to $700,000 for 
patates of around 10000 hectares and $1,000,000 for estates of around 
20000 hectares  (at low prices).  In the high price models these costs 
are increased by 85 per cent, reflecting th« assumption of 100 per cent 
increase in rates of pay. 

The unit cost figures for cultivation activities, shown 
in Table 2, are based on the cost data obtained from fieldwork country 
sugar estateB.   Since an activity such as land preparation or ratoon 
cultivation itself comprises a number of individual operations (like 
ploughing, weeding etc) a cross check was performed on the cost data 
shown in Table 2:  on the basis of information collected at the estates 
a list of operations was drawn up and the required labour, machine and 
(where relevant) material inputs specified and priced.  The unit costs 
for all activities were then re-costed.  Whilst some variation was noted 
between the revised costs and the unit cost figures çiven in Table 2 
the net impact on financial profitability was small.  The original 
agricultural employment estimates were, however, shown tu De uniformly 
conservative and the revised figures, shown in Table 4, have therefore 
been used in this Report.  It has been assumed that virtually all cane 
harvesting daily paid employees would be seasonal. 
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TABLE I 

Aqrlcultmr.l 
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TAIL! 2 
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A. Capital r«fluirtPtn!. Grab Crawler Wheel Can« 
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TABLE 4 
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(ii)     Factory Operations :    Two acales of operation, viz.   100 
tch and 200 ten are analysed in this Report.      The capacity of machinery 
required at the various work stations is estimated on the basis of 
material flow calculations designed to produce mill-white sugar of 99.6 
pol by means of a double-sulphitation process.      The characteristics 
assumed for cane and the various by-products are shown in Table 5. 

Cane 

legasse 

Filter mud 

Molasses 

li.put-OutDut Characteristics 

Other 
Solid« 
-|  

Water         Sucrose Fibre 
As 1 
Cane 

t                   1 

69.6                13.0 15.0 2.4 100 

48.O                  3.0 46.33 0.67 30 

77.5                  1.5 12.0 9.0 5 

20.0                32.0 - 48.0 3.5 

In addition the following assumptions have been madet 
imbibition 200 per cent on fibre»    milk of lime 1 per cent on cane 
(15    Beaumsh    wash water 116 per cent on wet filter mud;    clear 
juice 85 per cent of sulphited juice on average;    bagacillo as filter 
aid 2kg/tonne cane. 

On the basis of these assumptions it is estimated that sulphited 
Juice will amount to 120 gar cent on cane and clear juice 102 per cent 
on cane, with syrup at 64° Brix 20.75 per cent on cane.      An undetermined 
sucrose loss of 1.9 per cent is also assumed. 

The boiling system adopted for the purpose of the calculations 
requires C  (or third)   sugar to be remelted with clear juice.       In the case 
of gOO tch,  it is estimated that A massecuite of 27.3 tonnes per hour 
(92    Brix, 87.4 per cent purity)  will be produced from 75 per cent of the 
available syrup plus the remelt, which in turn yields 15.0 tonnes A sugar 
(99    Brix, 99.6 per cent purity)   and 12.3 tonnes A molasses   (83° Brix, 
69.7 per cent purity). B massecuite of 15.2 tonnes per hour  (93.58 L.„ 
74.5 per cent purity)   is produced from A molasses plus 15 per cent of the 
available syrup,   to yield 6.7 tonnes B sugar   (98° Brix,   99.5 per cent 
purity)  and 8.5 tonnes B molasses   (90° Brix,  53.2 per cent purity).      C 
massecuite of 10.8  tonnes per hour   (95    Brix,  62 per cent purity) 
produced from B molasses plus the remaining syrup yields 4.9 tonnes Ç 
sugar   (96    Brix,   88 per cent purity)  and 5.9 tonnes C molasses   (94.3° 
Brix,  40 per cent purity)  which is diluted to 7 tonnes final molasses 
at 80" Brix. 

Brix, 

followst 
The sucrose balance,  given the assumptions listed,  is as 

Sucrose in cene loo 

in bagasse 6.9 

mud 0.6 
molasses 8.7 

undetermined 1.9 18.1 

Sucrose recovery 81.9 
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These  figures are consistent with a milling efficiency of  93 per cent and 
a cane   :   sugar ratio of  9.34   (10.7 tonnes sugar at 0.05  per cent moisture 
per  lOO  tonnes  cane).       Estimates of factory capital  cost,   for both 100 
ten and  200 tch,  at low and high prices are shown  in Table  6.       In 
practice a sugar factory is nearly always supplied at present on a turn- 
key basis,  so that an exact price  for a hypothetical  factory would depend 
on a detailed specification of many more parameters than  those quoted. 
The figures given in Table 6 are meant to cover  the likely price range 
applicable to most situations. 

The data in Table  6  are based on those  supplied  by particular 
manufacturers of equipment.       Such quotations can obviously vary with, 
for example, different phases of  the trade cycle,  random  imperfection in 
the market perceptions of the supplier,     including a failure  fully to 
anticipate exchange rate   fluctuations.       In this  regard   the  figures in 
Table  6  are possibly on the low side.       If - as could be  reasonable - 
the capital costs of the VP factories were increased by  20 per cent then 
although the rank ordering of the technologies would not  be altered, the 
profitability of the modern factories and the absolute gap between this 
and that of the small-scale factories would.      Thus in the case of 200 
tch models NPV   (at low prices)   discounted at 10 per cent  per annum would 
be reduced by between $7.5 million and $8 million,  whilst  the correspond- 
ing figures for 100 tch models would be $4.5 million to  $5 million. 

Factory operating costs have been evaluated in  terms of 
expenditure on staff, chemicals,   bagging materials,  other  process 
materials,  repairs and replacement materials,  fuel and miscellaneous 
expenditure.       Information on consumption and unit prices  of various 
materials  is given in Table 7.       Electricity consumption   is calculated at 
600 kw per hour   (100 tch)   and 90O kW per hour   (200 tch)   for each day the 
factory  is not operating. 1/      The estimate of supplementary fuel require- 
ments   (the major fuel material being the bagasse,  or cane  residue, 
produced as a by-product of the   factory operation)   is on   the low side 
when compared with existing needs  of many factories  in African countries: 
it may be expected, however,  that plans for new projects  will pay more 
attention to ways of increasing  fuel economy. 

Miscellaneous expenditure is calculated at a rate   (low price 
regime)   of $0.6 per tonne cane  for the 100 tch long season and 200 tch 
short season factories,  with corresponding amounts of I0.5  per tonne 
and $0.75 per tonne for the 200  tch long season and 100 tch short season 
factories respectively.       This relationship reflects economies coming 
partly  from the length of crushing season and partly from  scale of 
operation. 

Estimates of machinery  requirements are used to  build up 
factory manpower requirements,   technical and processing,   shown in Table 
6.      These are based on a 4 crew 3 shift system,  which increases the 
number  of   jobs  required  but substantially eliminates overtime payments. 
The number of seasonal workers,   included  in the  labour  force  total, is 
calculated  separately for  the long  and  short season  situations.       In the 
former  case  it  is  taken as  semi-   and unskilled workers on   the processing 
side only,   whereas in the  latter   case half of the unskilled workers on 
the technical side are also counted as seasonal. 

(iii)   Administrative overheads;    This item covers  the running 
ot general management,  financial  and personnel departments  plus the 
provision of transport services   (cars,   land rovers etc.)   and housing. 

Capital expenditure comprises housing,  vehicles and 
miscellaneous.       The provision of housing - even the extent  to which it 
should be regarded as a charge on  the project - is variable.       It is 
assumed here that all managerial   staff including supervisory grades 

1/      This part of the factory electricity consumption refers to external 
purchases of electricity. 

vl 

--**• 
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Plant and equiparai 
(fot lurope) 

•pares 

Freight and Inaurane« 

Port charts «id 
internal transportation 

Installation 

Civil works 

supervision 
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tew prie« 
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100 200 
ten fcah JQKO MM 
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O.fO        1.00 

l.tl 2.10 

0.71        1.30 

3.10        4.SO 

3.10        f.10 

0.4? 0.71 

26.2 43.? 
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(I Million) 
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0.M 1.40 

2.It 3.14 

1.31 2.11 
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TABLE   7 

Vacuum-Pan Factory  Operating Costs 
(excluding salaries t wagt») 

Consumption per 
tonne cane 

Price 1 

100 
ten 

200 
tch 

Unit Low High 

1. Fuel 

furncc« oil: 
long »«aaon 0.8 0.6 litr« 0.12 0.18 
•hort season 1.0 0.8 litrt 0.12 0.18 

lubricants 0.15 0.1 litr« 0.8 1.2 

elcctricitys 
(see text) 

long season 4.IS 3.10 kWh 0.02 0.03 
short season 12.25 9.20 kWh 0.02 0.O3 

2. Process materials 

li»i/ 2.0 Kg 2.0 kg tonnt 80 90 

sulphur-' 0.4 Kg 0.4 kg tonn« 300 «SO 

sugar bags 1.1 1.1 •aoh O.t 1.3S 

other process 
materials par tonna 0.3 0.45 

cane 

3. Repairs and replacement material» i 

long season 

short season 

St installed factory cost 

3% installed factory cost 

4. Miscellaneous expenditure See text 

a/     Expenditure on other factory chemicals is astumd to be 60 pair 
sent that on lime and sulphur 

J 
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broad  elements:    equitability  in the distribution of   income-earning 
opportunities,   supported by geographical dispersion;      improvement of 
food   supply and nutritional   standards;     and diversification  of  the rural 
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plus skilled workers would be accommodated.       Details arc given  in Table 
i.      An additional 10 per cent is added  to the  total for welfare buildings. 
Required expenditure on vehicles  is taken  as $450,000 for the 10O tch long 
season rainfed situatic     (at low prices) .       Calculations  for other 
situations are based on che assumption that the requirements for irrigated 
situations would be 67 per cent that of rainfed,   and for short season 
80 per cent that of long season,   reflecting   (though not proportionately) 
the reduction in  cane area being served.       Similarly it  is assumed that 
expenditure for  the 200 tch situation would be  150 per cent that of 
100 tch.      Miscellaneous  capital expenditure is  taken to be $250,000 
irrespective of  situation   (at low prices) .       Calculations at high prices 
assume a 50 per cent increase in equipment prices and 75 per cent increase 
in housing costs   (reflecting the assumed doubling of wage rates). 

Annual operating costs largely comprise staff salaries which 
may be expected  not to vary much on account of change in  situation.      A 
figure of $4 per tonne cane has been used  for the 100 tch  long season 
situation   (at low prices) :    short season expenditure is  taken as  90 per 
cent that of long season,   and 200 tch 20 per cent higher than the 
corresponding 100 tch situation.       High price  figures are 75 per cent 
higher than the  low price equivalents. 

(iv)     Working capital:     It is assumed that one week's production 
of sugar would be on hand at any one time,  and that payment for sugar is 
received three months in  arrears.      An estimate was made  of agricultural, 
factory and administrative stores requirements:     it was assumed that one 
year's consumption of factory repairs and replacement materials would be 
needed as stores,   together with six months '  consumption of all other 
materials.      Payment for stores would be  three months in arrears. 

(v)      Revenue :    This  is based on ex-factory prices  for sugar 
and molasses"       It is assumed that sugar  sells ex-factory at 1300 per 
tonne   (low price)   and $600 per tonne   (high price) .      The  corresponding 
prices for molasses are   $15 and $30 per tonne respectively.      The low 
price for sugar reflects  currently observed prices in East Africa. 
The high price is  in fact below that to be found in West Africa.       Even 
the low price,  however,   is slightly above  the present world market price 
(FOB London)   for  refined sugar. 

It is assumed that  sugar production is carried on over 25 years, 
and that sugar recovery will be  lower than normal  in the  first few years. 
To allow for a small amount of wastage a  figure of  10.6 per cent is used 
as normal   (equivalent to  81.5 per cent recovery) .      Table  10 provides 
details of sugar recovery estimated for the early years of operation 
(years 1 and 2 being,  of course,  devoted to agricultural preparation etc). 

(b)  Small-scale OPS  technology models 

The  OPS  technology has  also been  analyzed for  two scales of 
operation, although in this case only one  size of factory  is specified. 
The variation is  introduced by means of a difference in the number of 
eight-hour factory shifts worked per dayt     100 ted requires two shifts 
whereas 150 ted    requires  three-shift working,in both cases equivalent to 
7 tch. 

Assessment of profitability,  as depicted by these models, is 
based as in the  large-scale situations on a comparison of revenues and 
costs over 25 years of sugar production.       Much of the basic data usad 
to construct the models have, however, been drawn  from that used  in the 
large-scale technology models or from small-scale experience in  India 
since as yet in  the African countries at  the time fieldwork was under- 
taken, only three OPS units existed and none had been operating for more 
than a few months. 

v] 
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TABLE 11 

Arej reeuired Cene sene 
Sfdijn 

(km) 

Annual ease require- 
TBecT 
SiBI 

tiret) 

(thousand tonnes) 

Lone season ralnfed 

ISO tad 52» 744 l.S 30.3 

100 to« 3S3 4M 1.3 ao.a 

bent mm irrigated 

ISO ted 211 sto 1.1 10.3 

100 ted 173 ato 0.» 30.3 

Short Mesen related 

ISO ted ito SM 1.3 lf.f 

100 tod 2S4 IM 1.1 u.a 

•hort eeeeen irrleeted 

ISO tod Iti 213 1.0 lf.l 

100 ted 12« 1*0 0.1 11.2 

§/  Cane yields are assumed to be äqual to thoee shown in table 1 
for the corresponding lares-seals situation 

b/  Total srsa required by esoh projsot is assumed to be 140 per oent 
cene arsa in rsinfed situations and ISO per cent cane area in 
irrlestsd situations 

J 
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(i)       Agricultural operations;     Theae have been costed on the 
basis of two different sets of assumption«.       Primary analysis has bean 
oased on the expectation that cultivation inputs and associated cane 
yields per hectare will be the same as in the corresponding large-scale 
situations.2/       Where  irrigation is required this  expectation  is 
tentative since  very  little   information is  available on  small-scale 
irrigation,  so  that  the formel  financial analysis of the performance of 
OPS  technology  under  these conditions should be  regarded  as being 
particularly  conditional on  the attainment of similar cane yields for  the 
same  unit  Irrigation  cost as  those  incurred  in large-scale projects. 
Table  11 contains information on cane requirements for the various models. 

The costing of cane harvesting and transportation has been 
calculated on  similar lines  to that used in the  large-scale models: 
in particular rates of productivity for cane cutting, rates of pay and 
running costs per machine hour are  identical to those used the costing 
of harvesting operations on large-scale plantations.3/      Cane loading has, 
however,  been assumed to be a manual operation at the small-scale level. 
The cane transportation equipment requirements are shown  in Table 12. 
Agricultural administrative costs are based on three items of 
expenditure:     a fixed employment cost of $20,000 per annum     ($40,000 
at high prices)   covering the cost of an agricultural manager,  three 
supervisors and two clerical assistants;     land rent of $10 per hectare 
($15 at high prices) ;    and staff transport running costs of $5p00 per 
annum   ($7,500 at high prices) .      Table 13 summarizes agricultural employ- 
ment data. 

TABLE 12 

cane Transportation Requirements 

150 ted models 

100 ted models 

62 hp tractor« 

5 

3 

3 tonne trailer« 

13 

9 

In  the rainfed situation« the implications of an alternative 
policy are considered.      Thi» policy may be described as   'low-input 
low-output'   in comparison with the main hypothesis   (same  input-output 
as in the corresponding large-scale  situations),  depending to a greater 
extent on unskilled labour with reduced use of equipment.       The 
technical and economic parameter values underlying this alternative policy 
are based on  limited observation relating to one  fieldwork country 
(Ghana);   nevertheless  they suggest  that,   for OPS models in  situations 

where  it is  feasible  to consider utilizing an increased land area in 
order  to supply  a given quantity of cane,   it  is  possible  to produce cane 
at  a  lower cost  per  tonne.       The unit cultivation  costs and  associated 
cane yields  are   shown  in Table  14.       Cane  harvesting operating costs are 
based  on  the  same  unit  running costs  and rates of pay as  under  the main 
hypothesis.       Capital  expenditure on cane transport equipment is taken 
as equal to that shown in Table 12.       Similarly agricultural admini- 
strative costs are based on calculations outlined above under the main 
hypothesis. 

2/      For information of yields and cultivation co«t« per hectare see 
Tables 1 and 2 above. 

3        Details of productivity are given in Annex II.      Rate« of pay and 
machine running costs are shown in Table 3 above.      Cane is cut green 
at a rate half of that of the corresponding large-scale model. 
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TABLE 14 

Agricultural Unit Cotti and Yialda unter 
'Low-Inaut   Low-Outpuf  g0^fY 

*•  inltUl capital axaandltur« 
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draina?« 

load conatructlon 
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3. Tractor work»hop 

Low 
SLÍS1 
«/ha 
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•3 
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A« I of 
High larga- 
££ic« »cala 
Î7ha 
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263 

50 

33 

45 

'1 
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Agricultural employment generated under the   'low-input low- 
output' policy is shown in Table 15.       The required cane areas to 
provide 150 ted are  661 hectares   (long season)  and 608 hectare!   (short 
season), whilst the  corresponding 100 ted figures are 441 and 406 
hectares respectively. 

(ii)    Factory operations:     Since OPS technology is relatively 
less well-known a brief description  is given here of the factory 
specification and performance assumed in this Report.       The basic  factory 
specification  is fairly similar to that outlined in  a booklet published 
by  the Planning Research and Action  Institute,  India.4/      Specifications 
of complete units currently offered by Indian machinery manufacturers are 
closely modelled on  this.      The major differences relate to the increased 
crushing capacity of  the plant considered in this Report compared with 
that  detailed by P.R.A.I.   (60 ted).       Table 16 provides a list of the 
principal plant and equipment required by a 7 tch factory. 

It is assumed that downtime will amount to 25 per cent of 
available cane crushing time,  reducing the net crushing days to 202 
(long  season)   and 112   (short season) .       Unplanned stoppage would appear to 
be more frequent with OPS technology  and this is reflected in a higher 
percentage downtime.       Annual cane requirements associated with the  four 
models are thus 20,2O0 tonnes   (100 ted long season);     30,300 tonnes 
(150 ted long season);    11,200 tonnes   (100 ted short season)  and 16,800 
tonnes   (150 ted short season). 

Sugar recovery is estimated on the basis of the following 
parameters:    cane contains 15 per cent fibre;    raw juice « cane 65 
(no imbibition);    cl«»ar juica t cane 61.5;    1st rab(massecuite)  t clear 
juice 20 with rab at   86° Brix;    1st  sugar %  1st rab   37.5;     2nd rab %  1st 
molasses 90 and 2nd sugar t 2nd rab 22.5;    3rd rab %  2nd molasses 
90 and 3rd sugar %  3rd rab 17.5. 5/ 

By-products in relation to cane comprise bagasse 35 per cent, 
filter mud 4  per cent and final molasses   (at 80    Brix)   4.25 per cent. 
Sucrose losses may be shown from the above parameters to be bagasse  19.2 
per cent,  filter mud  2.3 per cent,  molasses  14.5 per cent and undeter- 
mined   14.0 per cent giving an approximate recovery of 50 per cent. 
These  assumptions regarding losses are not particularly demanding,  when 
translated into implications for factory efficiency,   in Indian 
conditions, where modern OPS units are expected to achieve 60 per cent 
recovery.      However,   technology transferred to a different environment 
cannot be automatically assumed to give equal results. 

With an assumed cane sucrose content of 13 per cent (as in the 
large-scale models) ,   the sugar » cane ratio works out at 6.5 par cent, 
broken down into 4.25 per cent first sugar,  1.5 per cent second sugar 
and 0.75 per cent third sugar. 

A breakdown of the factory capital cost is given in Table  17. 
The  smaller than usual percentage   mark up from low to high prices  for 
factory plant and equipment reflects  the much higher number of potential 
suppliers of small-scale sugar machinery.      It is assumed here that this 
equipment would be imported - on a turnkey basis as  in the large-scale 
case  -  though it is now feasible for developing African countries to 
manufacture some part of this themselves. 

4/       P.R.A.I.,   Open-Fan Sulpkitation  ProoesB of Khan atari  Sugar 
Manufacture :    Cenerai  Detoription,   Capital Coat  and  Detailed 
Ftinnomier,   Publication 226, Lucknow,  India,  1965. 

5/       For further Information see P.R.A.I.,  Open-Fan  Sulphitation 
Froacee of Khandaari Sugar Manufacture :    General  Inetruotiona  on 
rrocce»  Techniques,  Publication 260,  Lucknow,   India,  1969, 
and P.R.A.I.,   Report of the Fourth Teohnioal Seminar on the 
Open-Pan  Sugar  Manufacture,  September 1966,  Lucknow,   India, 
1968. 
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TABLE 16 

Specification of Plant and Equipment 
«•quired by a 7 teh OPS Factory 

1. Cart weighbridge -    5 tonn« capacity 

2. 2x3 roller hydraulic crusher OiSnm x 530DM) with cane carrier 
and two aeta of knives 

3. 100 hp electric motor for the crusher, IS hp and 10 hp 
electric motors for knives 

4. 2 raw juice tanka 

5. 0.6 cubic meter capacity air compressor, sulphur even and 
scrubber for gai filtration 

C.      4 sulphitation tanks 

7. 2 sulphited juice heating bala (each of 4 pans) firad by 
wat bagaase furnaoas 

8. 24 settling tanks 

t.      3 filter presses   (760am x 760mm) 

10. 6 clear juice heating bela   (each of 5 pans)  individually fired 
by a wet bagaase furnace 

11. 36 U-shaped crystalliiers 

12. 3 centrifugals (305s» x 610mm) 

13. 5 molasses heating bals (each of 3 pans) individually 
fired by a firewood fuellad furnaea 

14. Sugar drier with hopper and elevator 

15. Pumps, small electric motors, plpaa and fittings, sugar 
bagging and weighing equipment and other mlsoellanaous small 
items 
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TABLE 17 

OPS fctorv Capital coat 

î«ow High 
E£a££ Brio« 
(WOO) (1000) 

1.      riant and aqulpmant  (FOB indi«)    loo.o 130.0 

Fraight and inaurane«                       lo.O 12.0 

Port ohargaa and intanai 
tranaportation                                   s.O co 

Inatallation including 
•up.rvUion                                         2S.0 }«.o 

Civil worka                                           40.O §o,0 

Sub-total                                 Ito. O 240.0 

i.     Ganara tor M ta                                   SO. O 75.0 

3. Vthielaa                                              10.0 ».O 

4. Of t loa/laboratory 
aqulpawnt                                           5.0 7, s 

5. Initial training                                 6.0 10.} 

»otai                                   Hi.O 363.0 

a 
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A larga element in the overall capital cost la provision for a 
200 KVA generator set (plus a small standby unit) to supply power for the 
crusher unit and other electric motors.  This cost could be considerably 
reduced if direct access to electricity is available.  On the other 
hand, water availability has been assumed (with consumption estimated at 
up to 20,000 litres per day).  Estimation of the initial training cost 
has been based on the assumption that three key factory employees would 
attend a six month training course in India. 

Labour requirements are shown in Table 18.  The managerial and 
•killed labour requirements are estimated to be the following i 

managerial: factory manager, 3 production superintendents 
(1 per shift), accountant/secretary; 

•killed labour i head pan boiler (1 per shift), mechanic 
and electrician per shift plus day 
mechanic and day carpenter/mason. 

The majority of those classified as semi-skilled are employed 
•t the heating bela and centrifugal stations.  Basic rates of pay for 
daily rated staff are taken as equal to those offered in the large-scale 
factories, with overhead costs around half.  Semi-skilled and unskilled 
production staff have been classified as seasonal. 

The managerial input seems high compared with Indian practice 
end certainly is so compared with Indian specification 6/ but is in line 
with East African intentions for small-scale units and would appear to be 
advisable if units are to have any chance of success. 

Consumption and prices of material inputs are given in Table 19. 
Fuel consumption depends partly on the efficiency of the bagasse furnaces 
to satisfy all process heating needs.  In addition to supplementary fuel 
to fire furnaces, diesel oil (or electricity) will be required to power 
the mills and cutters and electricity needed to run the crystallize», 
centrifugals, sugar drier and the various pumps.  The supplementary 
process heating fuel requirement is based on a material flow calculation 
utilizing Indian data.7/  Some of the required parameters have been 
given in page 33 above";   in addition it is expected that 4 kg water is 
evaporated per 1 kg of dry bagasse fuel consumption.  On the basis of 
these parameters it can be shown that in a factory of 100 tonnes of cane 
crushed per day approximately 48 tonnes of water will require to be 
evaporated at the clear juice heating bel stage in order to raise the 
rab to 86 Brix (from 19 to 20 Brix clear juice), implying a fuel 
requirement of 12 tonnes of dry bagasse.  In addition, 5 tonnes of dry 
bagasse are required daily for the heating of the sulphitation and 
•»lasses bels.  With the bagasse : cane ratio estimated to be 35 per 
cent (at around 51 per cent moisture) it would appear that around 17 
tonnes of bagasse (on a dry basis) could be available per day under 
optimal conditions.  However to allow for possible shortfall, a require- 
ment of 1 tonne firewood per 100 tonnes cane has been allowed for, to be 
uaed in the molasses bels' furnaces. 

Miscellaneous expenditure is based primarily on the (maintenance) 
cost of running two vehicles (saloon and pick-up truck) at $0.1 per km (at 
low prices).  The total figure i« taken as S6pÒO long season and 94¿00 
short season at low prices, with vhe high price figures 50 per cent more. 

£/  As contained for example in P.R.A.I., Publication 226, op.oit. 
2/      See P.R.A.I., Report on  the Fourth  Teohnioal Seminar on  the  Open- 

Pftn  .'•'fí¡í(7r' Manufacture,    öf.Ott. 

_^m. 
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TABLE  18 
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1 
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3. 
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« 
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Estimation of capital replacement expenditure has been evaluated 
on  the observation that certain pieces of equipment,  particularly pana and 
crystalllsers, have a much  shorter life than the 25  year« taken for 
factory production.       In the long season situation  it is estimated that 
45  par cent of the value of plant and equipment requires replacement after 
every  six years of operation,    with a further 15 per cent requiring re- 
placement once  (after thirteen years).      In the short season situation it 
is  estimated that 45 per cent of plant and equipment requires replacement 
after every eight years of  operation.      In addition  it is assumed that 
the   factory vehicles require replacement after six years   (long season)  or 
eight years   (short season) . 

As mentioned above OPS factories produce  up to three  (some- 
times  four)   grades of sugar,  of differing qualities.       These sugars have 
been priced on the basis that first sugar is of comparable quality to 
large-scale  factory mill-white sugar   (certainly in  India    modern OPS units 
are  capable of producing sugar of at least  '029'  standard,   a common 
grade of   Indian vacuum-pan  sugar)?  that second sugar  is slightly  'inferior' 
in  terms of colour and grain size;     and that third  sugar is distinctly 
darker  in  colour than the other two grades.      The respective prices used 
(per  tonne)   are $300,  $270 and $225  in the low price models with high 
prices being double the corresponding low price.       Molasses  is priced at 
$15   per tonne  ($30 per tonne high price)  as in the  large-scale factory 
models. 

(ill)  Production parameters In the early years of operation« 
The  date of commencement of sugar production depends on the length of 
time  required to obtain the first harvesting of cane.      It is assumed, 
for  convenience,  that land clearance takes one year - as in the large- 
scale situations -  so that  sugar production commences at the same time as 
in   the corresponding large-scale models.      A new project cannot commence 
at  or even near the full production rate if the plant crop/ratoon crop 
distribution is to remain within reasonable proportion,  though planting 
over  the  first few years exceeds the normal   (equilibrium)   level to some 
extent  in  order to bring the factory into full production more quickly. 
It   is assumed that the long season  factory commences production in year 4 
at  a  rate of 33 per cent of normal,  building up to  100 per cent by year 
7:      in  the short season model production commences  one year earlier. 
The  required operating cost expenditures in the early years   (expressed as 
a percentage of normal)   and  the corresponding required distribution of 
expenditure on capital items are shown in Annex II. 

Finally,  it is assumed that sugar recovery will be lower 
than normal in the first two years,  as shown in Table 20. 

TABLE 20 

Outputs in fsrlv Years as Percentage of Cms 

Year of operation First sugar Second sugar Third sugar Holmes 

rirst                       2.0                    1.0                     1.5 5.0 

Second 3.0 1.25 1.25 <.5 

Third 4.25 1.5 0.75 4.25 
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(2)       Têohnology  Comparison  baiti on  financial Profitability 

The basic financial resulti  for each modal arc presentad in terms 
of net pre san t value   (NPV),  discounted at 5  per cant and 10 per cent8/ 
par annum,  and internal rate of return  (IRR).      The values obtained ire 
given in Table 21.       It will be noted that very few of the short season 
models manage to show a poaitive real rate  of return greater than  2 per 
cent per annum.      The long season large-scale models all perform 
reasonably well,  as does the 150 ted model  in the irriqated aituation 
(though the caveat expreaaed in Section  (1)    (b)   (i)   should be kept in mind). 

Direct comparison of the technologies  is, however,  facilitated if 
the results are based on a per tonne of sugar per annum  (tsa)  basis,  and 
the outcome  is illustrated  in Table  22.       It can be  seen that, on the 
basis of the assumptions used, in all situations,   irrespective of 
discount rate or price regime, a ranking of  the technologies in terms of 
NPV per tsa coincides with the ranking by scale of operation. 

(•)  Sensitivity analysis 

An investigation was made  into the sensitivity of  the results 
contained in Tables  21 and 22 to the values  attached to certain of the 
technical and economic parameters.       Three  sets of alternatives were 
(separately)   considered.      The first  investigates how overall project 
returns  (in rainfed situations) are affected when lower cane yields are 
obtained through the utilisation of less mechanization and reduced 
fertilizer applications in cane cultivation   (i.e. excluding cane 
transportation, which is left unaltered).       The data available suggests 
that, in certain cane-growing areas  a  'low-input low-output'   policy 
(reflecting more reliance on manual  labour and obtaining lower yield par 
hectare) can result  in a lower unit cost of cane  (per tonne) .      The 
detailed  (alternative) parameter values are  given in Table  14 above i 
in both long season  and short season situations the operating cost per 
tonne of cane works  out at 75 per cent of the corresponding figure used 
in  the calculations  underlying the reaults  shown in Tables 21 and 22. 
The  impact that this  alternative set of valuaa has on the NPV figures 
may be seen by comparing Table 23 with these Tables.      Despite the cost 
reduction no overall  project in a short season  (rainfed)  situation is 
able  to earn a positive return;    the impact on OPS techno]ogy viability 
In  long season situations appears to be more dramatic, since potentially 
loss-making projects  - in the more commonly observed low price regis» - 
now become not only profitable but capable of earning a rate of return 
comparable to that earned by at least the 100 tch large-scale technology 
project. 

During the course of fieldwork it was observed that average 
cane yields   (for broad cane areas rather than individual smallholdings) 
varied more  in rainfed than in irrigated ecoavstems.      Th* yields used in 
the models representing the  rainfed situations are intended  to be 
median values, and a second use of sensitivity analysis considers how the 
technology performances are affected by a 50 per cent increase 9/ In 
cane yields per hectare in rainfed models.       The results are given in 
Table 24s    as is to be expected the  technology ranking order shown  in 
Table 22 is unaffected;    despite the  increase in agricultural 
productivity only one of the short season OPS models becomes profit- 
making even at high prices,   10/ and the 100 tch large-scale technology 
model also remains  loss-making  (at low prices).      In the long season 
situation all OPS models now earn a positive  return even at  low prices. 

|/      The analysis  is  based on cash flows given in real terms. 
y      The yield« used   in the basic models are  shown in Table  1 :    the 

higher yields  used here are thus  7.5 tonnes and 6 tonnes per 
hectare per month in the long and short seasons respectively. 

¿0/    The 150 ted low-input    low-output model earns around 4 per cent 
per annua at high prices. 
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TASLE 31 

Hat Mmt Values and Inf rnal tetti of M tum 

Annual 
•ufar 
produc 
tion 
000 

HPvS/   MîVÊ/   mit 
(1 million)       (1) 

-    • low priées 

NPvi/   NPvfe/    IMI 
(• Million)       (!) 
• hlffh prie«* 

1. 100 tch 

lonf Mason rainfed 
irritated 

S5.0 
5S.0 

32.3 
45.f 

-s.o 
7.2 

1.7 
11.7 

110.7 
14Ì.I 

30. f 
53.1 

15.0 
17.3 

short aaason rainfed 
irrigatad 

30.5 
30.! 

-43.9 
-11.« 

-41.5 
-2C.3 

<0 
0.» 

-31.0 
12.1 

-40.3 
-11.1 

1.» 
f.S 

2. 300 toh 

lonf Mason rain fad 
irrigatad 

110.0 
110.0 

i«.3 
143.0 

33.7 
41.0 

13.4 
lf.l 

304.4 
314.1 

134.0 
144.1 

30.3 
33.3 

short Mason ralnfad     «1.0       -34.4    -41.5     0.7     31.0   -34.1     7.1 
irrigated    fl.O 11.1    -30.3      f.4    105.1     lf.l    12.0 

2/ fffftl-fffsit Qftff-pfJ 
1.  100 ted 

long Maaon ralnfad 1.31 
irrifated 1.31 

short season rainfed 0.73 
irritated 0.73 

-0.43 -0.11 
-0.15 -0.44 

-2.23 -l.fO 
-1.3Ì -1.01 

<0 0.13 -0.4« 5.1 
3.7 1.34 0.14 11.1 

<0 -2.M -3.14 <0 
<0 -i.4t -1.30 <0 

3.  150 te* 

lent Maaon rainfed 1.97 -0.43 
irritated 1.97 0.43 

short season rainfed 1.09 -3.77    -3.03 
irritated 1.09 -1.53    -1.24 

-0.12 
-0.23 

0.4 
7.7 

<0 
<0 

1.29    -0.03     t.t 
2.ti      O.tO    14.t 

-3.30   -2.S7 
-1.21    -1.32 

<0 
<0 

§/      Discounted at 3 per cent per annusi 
b/      Discounted at 10 per cent per annusi 
e/     The resulta shown in this Table are based on agricultural policy 

relating to inputs and cane yields sled lar te that apellad in the 
large-scale modela 



TABLE 22 

Hit frasant Valuti for Planftion Moda If 
(I par tonna of tugar par annum) 

43 

• low prlcas  t high prieea 

Discounted at   ¿i 10» il m 
1. Long aaaaon rainfad 

200 toh •75 215 2S04 1127 

100 toh «04 -•1 2013 354 

liO ted -320 -414 fSS -10 

100 ted -•34 -•It •• -3S1 

a. ben« Masen irrigated 

200 teü liti 43« 3412 Uff 

100 toh •31 131 2707 »7« 

ISO ted 21t -117 1503 4S7 

100 ted -ÜS •33« 147 107 

s. Short »eaaon rainfed 
200 ten -564 -7tS 50« -43« 

100 toh -13t3 -13«1 -11« •1321 

ISO ted -2S41 -1153 -302« -2351 

100 ted -30SS -21I2 -3»li -2M3 

4. Short »eaaon irrigated 

200 ten in -331 1734 313 

100 ten -«10 -•«2 317 -5»3 

ISO ted -1404 -IIS« -1174 -1211 

100 ted -lito -147Ì -3041 -17*1 
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TABUE 23 

I—act of mina Low« Coaf «nd¥laida in 

bona sttson rainfad Short ••••on rainfad 

W 19* MO tt* m m. ISO ted 

1. Low price raglia* 

RtViMd NPV • 5« 0.13 0.S7 -î.i« -1.34 

NPV i ta« M 2lf •IS» -1221 

Raviaad NPV S 10% -0.1Í -0.02 -0.t3 -1.12 

NPV i taa -141 -11 -12?4 -1021 

Raviaad IRR f.S f.S <0 <0 

• 

2- **ä fiait iialit 
MvlMd NPV I S% 1.13 3.01 -1.11 -i.Ot 

NPV T taa 1244 isct -1*1* -til 

Ravlaad NPV • 10% 0.S2 1.20 -1.0? -1.13 

NPV f taa 3ti fio -14*6 -10S3 

RcvlMd  XRR IS.4 11.t <0 <0 

a/     NPV*a maasurad In « »11 lion, NPV t ta« in I, IMI at I 

— 
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TABU 24 

i Yields por Moot •tri by 

hieh p 
Devise 

• St 

§0 Mr oeuf in üiJ-níod lituotieao 

Annual- 
sugar prod- 
uction 
toso tonno») 

low price 
Revised MTV 

• S%       • 101 

rico 
d MtV 
I lot 

lliOB,) 

OP 0      ÄPOl^Po^p     VVIVIffl 

200 ten 110.0 114.72 41.40 170.01 lfl.40 

100 ton SS.O 41.0» 7.10 140.S7 4«.IS 

ISO tea 1.17 0.43 -0.14 2.17 l.Of 

100 toa 1.31 -0.12 -O.lf 1.2S 0.21 

IM ted*' 1.17 1.1« 0.17 4.02 1.11 

100 to**' 1.31 0.S2 ©.©• 2.21 O.M 

1. fhert Maoon 

200 t«h fl.O 2.42 -24.IS M. SI 10. H 

100 toh 10. S -24.21 -21.47 0.S2 •24.0t 

ISO to« l.Of -1.7S -1.17 -1.72 •l.SS 

100 tee 0.71 -1.S7 -l.}7 -l.tl •1.4S 

ISO to«*7 
l.Of -0.71 V -O.W -0.07 -0.42 

100 toa*/ 0.73 -0.71 -0.il -0.50 -0.40 

%/     'low-input    low-output' mien 

v> 
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A key parameter representing factory operation is sugar 
recovery,  often shown as a percentage of cane input though a superior 
measure  is the percentage of sucrose in the cane recovered as sugar sine« 
cane sucrose content is  itself variable.      A figure of  13 per cent has 
been used - in all models  - for sucrose content of cane with recovery 
assumed to be 81.5 per cent in  the large-scale technology models and 50 
per cent in the OPS models.      The impact on NPV of a given change in 
recovery may be readily determined.      Table 25 shows  the change in NPV 
(at low prices)   associated with a 10 per cent variation  in the r^overv 
figures quoted above;     the change at high prices is double that shown at 
low prices.      A fall in recovery reduces NPV, and vice-versa. 11/ 

TABLE 25 

Affect on tiPV of Varying Sugar Recovery by  10 Per Cent 
(low prices) 

Change in NPV Chang« In NPV T taa 

9 St 
($ 

9  10% 
million) 

• St 9 10% 
(6) 

Long season 

100 ted 0.46 0.26 351 1»! 
150 ted 0.69 0.39 351 191 
100 tch 20.0 11.2 364 203 
200 tch 40.0 22.3 364 203 

Short season 

100 ted 0.27 0.16 370 21» 
150 ted 0.40 0.24 370 219 
100 tch 11.5 6.70 377 220 
200 tch 23.0 13.4 377 220 

The effect of a given variation in sugar recovery on NPV 
per tonne of sugar per annum may be seen to be remarkably constant 
across technologies and season  lengths.      What is important in specific 
climatic situations, however,  is what variation in recovery is needed in 
order to enable a particular technology to earn a reasonable return. 

Comparison of Table 25 with Table 21 shows  for example that in 
the long season rainfed situations a 20 per cent increase in the recovery 
achieved by OPS units would be required to allow a 100 ted project to earn 
5 per cent and a  150 ted project to earn 10 per cent approximately 12/> 
in the Irrigated situations the required increase  in  recovery to achieve 
these returns would be only around  3 per cent to 5 per cent.      Similarly 
a  10 per cent reduction  in recovery achieved by large-scale projects 
in  the long season rainfed situation would lower their rates to around 

11/      The  figures  shown  in Table 25  for the OPS units  apply to both sets 
of small-scale models since they relate to variations in faotory 
efficiency. 

12/      The situations   illustrated  are,  of course,   the  main hypothesis OPS 
mciels.      Comparison ot Tables 25 and 23 enable one to calculate the 
impact on profitability that variations in factory recovery would 
have on 'lo«-'-input   low-output'   models. 

v* 
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5 per cant   (100 tch) and 10 per cent  (200 tch) .      Sugar racovary may thua 
ba aaan to play an important  rola in the determination of project 
profitability and in certain  situations - especially the long aeaaon 
rainfed case discuasad above  - the small-scale technology appears the 
more vulnerable. 

(b)  Summary of financial  profitability  result» 

On  the basis of the mainstream sat of assumptions the rank 
order for profitability remains constant across all climatic situations, 
being perfectly correlated with scale of operation   (and hence with 
technology) .       Indeed most OPS models fail to achieve a satisfactory rate 
of return. 

Alternative values were selected for certain important 
parameters in order to examine  the sensitivity of the financial results. 
The cane yields selected for the rainfed situations represented,   in the 
fieldwork countries, a reasonable level of achievement, but improvement 
of up to 50 per cent was demonstrably seen to be possible.      The yields 
•elected for   the irrigated situations on the other hand, whilat 
reflecting current achievement  in fieldwork countriea were felt to be 
high by world  standards.    Hence alternative,  higher,  cane yields were 
considered for rainfed situations only.      On the basis of cane yield 
increases of  50 per cent,  the rise in profitability in the case of  long 
season models was such as to enable them all to show positive rates of 
return;    alternatively for small-scale models,  a  'low-input    low-output' 
policy can be  shown to improve  the rank order to the 150 ted model  in 
terms of financial profitability,  at the cost of an increaaed need for 
cane land. 

Higher factory productivity - expressed in terms of increased 
sugar recovery - even more dramatically increases project returns. 
Thus, whilst   it requires - on  the mainstream agricultural aaaumptions - 
a rise in cane yields of more  than  50 per cent for the 150 ted long 
season rainfed model to earn  a  10 per cent per annum return,   the 
corresponding  increase needed   in sugar recovery is only 20 per cent   (i.e. 
60 per cent recovery).      In   Indian conditions such an achievement would 
certainly be  expected of the  improved OPS technology considered in this 
Report.      How easily it can be achieved when the technology is trans- 
ferred elsewhere is something  that will only be known for certain 
after relevant experience has been acquired.      In principle, however, 
financial success for this technology in African conditions must 
certainly be considered feasible. 

(3)      Eoonomio  Impaot of the  Technologies 

The calculations presented in Section   (1)  are based on market 
prices as observed in a number of African countries.       It is well known 
that such prices can differ,   sometimes substantially,  from the prices 
that would correctly reflect a country's supply of resources and social 
preferences.       Use of market prices in project evaluation is necessary, 
at least as a  first step,   in order to examine the profitability of   the 
project  for   tho firm or firms which undertake it,  but consideration  of 
the contribution which the project can make to the country's social 
wßlfare requires that evaluation  is carried out in social   (or shadow) 
prices. 

In essence shadow prices  should be such that input prices reflect 
the social opportunity cost of using the inputs for the particular 
purpose  ,  and  output prices  reflect the utility which the user of the 
output receives.      Measurement of shadow prices is  in practice often 
difficult,   requiring substantial  information beyond that pertaining to 
the project.        Later in this Section  the performance of the two 
technologies  is compared based on a simplified set of shadow prices, 
principally  Investigating their respective dependence on unskilled 
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labour and input« from abroad.       Prior to this analysis their requirements 
of capital,  labour and land are compared and potential linkages with the 
domestic economy considered. 

(a)   Technology resource requirements 

A commonly used device  in  comparing large- and small-scale 
technologies  is  to calculate the number of small-scale unite  that are 
equivalent   (In  terms of either output or capital input)   to one large- 
scale  project.       The comparison made below is given in terms of the 
combined agricultural and factory stages,  for the long season rainfad 
ecosystem.      Further data covering both long season situations is qiven in 
Table  26. 

The sugar output from 56   150 ted factories would exactly equal 
that of  a single 200 tch factory.       The total   {i.e.   agricultural plus 
factory)   discounted fixed capital cost of these units   (at  low prices) 
would  amount to  $40.0 million,  discounting at 10 per cent,   compared with 
•54.5 million  for the 200 tch factory.      Factory employment would be 
14,952   (compared with 633)  excluding administrative employees.       The 
required cane area to support these  small units would amount to 29736 
íecí?«?*'  comPared with 18115 hectares;    and agricultural employment would 
be   14396 as compared with 6,214  for the 200 tch project.       Finally, 
504  people would be employed in administration - at 9 per OPS unit - 
against 223 in the large factory complex.      Thus total employment in the 
56 OPS units would equal 30,352 compared with 7070 required to serve a 

TABLE 26 

Resource Requirements in the Long Season Situations 

Fixed capital-/  Total employment  Area under cane 
$ million   I   Thousands Persons  Hectares Hectares 

per tsa  per tsa    per tea 

0.16 

0.16 

Rainfed 

200 tch 54.5 496 7.07 
lOO tch 31.9 581 3.83 

150 tcd-/ 0.71 360 0.54 
100 ted 0.55 420 0.38 

Irrigated 

200 tch 59.1 537 5.32 
lOO tch 34.4 625 2.94 

15r tcd^ 0.78 396 0.49 
100 ted 0.60 457 0.34 

64 18115 
70 9058 

275 529 

289 353 

48 

53 

249 

262 

8905 

4453 

261 
173 

0.27 

0.27 

0.06 

0.08 

0.13 

0.13 

a/  Discounted at 10 per cent per annum (low prices) 

b/  The OPS models shown here are based on the mainstream agricultural 
assumptions 

J 
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Single  200 tch   factory. 13/      Comparison of requirements,   expressed on 
a per tonne of  sugar per annum basis,   for all four scales of production 
considered,   is  shown in Table  26. 

Assuming that sufficient resources are available to operate 
the larger size of project  (for either technology)  at the same unit 
prices as paid by the smaller size   (for example that 18115 hectares of 
suitable land can be put under cane at the same cost per hectare as 9058 
hectares),  the financial superiority of increased size (within each 
technology)   is  shown to be unsurprising.      Basically the  larger scale 
of operation uses less of each  resource per unit of output,  both in the 
VP and in the OPS technologies. 

A comparison of the  two  technologies  - on a per  tonne of 
sugar per annum basis  - reveals   that compared with the  200  tch model 
56 150 ted projects would use 2 7 per cent less capital,   provide  329 per 
cent more employment and require  6 3 per cent more cane  land in order to 
produce the same quantity of sugar per annum. 

Small-scale projects  in the long season rainfed situation, 
which are based on the less mechanized agricultural system   (Table 14) 
would use still  less capital   (only 52  per cent that of the 200 tch model), 
provide 425 per cent more employment and require 106 per cent more cane 
land. 

(b)   Sugar technology  linkages 

There  are two major areas where a sugar project might yield 
•xternal benefits  to an economy resulting from its input requirements. 
Firstly an indigenous engineering industry might develop  in order to 
produce pieces of equipment and spare parts.      Secondly  the project's 
ne«* for skilled manpower are  likely to be such, in relation to 
available supply,   that a considerable training effort will be undertaken. 

Given  the relatively low level of industrialization in many 
developing countries it is worth considering whether or not a new 
industrial   (or agro-industrial) project will further the process of 
industrialization  or have to import all the required equipment 
throughout the project life.       Even when the benefit from the project in 
terms of foreign exchange savings outweigh the additional   import require- 
ment for replacement capital the latter course means that a stage in the 
development process has not been  reinforced. 

Vacuum-pan factory plant and equipment in developing African 
countries is almost entirely imported;     similarly spare parts are very 
largely purchased from developed countries.      A change  in  this 
situation would  seem to require either the emergence of an  indiqenous 
engineering industry with proven quality control  standards  or the 
creation of suitably large workshop facilities within the sugar  industry 
itself.      This   latter option does  seem potentially possible   (technically) 
at present in certain countries:     it may be commercially attractive in 
countries where  spare parts are highly taxed or subject to considerable 
delay in transit,  but usually the scale of production of  individual 
parts to serve  a  few factories is  insufficiently high for economies of 
scale to be enjoyed - and this may be an  important factor   in determining 
outside suppliers  too. 

In the case of OPS units  the proportion of equipment which may 
be potentially manufactured domestically seems promising.       Expenditure 

¿3/     It may be  argued that comparison of employment generated by the two 
technologies should consider multiplier effects.and  in particular the 
additional employment arising from input and output  linkages.      As 
is argued  in Section   (b) ,   supported by fieldwork observation,  little 
such    benefit may be shown  to have accrued as yet  in most developing 
African  countries from the establishment of large-scale   (vacuum-pan 
technology)   sugar factories beyond the training benefit which is 
explicitly valued in Section   (b). 
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on  tanks,   heating bels  and  furnaces comprises  about   25 per cent of  the 
FOE value of plant  and equipment,  whilst filter  presses and crystallizers 
account  for  a  further  25  per cent.       Given the relatively low value  to bulk 
density of  these  items  -  and hence  the relative   importance of transport 
cost -  it ought to be practical  for domestic manufacturers to produce them 
at or below their CIF price.       Hence it can be expected, depending on the 
status  of  the engineering  industry,   that up to  35   per cent of the equip- 
ment   (allowing for imported materials)  might be manufactured locally,  at 
least within a few years of the  introduction of  such plants. 

In well-managed vacuum-pan factories   it  is customary to find 
training programmes organized within the factory,   both to upgrade 
employees   (from unskilled  to semi-skilled,  for example)   and to produce 
supervisory staff.      The opportunity cost of employees trained within 
the project is the rate they were previously earning   (as unskilled labour 
for example). 

Instead of reducing  the market wage now being paid to a shadow 
wage rate reflecting opportunity cost internally   trained employees can 
be priced at the market wage rates paid to them and  the value of training 
appear as an additional benefit.       This  matter cipproach is adopted her«  in 
order  to  illustrate the benefit which   training ;an  yield. 

The internal benefit of traininy in baaed on the following 
assumptions: that semi-skilled employees,  trained on the job, have a 
social opportunity cost equal  to  that of unskilled  employees;     that 
skilled workers have a social ooportunlty cost 25  per cent below the market 
cost of employinq them;      and that  supervisory staff  also have a social 
opportunity cost equal to  75 per cent of the market cost of skilled workers. 
The estimate of the social benefit of training la  thus  the difference 
between  the market cost and the social opportunity cost,  and this is 
calculated   (on a discounted cash flow basis    over  the project life.       The 
present value of training,  discounted at 10 per cent per annum,  is 
estimated  to be $4.4 million   ($3.0 million)   in the 200 tch long season 
rainfed situation   (100 tch  figure  in brackets)   and  $3.7 million   ($2.7 
million)   in the 200 tch long season irrigated situation. 

A sugar project can  also introduce linkages on the output 
side, when one of its by-products  is used in further processing.      The 
scope for such utilization  is discussed in Section   (4). 

(c)     Shadow pricing 

The variables for which alternative,  shadow prices ara usad 
have bean selected to reflect the more common price distortions to be 
found in many developing countries. 

Labour requirements  are sub-divided into unskilled labour, 
which receives a basic minimum wage   (often set by  government statute), 
and other labour which receives a premium reflecting at least to some 
extent the relative scarcity of skilled people.       Aa discussed above, 
the payment to the latter category of employee has not been adjusted 
(downwards)   in the social  cost-benefit calculation;     instead the value 
of training is used as a measure of the additional benefit which training 
provides.       The shadow wage for unskilled labour  ia  taken as 50 per cent 
of the market wage.   14/ 

14/      This  is close to the figure derived in several  studies.      See,   for 
example,   Roemer M.   t  Stern J.J.,   The Appraisal  oe  Development 
Projets,    Praeger,   New York,   1975   (for data  relating to Ghana)   and 
Stern  N.H.,   An  Appraisal   of  Tea  Production   on   Small  Holdinga   in 
Kenya,    Development Centre Studies, OECD Paria,   1972. 

J 
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Taxation of inputs used by sugar factories varies con- 
siderably from country to country, but for most industrial  inputs except 
those associated with road transport vehicles   (cars,  pick-ups etc)   tax 
levied is not  large.      For simplicitly it is assumed here that tax is 
levied on only three items,  viz.    vehicles as defined above,   fuel 
consumed by  these vehicles and housing equipment. 

It is not uncommon  in developing countries  for foreign 
exchange to be undervalued with the consequent excess demand for it 
blocked by use of controls of various kinds.       Such a situation is not 
surprising,   especially if many of the capital goods and a number of 
important raw materials/intermediate goods have to be  imported whereas 
export earnings are based on a narrow range of commodities.       It is 
assumed here  that the shadow exchange rate   (if tariffs,   import controls 
etc    were abolished)  would be 25 per cent greater than the official 
rate   (i.e.   the shadow price of imported goods  is 25 per cent higher than 
the market price). 

The other major area where consideration of price correction is 
important is   in the calculation of revenue.       In the financial calculation« 
sugar is priced at $300 per tonne   (low price)   and $600 per tonne   (high 
price).       At present   (May 1977)  the world market price for refined sugar, 
CIF African ports,   is around  $260 per tonne.       Most long-term sugar 
transactions  are settled at prices above the prevailing world market 
price and even without allowing for the possibility that the present world 
price is below its equilibrium trend price it would seem reasonable to 
take $300 per tonne  as the CIF price for sugar in Africa;     since sugar is 

t an import-substituting product the social value of sugar production is 
A raised by 25  per cent over commercial value,   viz. $375 per tonne ex- 

factory,  if  it is assumed that internal distribution cost from the 
factory is  the same as that from the port.       This price  for sugar is used 
in both low and high price models. 

I 

I 

The shadow price  for molasses is increased by 25 per cent to 
represent the effect of the shadow exchange rate.       In the financial cal- 
culations the molasses price was already based on world market price. 

Application of the  shadow prices and resulting conversion 
factors to the calculations undertaken to measure private profitability 
•hows a considerable change  in the results for the various models. 
Firstly,  because the shadow price for sugar is  38 per cent below the 
high price of  $600 per tonne,   all short season models evaluated at high 
prices now show considerable losses, whilst the higher shadow price is 
insufficient  to make the low price models profit-making.      Attention 
is therefore   focused   on a comparison of large-scale and small-scale 
units in the  long season situations,  given in Table 27 below.       Comparison 
with the corresponding results for private profitability in Table 21 show 
that social  returns are higher, given the shadow price conversion factors, 
than private  returns.      Furthermore,   in the case of the basic models,  the 
profitability gap between the technologies narrows.       Social returns 
from the less  formal   (rainfed)   agricultural models in  fact are higher 
than those  from large-scale factories, which suggests that even a partial 
realization of the cost reduction per tonne of cane would enable OPS 
units to obtain comparable social returns to those yielded by  large- 
scale projects. 

As a final comment,   it is worth noting that at the lower 
rate of discount,  the 200 tch model yields a higher NPV per tsa than 
does the 150 ted model «whereas at the higher rate this ranking is 
reversed. 
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TABLE 27 

WMf ures of Social Profitability 

(low prices) 

IRR 
1 » 

liltiSP 

NPV f tea 

f 

NPV * taa 

....   1, 
Long Maun rainfed 

200 toh 17.6 173.7 1579 63.4 57« 
100 toh 12.9 59.» 1019 14.2 251 

150 tod lO.l 1.04 529 0.0« 31 
100 tod 7.4 0.2S 191 -0.24 -113 

150 todS/ 

100 ted^ 
23.7 
19.5 

2.7» 

1.17 
1420 
1191 

1.23 
0.62 

621 

473 

Long ••••on irrigated 

200 tch 19.9 
100 tch 15.2 

150 tod 
100 tod 

IS.« 
11.7 

207.1 
79.0 

1.94 
0.14 

1113 
143« 

993 
«42 

««.« 797 
2«.4 490 

0.70 334 
0.14 104 

•/     Discounted at 5 p«r cant 
|/     Discounted at 10 per cent 
c/     Low-input low-output agriculture model« 
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(4) Effects on   the rhyeioal Environment 

This  lection of the discussion on  the all-plantation models Is 
sub-divided into  five categories,  as detailed in Chapter  II.      The first 
three categories,  namely air, water and land, are In fact components of a 
•trlct definition of the physical environnent.      The remaining two topics, 
energy and by-product utilization can be considered aa   'physical' aspects 
•specially with regard to inputs, but may have considerable economic 
significance to the sugar industry and to individual developing countries. 

(a)  Air 

In most developing  countries the question of air pollution has 
probably not been examined very closely.      The process of environmental 
lobbying tends to begin with cities and rivers 15/ while  sugar production 
il an  agri-based,   industrial  activity.       Air pollution by  the industry 
hit two principal  sources:     cane burning and fuel combustion in the 
factory. 

The open field burning of cane represents a comparatively recant 
strategy,  involving a sacrifice in sugar output so as to  improve harvest- 
ing productivity. 16/     Cane  is normally burned a few hours  before 
harvesting but in order to reduce the fire haiard and to improve the 
efficiency of the burn,  the operation is usually carried out in blocks of 
less than 10 ha,  and whenever possible in dry and calm conditions. 
Visually a cane fire produces large clouds of black smoke.       The composi- 
tion of these clouds,  however, is basically steam and partially burned 
vegetation   (particulate matter).      Particulate matter has been found to 
have potential environmental effect in relation to human health, materials 
deterioration and visibility reduction.       The first two of these, however, 
depend on a high concentration of particulate matter in conjunction with 
high sulphur dioxide and moisture contents.      In rural African situations 
auch high levels of sulphurous gases are unlikely to be  found. 

A study carried out in Florida, on behalf of  the   U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency has shown that air quality does not change 
significantly between the harvest and non-harvest seaaons  although in 
certain local situations nuisance levels of particulate matter may be 
reached. 17  /      It may be assumed that the nuisance created  by a cane fire 
Is directly related to the population density within the  fall-out area. 
Emissions from cane burning per tonne of material burned have been 
•stimated at 4kg particulates,  35kg carbon monoxide and  5kg hydro- 
carbons. 18/      This  is well within the normal emissions  from agricultural 
burning, with for example 8kg,  50kg and 10kg respectively  from a grass 
firs.       The relevant unit for determining the nuisance level of emissions, 
however, is not per tonne but per hectare.      In this respect cans burning 
Is much less  favourable due  to the physical quantity of material involved; 
a high yielding cane crop can produce combui table trash of  the order of 
23t/ha whereas most field crops fall into the range of 2-5t/ha. 

¿5/     See "Air Pollution in the Developing Country" by M.G.  McGarry in 
Ntu Conoipt*  in Air Pollution Feiiaroh edited by J.O.   Miliums, 
Blrkhauser Verlag,  1974. 

1*7     See Section   (c) of this Chapter. 

1,7/      E.R.   Hendrickson,   Statue of Air Quality in th« Sugar  Can« Area of 
Florida, presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Society 
of Sugar Cane Technologists, Palm Beach, r lor ida,  U.S.A., October 
1970. 

IJt/      K.I'.   D.irlcy  and S.L.   Lerman,   Air Pollution l'miêtione  from 
liurnimj .'K./.U-  Can,-  and   rinçante  Retn'duee from  Hawaii,   EPA- 
450/3-75-071,   North Carolina, U.S.A., July 1975. 
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Current   legislation   in the U.S.A.   allows  cane burning only  under 
licence and only at  times  when   climatic criteria,   particularly related  to 
wind and thermal  inversion,   are met. 

The  pollutants emitted by the factory  furnaces are potentially 
more hazardous.       In  the case   of the major source of  fuel  - baga»»«  - 
the main problem  is one of  particulate matter,  vir.,    flyash.       Due however, 
to  the variability of bagasse   in quantity and composition throughout  the 
crushing  »eason and  its  low   fuel value,  supplementary  fuel  is usually 
required.       This may take   the   form of electricity,   heavy oil or  firewood 
and other agricultural  residues.       It is the use of  fossil  fuel»  that 
pose» the greatest environmental questions.       However,   apart from the 
global problem of increasing   levels of sulphur dioxide   in the atmosphere, 
the  immediate  local  impact   is  determined by prevailing climatic conditions, 
particularly wind patterns,   and  the proximity  of other  industrial 
emissions. 

A contrast between   the vacuum-pan and OPS   technologies  lies   in 
the efficiency of  combustion.        The former employs   sophisticated bagasse 
boilers which produce  »team   for electricity generation and proce» 
heating;     supplementation  usually by oil is kept  to  a minimum.       The  OPS 
units using  simple wet bagasse   furnaces require  a  greater proportion  of 
supplementary  fuel,  but mainly   firewood and electricity.      Although   the 
technology exists  to control   factory stack emissions,   it i» expensive   (say 
$100,000 for  the installation of a wet scrubber)   and yield» no financial 
return to the project.       This   is unlike, for example,  chemical recovery as 
part of water pollution control and may explain the  tendency for air 
pollution control  to be neglected until water has been dealt with.       The 
process of industrialization  has shown, however,   that if air is treated 
as a free good air quality deteriorates;    the resulting processes of 
declining health standards  and deteriorating materials quality may be 
very difficult to reverse. 

(b)  Water 

It is logical to begin a di»cu«»ion of water with its use as a 
primary input and hence a comparison of the rainfed and irrigated models. 
The historical development of modern rainfed agriculture has had marked, 
but generally anticipated ecological consequence»   (for example the 
weakening of  n  system by  a   reduction  in it» diversity) .      The  introduction 
of  water to an  arid  region     or   a change in seaaonality however,   can  have 
.md   indeed has  had physical,   social and economic consequences reaching  far 
beyond the boundaries of  a   specific project;     to cite  one example,   the 
impact of  the regulation of  the River Nile has been well documented. 19/ 

In  the establishment  of an irrigation system a guaranteed supply 
of water is fundamental.       This may involve the flooding of fertile valleys 
or,  possibly on a »mailer  scale,  the tapping of groundwater resources. 
The regulation and diversion  of a river system abruptly change» the eco- 
climatic conditions and  inevitably the flora and  fauna  supported by  a 
particular area.    The utilization of groundwater,   assuming it i» 
chemically suitable for the  purpose, may proceed with a more localised 
impact, but it» uncontrolled  use can lead to a lowering of the water- 
table over a wide area.       In   fact,  in any planned  irrigation system the 
maintenance of the ground watertable or its controlled adjustment by  the 
integration of a drainage programme is of prime  importance in determining 
the succeas or  failure of  the enterprise in both the  short and long terms; 
the critical events are drought, water-logging and accumulation of salts. 

As  an output from  agricultural operations,   whether rainfed or 
irrigated,  agricultural  run-off can lead to several problem».      The  risk 

19/    See  for example papers   by  George,  Ka«sa» and Worthlngton.  oo.l59 
,-t ¡ici and Van der Schalle pp.116 in The Cavcleoe Technolo<j\i ; 
L-,v/,>.;.- .e.-./ .

1
>,I,I,VMV !,•:'. 'opirr'it, New York 1972 edited by M.T. 

Farvar and O.P.  Milton. 

i 
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of toil aroaion  ia likaly to be greater in the rainfed conditions whara 
cana may ba grown on sloping land and where rainfall la typically 
aaaaonal and of high intanaity.       In the irrigated aituation areas tend 
to ba selected which are relatively flat or eaaily shaped but on the 
micro-scale furrow aroaion and ailting up of canals can be aignificant 
in financial tarma. 

In plantation agriculture where consolidated  land units can 
be surveyed and  field layouta planned at the outset,  eroaion control 
tachniquaa ranging from contour ploughing to terracing can be  incor- 
porated.       The cost of soil eroaion control,  at varying degrees of 
aophiatication,  could be calculated for a given project aite.       However, 
the long-term benefit to cane cultivation, and the benefit of a 
reduction  in the sediment load of the river system are much more 
diff cult  to  assess. 

«• 

The  run-off of plant  nutrients,  mainly from the application 
of artificial   fertilizers,  ia  influenced by soil type,   recent rainfall 
or irrigation,   and the frequency and ratea of application.       The impact 
of run-off depends on the area of the plantation and the  individual 
areas being treated at one time;     the resultant eutrophication of water- 
ways  is likely to be more severe in the larger cane growing units, 
particularly if tha drainage layout directa run-off towards a  limited 
•action of a river system.      Eutrophication is most often discussed in 
connection with developed countries where fertilizer application rates 
and other industrial discharges are considerably greater than in present 
African conditions.      It should be borne in mind, however,  that the 
drainage of plant nutrients is a waste of a very useful and expensive 
commodity.       Major components of agricultural research,   particularly in 
large-scale  factory/plantation complexes,  are the assessment of optimum 
fertiliser application rates;     determination of the time of application 
for maximum utilization by the cane crop and minimum loss in field 
drainage;     an J the identification of tha most appropriate types of 
fertilizer for local soil conditions. 

As an output from the  industry,  sugar factory effluent tends 
to vary between factories of basically similar procea but would also 
appear to be markedly different qualitatively and quantitatively between 
the vacuum-pan and open-pan technologies.      The absence of analytical 
data from OPS units prevents the presentation of the numerical differences 
between the two. 

In vacuum-pan factories the volume of water used,  mainly in 
the form of steam,  is of the order of 20,000 litres per tonne of cane. 
Host of this is condenser water which,   up to a point,   is cooled and re- 
circulated.       During the boiling process,  sucrose becomes entrained in 
the vapour and so with re-circulation condenser water is gradually 
contaminated and has to be discharged.       Modern vacuum-pan factories 
should be able to keep entrainment   (and sugar losses)   to a minimum. 
Basic    factory hygiene can have a marked influence on the quantity and 
quality of effluent.      Two examples are the prevention or reduction of 
material  spillages  (juice,  syrup,  oil etc.)  and a minimum of   'hosing 
down'   as a means of floor washing. 

In the OPS technology the reliance on direct heating as 
opposed to the use of steam greatly reduces the volume of water required 
for the production of sugar.       It would seem a reasonable assumption, 
however,   that  factory hygiene would be of lower standard,  particularly 
with regard to spillages of juice and syrup carried between various 
stages of the process. 

Two analytical components of water pollution of major  interest 
in the sugar  industry as Biochemical Oxygen Demand   (BOD)   and Suspended 
Solids   (SS).       BOD represents a measure of the substances present in the 
effluent which,  on decomposition,  use up oxygen.      In polluted water 
severe deoxygenation kills or stunts the growth of fish,  aquatic micro- 
organisms and vegetation.      The major contributor to BOD in sugar mill 
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effluent is sucrose from spillages and entraînaient.20/  Suspended «olid«, 
-insisting of fine bagasse fibres, floor washings etc can have the 
effect of silting up waterways and of weakening aquatic life, for 
example, by coating the river bed or clogging fish gills.  The 
chemical composition of factory effluent is not a serious concern, with 
a minimal use of chemicals for the control of bacterial growth in pipes 
and for de-scaling.  The main chemicals are sodium hydroxide and 
hydrochloric acid and these are discharged together to keep pH around 
neutral. 

It is evident that factory efficiency is intimately associated 
with environmental protection as for example a high BOD value suggests 
high sugar losses.   'Good housekeeping' is a useful catch phrase when 
trying to bring industrialist and environmentalist together.  It is 
simply a first step in pollution control with an economic benefit to 
the industry.   It is conceivable that in many cases the achieved 
reduction in BOD and SS would be adequate, without the need for sub- 
stantial capital investment in water treatment.21/ 

Conventionally BOD and SS are expressed on a concentration baai« 
and a national standard is commonly set for all industrial discharges. 
It is preferable although more complex, however, to consider BOD and ss 
in terms of load (i.e. concentration times volume expressed in ko/day) 
and to relate the standard for a specific outlet to relevant 
characteristics of the receiving waters; 22/ these include rate and 
volume of flow, ambient temperature, other discharges upstream, 
and consumption requirements of the water downstream.  Choosing one 
6tandard rather than the other i.e. concentration versus load, »Iter« 
the relative significance of effluents from the two sugar technologie«! 
the large-scale vacuum-pan unit has lower concentration but enormous 
volume, while the small-scale OPS unit probably has a higher concentration 
but significantly lower volume.  This is illustrated in Chapter V where 
both measures are presented in the matrices (Tables 1-8). 

The question of effluent quality appears to be less important 
in the irrigated as opposed to the rainfed situations.  The impact of 
BOD and SS levels is removed by the application of effluent to the cane 
crop rather than to the local river system.  This is only valid, of 
course as sugar mill effluent contains no substances likely to be toxic 
tc the crop.  Agricultural run-off should not be affected as quantities 
of dissolved nutrients are negligible when compared to fertilixer appli- 

cation. 

An interesting comparison arises between the long and short 
season, rainfed situations, if it is assumed that relatively strict 
environmental standards are imposed.  In the long season, a water 
treatment plant would have to be installed to deal with the daily 
discharge of effluent.  in the short season situation, the stendardi 
could be met by a simpler technology which is land-intensive, rather 
than capital-intensive vis.   only one third of the daily discharge need 

20/  Although in some parts of the world, filter mud is discharged as 
part of the effluent hence contributing significantly to BOD and SS, 
it is assumed in this Report that mud is partially dried.  A« a 
solid it is considered as a factory by-product.   See Section (d) 
of Chapter III. 

21/  A figure of 10 per cent of the capital cost of a new sugar mill for 
— pollution (air and water) control in U.S.A. has been estimated. 

Personal communication, F.C. Schaffer t Associates Inc., Baton 
Rouge, Louisiana, U.S.A.,  July 1977. 

22/  B.S. Meadows discusses the transfer of effluent standards from 
— U.K. to Kenya and the research underway to enable the setting up 

of more realistic standards for local conditions in Effluent 
'i+aniarla  ir. Kenua,   a paper presented at the Seminar on Sewage 
Treatment, Dept."of Civil Engineering, University of Nairobi, 
November 1973. 
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be passed to the river each day.  In this way primary treatment by 
lagoonlng (anaerobic digestion, settling of solids and overflow of 
clear surface water) would probably be adequate. 

(c) Land 

, The creation of a plantation, whether rainfed or irrigated 
involves either the extensive clearance of natural vegetation or the 
consolidation of previously cleared smallholdings.  As a generalization 
an area suitable for the rainfed cultivation of cane would be found in 
a zone with forest as the climax vegetation, while a typical area 
requiring irrigation would be a fairly level river valley site with a 
climax vegetation of grass or scrub.  In the establishment of a 
plantation, the inputs (manual and mechanical) for initial land 
clearance are considerably greater in the former situation.  In 
environmental terms, clearance in either of these ecological zones has 
local impact but also contributes to global processes.  In the rainfed 
case, deforestation often leads to rapid soil erosion - which is 
directly related to the area involved - and depletion of soil fertility 
at the local level.  On the global level, it is possible that 
deforestation influences weather patterns in particular precipitation 
and its distribution;  it follows that the greatest impact would be on 
marginally dry regions, already feeling the effects of desertification. 
In the more arid areas, clearance of the sparse vegetation can cause 
problems of soil erosion (by wind, for example), but when part of a well- 
planned development project, a fertile oasis may result.  Moving from 

g , | rainfed agriculture to a zone where crop production is only feasible with 
irrigation, the risk factor increases sharply and consequently greater 
emphasis is placed on high levels of pre-planning and site management. 

In the set of plantation models, a common sequence of 
agricultural operations is assumed.  The principal factors in the 
maintenance of high cane yields on a continuous cropping basis are 
timeliness of operation and good soil management.  In the first of these 

' large-scale plantation agriculture would appear to have an advantage 
over the small-scale having a high standard of skilled management and 
the numbers and types of equipment required to carry out the necessary 
cultivation operations near the optimum timet. 

On the question of soil management, the large-scale may also 
have the advantage but the case is not so clear- cut.  On the one hand 

| a large-scale project's agronomy department may rightly place priority 
on surveys of plantation soils and the determination of, for example, 
cane cycles, fertilizer requirements, and optimum irrigation intervals, 
for each category of soil. In small-scale projects individual units 
are unlikely to have the financial or manpower resources to carry out 
this type of work, although it may be worthwhile to operate a central 
extension service between a number of small units. 

' As a counter to this argument, however, the cost and 
logistics of closing down the vacuum-pan factory for want of cane, 
caused by wet weather is very much greater than for the OPS units.  For 
this reason harvesting, and the movement of machinery on the soil may 
continue on occasions wher. the physical condition of the soil makes this 
inadvisable.  At this point it is convenient to return to the question 
of burning of cane.  The litter remaining after green cane harvesting 

I acts as a surface mulch.  In certain soils and climatic conditions 
this mulch can protect the so¿l from capping by torrential rain; 
conserve moisture;  suppress weeds;  and have a slight fertilizing 
effect.  Surface litter, however, can also carry over pests and 
diseases and without windrowing the litter would inhibit ratooning in the 
same way as it suppresses weed growth.  For the sake of harvesting 
productivity, however, cane is normally burned before harvesting, and 

« the loss of the advantagesof a surface mulch is relatively easily 
remedied by modern agricultural practices - such as by the judicious 
application of fertilizer, deep ploughing and scientific weed control. 
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As a general rule,   soil deterioration,  for example by com- 
paction,   is greater  the more mechanization  involved.       A discussion of a 
highly mechanized  cane production system  is given in Annex  III of  this 
Report.       The most damaging operation is probably mechanical harvesting 
in wet weather;     a harvester  travels  along  the furrow bottom while  cutting 
cane  stalks at or  just below ground level.       The effect on the soil  is 
compaction  in the  furrow,   surface capping  and a general  loss of 
structure  in the  topsoil.      More visible effects are  the condition of 
the cane supplied to the factory, particularly the content of ex- 
traneous matter;     and at a later date the  condition of the ratoon crop. 
The degree of damage,  however,   depends on  the soil type.      Tropical 
black clay soils   {vertieols)   become very plastic and  sticky after rain 
and are generally very difficult soils to work either by traditional 
or modern means.       Their main advantage  i»  the inherent high fertility. 
Tropical  red soils   (oxiaole),  on the other hand, are well drained with a 
strong granular  structure and thus are particularly suited to mechanized 
operations.       Inherent  fertility,  however,   is low and  fertilizer 
requirements  high.       It is  interesting  to note that  the addition  of 
organic matter   -   in the  form of  surface litter,  filter mud etc.   can 
Improve  considerably  the condition of both  these soil   types.       In  the 
first case permeability and workability  in wet conditions would be 
improved and in the second case the effect would be greater moisture 
retention   for  the benefit of  the growing  crop in dry conditions. 

The use of mechanization in a  fully irrigated regime would not, 
under normal circumstances,  be  faced with the same problems as the normal 
practice  is to stop giving water for 1S-2  times the irrigation interval 
before harvest.       This is to encourage ripening of the cane but also to 
allow the soil  to dry out before heavy equipment is put on the land. 

(d)   By-product utilization 

As the major by-products of the sugar industry - bagassa, 
molasses  and filter mud    - are  produced  in the factory processing stag«, 
this discussion  is confined to a comparison of the outputs of the vacuum- 
pan and OPS technologies.      Table 28 shows the output  in tonnes for each 
scale of operation and season  length. 

TABLE 28 

Output  (tonnes) of Cane Sugar By-Products 
at Variou • Scales of Operation 

Bagasse (wet)*/ Molasses*' niter Mud^ 

Long season 
200 ten 311,040 36,288 51,840 
100 tch 155,520 16,144 25,920 
150 tch 10,605 1,288 1,212 
100 ted 7,070 858 608 

Short season 
200 tch 172,800 20,160 28,800 
100  tch 86,400 10,080 14,400 
150 ted 5,880 714 672 
ino ted 3,920 476 448 

r        30 per ivnt on c\ino in ¿oo and 100 tch models and  35 per cent in 150 
.md   UH)  ted model¡i 

L/      J. 5 per cent on cano in 200 and 100 tch models and 4.25 per cent in 
lliO  and  lOO ted models 

C//      foe®! Sem£tP\ cane  ln 2°° and 10° tcn roodels and  4 per cent in  150 and 

J 

* 
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Bagasse is the cane fibre remaining after the extraction of 
juice,  with a composition of 43-52 per cent fibre,   46-52 per cent 
moisture and 2-6 per cent soluble solids.      The composition is affected 
by efficiency of milling,  cane variety and maturity and cane 
deterioration since harvesting.       Production of wet bagasse is assumed 
to be  30 per cent in the vacuum-pan technology from a cane of 15 per 
cent fibre.      In the OPS technology,   largely due to the difference in 
milling efficiency,  production is taken to be 35 per cent on cane. 

The most natural use for bagasse is as boiler fuel to power 
the sugar factory,  or to burn in the furnaces in the case of an OPS 
unit.       Unless the cane fibre content is very low an efficient vacuum- 
pan factory should be virtually self-sufficient in  fuel, and discussion 
of potential uses   for bagasse implies  that either an   alternative  fuel 
can  be provided or  that  the quantity of bagasse available is surplus   to 
factory requirements.       In a situation where  there  is  a demand for 
fibre and where an economic alternative source of fuel    is available   (and 
is environmentally acceptable), bagasse can successfully be used,  for 
example,  as a raw material in the production of paper  and board.       In 
this  type of industry where economies of scale appear to exist,  the 
factory situation with the largest annual output of bagasse would be  the 
most attractive.       The much smaller output of OPS unit or a number of 
scattered units is unlikely to be of interest to a producer, particularly 
as the low bulk density and the inflammable nature of bagasse makes it 
very costly to transport and store.       The problem of transport and stor- 
age is  also the main aspect of a comparison between long and short seasons, 
with the long season production being most suited to supplying a year- 
round secondary industry. 

This  substitution, however,  assumes that an  alternative 
fuel source is available at low cost.       In practical  terms this assumption 
is not valid except perhaps where cheap hydroelectric power is available. 
In any case, with the present plights of developing countries facing 
rapidly increasing fuel import costs,  and the global problem of the 
depletion of non-renewable resources,   it is unlikely that a valid case 
could be made  for complete substitution of a material which represents 
a valuable and annually renewable source of energy. 

Of course,   the demand for fibre-baaed products such as paper 
or packaging board is  increasing,  although still relatively small in most 
developing countries.       The most common source of fibre is wood and as 
a locally produced commodity or as an import, wood pulp is expensive  in 
monetary terms and its production or over-production  from a given area can 
be very damaging to the physical environment.      Therefore an environ- 
mentally preferred situation could be one of a compromise between 
increased oil use and deforestation.       This can be achieved,  in the case 
of the vacuum-pan technology, by the utilization of a bagasse surplus; 
the actual amount is determined by the local fibre  % cane and the factory 
design   (steam balance).       This is also discussed in Section  (e)  below. 

The OPS technology already has a heavy dependence on 
supplementary fuels with the bagasse   (at 35 per cent on cane)  being 
sufficient only to fire the furnaces below the boiling bel», even then 
with the addition of other agricultural  residues and firewoods is 
necessary.       Potential  improvements in this area are discussed in 
Chapter vi  0f this Report. 

Molasses  is  the viscous liquid remaining after repeated 
crystal!tnation and centrifugal separation of sugar.       It commonly 
contains   3O-40 per  rent,  sucrose and other non-crystalllzable sugars, 
and   la  produced  vit  a  rate of about  3.5 per cent on  cane  in the vacuum- 
pan  tochnoloqy  and  4.25  per cent on cane in the OPS   technology.       As 
with  bagasse,  potential buyers of molasses as a raw material would  tend 
to deal with the  larger producers and by-pass the OPS  units.      This  is 
particularly true where molasses is to be used for fermentation and 
distillation, either in domestic distilleries or after exportation 
to Europe or North America.      The most common product is industrial 
alcohol,   for which the domestic markets  in Africa are normally quite 
small.       There is,  however, an increasing interest in the production of 
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power  alcohol   for  blending  with petrol   (a«  in  Brazil) .23/       This  would 
.¡ppc.ir TO be   J  relatively  large-scale enterprise,   taking molasses  from 
severa,   large   factories  to  a  central distillery.       The feasibility of 
pooling the production of  OPS units would depend on distance  and 
accessibility.      Molasses  from OPS units has a higher sugar content, due 
to lower sucrose recovery,   hence should of slightly more value to a 
fermentation-based industry.      Fermentation and distillation can cause 
severe pollution problems  if the spent mash is discharged to a river 
system.      As with factory effluent, discharge to an Irrigation system 
relieves the problem somewhat.       Spent mash,  however, has a high potash 
content which can be recovered by incineration;     alternatively the mash 
can be  further processed to cattle  feed yeast.       In  this way  the  cost of 
reducing the pollution caused by the disposal of spent mash can be 
recovered to some extent. 

There is,  however,  an alternative use of molasses which has 
greater flexibility in terms of scale of production, namely as a con- 
stituent of  cattle  feed.       The process of mixing molasses - a high 
energy feed  - with water and small amounts of supplementary vitamins, 
minerals and non-protein nitrogen can be carried out in large vats with 
rotary agitators,  or in simple vessels of a few litres capacity.      The 
former would  tend to be associated with a larger output of raw material 
and possibily with a sophisticated market such as a feedlot,   feeding 
high but controlled rations.      The latter can obviously be done on a very 
small  scale with  the customers more likely to be  local  farmers,   possibly 
cane outgrowers,  who wish  to  feed  low levels   (say  2kg/head/day)   of the 
concentrated  feed in times of fodder shortage or as an appetite 
stimulant which helps to increase the intake of poor quality  fodder. 
A market of  this kind may be more difficult to establish,  as  traditional 
farmers may  take time to accept the product and realize its advantages. 
The problem of carrying a liquid feed in containers which may be more 
costly than  the feed itself can be overcome by the use of an absorbent 
material such as agricultural waste,  sawdust or bagasse. 

Filter mud is produced  in the settling process  after  juice 
clarification amounting to  4-5 per cent on cane,  of which 60-80 per cent is 
moisture.       As a fertilizer/soil conditioner it contains  1-4 per cent 
CaO,  1-3 per cent P,05 and 0.5-1.5 per cent MgO and a benefit accrues, 
particularly as regaras phosphate,  from the application of large 
quantities such as 15 tonnes per hectare.       Filter mud may also be up to 
30 per cent fibre,  a useful  addition of organic matter. 

If  it is assumed  that the output of filter mud is evenly 
spread over  the plantation at a rate of 15 t/ha the proportion so 
treated each year would be almost 20 per cent in the 200 tch,   long 
season;    15  per cent in the  200 tch, short season;     15 per cent in the 100 
ted long season;     and 12 per cent in the 100 ted short season.       This 
suggests that  the large-scale plantations would reap potentially greater 
benefits from  filter mud  than  the  small-scale ones. However,   in 
practice the reverse is probably true. On a large-scale plantation, 
the question of distance and transport costs comes into play. Filter 
mud is a very high-bulk, low-value material and the normal practice is 
to dump it in enc-of-cycle cane fields close to the factory, basically 
as a means of disposal rather than as part of the cultural operations. 
On the small-scale plantations it should be simpler and more beneficial 
to have a systematic distribution of filter mud throughout the cane area. 

(e)  Energy 

Energy production and consumption are subjects of ever 
increasing importance as the depletion of non-renewable resources becomes 

23/      See A.L.   Hammond,  "Alcohols    A Brazilian Answer to the Energy 
Crisis",   Science,  Vol.195,  p.564, February 11,  1977. 

J 
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apparent.       In this connection the sugar industry is particularly 
interesting, with a marked contrast between the vacuum-pan and open-pan 
technologies and also with current trends in the field and factory 
operations which have opposite consequences. 

An analysis has been made of the energy intensity of the 
two technologies,  each at two scales of operation and set in four 
climatic regimes.       Account has been taken of the establishment of the 
plantation and factory.       Annual operations include inputs of fuel, 
equipment, chemicals and labour.       Sugar distribution has been added 
using a theoretical model of an evenly distributed population around a 
central  sugar producing unit.      The results, in terms of MJ per tsa,  in 
agriculture,  factory and distribution categories are presented in Table 
29.       The Table   also shows the results on an index basis with 100 
representing the  lowest energy consumption in each climatic regime. 

In the agricultural stage the specific operations necessary to 
supply the required quantity of cane to the factory gate have been held 
constant with the exception of cane loading;    it is by grab loader in the 
20O and 100 tch models and by hand in the 150 and 100 ted models.      In 
general,  therefore,  the energy input per hectare or    per tonne of cane is 
similar,  but as  illustrated by Table 29,   the conversion  to a per tsa 
basis puts the large-scale models at a considerable advantage - of the 
order of 70 per cent. 

In the world's sugar industry,   the current trend is towards 
mechanisation of agricultural operations and,  in particular, of cane 
harvesting.24/      The energy consumption of a more capital-intensive 
agricultural system has been calculated.      The system involves 
mechanical planting and fertilizing and a greater dependence on chemicals 
and inter-row cultivation for weed control;    harvesting is by chopper 
harvester with direct loading to infield haulers. 

Although greater mechanization is potentially applicable to the 
small-scale plantations mechanization of harvesting would be impractical 
as one harvester can cut up to 60 tch.      It seems more realistic to com- 
pare the small-scale models with the'low-input low-output'strategy 
making more use of labour and less of artificial  inputs.      The 
consequent reduction in yield and hence increased area has been taken 
into account.      Table  30 shows the energy intensity of the labour- 
intensive and capital-intensive agricultural strategies compared to a 
semi-mechanized system or standard practice used throughout this 
Report the results of which are given in Table 29. 

In the factory stage the basic difference between the 
technologies, namely vacuum- and open-boiling pans, gives a major 
contrast in the operating energy pattern.      Unlike the agricultural 
trend,  the modernization process in the factory has made the vacuum-pan 
factory virtually self-sufficient in its fuel requirements.      In fact, 
with carefully designed steam economy,  the vacuum-pan factory can be a 
net producer of electricity  (see below). 

The supplementary fuel requirement of the OPS unit amounts 
to     two times more energy per tsa than the 100 tch,  short season and 
•ix times more than the 200 tch,   long season factory.      However,  as 
Table 29 shows,  the factory energy total,  allowing for all other  inputs 
and factory establishment,  the relative positions are much closer and in 
tne short season the OPS unit appears considerably lass energy using than 
the vacuum-pan factory.       This seems to suggest that the less 
aophisticated equipment reduces  the overall energy intensity of the OPS 
system and there  is also considerable scope for improvement in the 
TìÌ£PÌ!???tary fUel  r«2uirw"nt without,  perhaps, going as far as closing 
the boiling pans.        (See Chapter VI of this Report for a discussion of 
possible research and development work.) 

¿4/    Por a fuller discussion of a highly mechanised agricultural 
system see Annex in 0f this  Report. 

v> 
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TABLE 29 

Agriei 

Enarav Con ausisi taa) 

Tota] altura 

Indax 

Factory 

MJ         Indax 

Distribution 

u Inda» u Indax 

Long Hato« 
ralnfad 

200 tch 4,591 102 4,451 100 547 927 9,603 100 
100 teh 4,520 100 5,244 ne 385 «S3 10,149 10« 
150 ted 7,463 165 4,759 107 72 122 12,294 128 
100 ted 7,609 168 5,0« 9 114 59 100 12,737 133 

Long aaason 
irrigated 

200 tch 4,457 100 4,458 100 547 927 9,462 100 
100 toh 4,571 103 5,344 111 385 •S3 10,207 IO« 
150 ted 7,707 173 4,759 107 72 122 12,538 133 
100 ted 7,871 177 5,069 114 59 100 12,999 137 

Short Mason 
rainfad 

200 teh 7,157 101 6,»Of 130 407 925 14,472 100 
loo tch 7,073 100 8,252 1SS 289 «57 15,614 10f 
ISO ted 12,007 170 5,327 100 54 123 17,388 130 
100 ted 12,111 171 5,604 109 44 100 17,966 134 

Short Mason 
irrigated 

200 teh 6,345 100 6,908 130 407 •35 13,660 100 
100 tch 6,416 101 8,352 1SS 289 •57 14,957 109 
ISO ted 10,954 173 5,337 100 54 123 16,335 130 
100 ted 11,102 171 5,804 109 44 100 17,150 13« 

41 

W-- _J 
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The energy involved in the distribution of sugar to the consumer 
illustrate» the advantage of the small, decentralized units over the 
larger units when the population is evenly distributed around them. 
In reality, however, the location of the producing units in relation to 
the centres of population and the characteristics of a country's popu- 
lation distribution and consumption patterns may significantly alter 
the rankings. 

As mentioned above, a vacuum-pan factory can be designed in such 
a way as to generate a surplus of electricity during the crushing season 
for sale to the National Grid or for the benefit of local communities. 
In the past, disposal of bagasse was only a nuisance and so factories 
were designed for a steam balance.  Increased interest in by-product 
utilisation, however, has led to greater steam economy leaving a 
surplus of bagasse. 

The potential bagasse surplus from a 200 tch factory is 
estimated as follows: 25/ 

Bagasse:Cane - 0.3 (based on carta of 15 per cent fibre) 

Steam:Bagasse - 2.1 (range 2.0-2.5) 

Hence Available SteamiCane • 0.63, say 0.6 

Factory steami cane - 0.55 (rana* 0.5-0.6) 

Hence Potential Surplus - 0.05/0.6 - I per cent bagasse 

• 5 tonnes per hour 

A surplus of 5t bagasse per hour could generate a further 10.5 tonnes 
steam.  A back pressure turbo-alternator requires 12 kg stea» par kW. 
Electricity generation is, therefore $ 

10,500 •75 kw par hour 

This is equivalent to 21,000 kWh per day or about 4.5 million kWh in the 
long season situation. 

Anuthwr form of fuel which can be generated by the sugar industry 
is bio-qa« (50-60 per cent methane). The main advantage of this is that 
it can be produced on a very small scale, within the capability of an 
OPS unit, unlike the generation of electricity.  The process involves 
anaerobic digestion of organic matter, including agricultural residuos 
and animal wastes.  The gas is produced at a rate of about 200m par 
tonne of organic matter and can be used for cooking, heating and lighting. 
The residual solid material is a valuable compost with a greater 
fertilising and soil conditioning effect than animal manure.  Prospects 
for improving the open-pan boiling system by heating with gaa instead of 
bagasse furnaces are discussed in Chapter VI. 

(5) Effeote  on  the Sooial  Environment 

The first set of sugar technology modela has assumed that all cane 
is supplied from a plantation managed,  and either owned or leased, by the 

25/      Chatterjee,  A.C.,   "Cane Sugar Factories Can Add to Energy 
Resources",   Indian Sugar,  January 1974. 
Also By-Troduat  Power from Sugar  faotovie»,  All  Indian  Expert 
Croup Meeting of the Sugar Technologists' Association of India, 
April  1975,  New Delhi. 
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factory.       In this respect each is an integrated project,  representing 
a conventional solution to the problem of raw material  supply. 

The main concern in this  section of the Report is  to compare modeli 
within the set in relation to the socio-environmental  issues raised in 
Chapter II.      A more extensive discussion of the factory-plantation 
complex and certain social characteristics commonly associated with this 
system of production,  is contained in a paper prepared  for the Nairobi 
Seminar. 26/ 

As  already  indicated,   there  are major difficulties   in quantifying 
the full range of potential  social consequences arising from the 
establishment of a sugar industry.      Plantations  involve dependence on 
single-crcp agriculture over extensive areas:    the  implications of this 
pattern are complex, varying from one set of circumstances   (climatic, 
social and economic)   to another.       The supply of  food for the project's 
labour force,  to cite one example,  may emerge as  a  serious problem; 
major changes are  also  likely  to occur outside the  boundaries of 
the plantation itself, potentially affecting not only the surrounding 
rural population but even the operation of the sugar project.      Careful 
and systematic study of both primary and secondary impacts is essential 
to determine the social soundness of a specific project proposal.      Thus 
the results of the following analysis of the models  should not be taken 
as definitive,  but as a guide to how such study should be developed in 
concrete  situations. 

In Table  31,   the data on displacement for each of  the models are 
presented.       Three2population densities are considered,   viz.  20,   100 
and 250 persons/km  .      No difference is assumed to occur  in the cane 
yields from plantations of OPS units and vacuum-pan units operating 
in  the same ecosystem.       Two critical contrasts emerge:     the 
irrigated models require only 53 per cent of the land area needed for 
plantations in the corresponding rainfed models;     and each short season 
model requires 72 per cent of the land area of its  long  season counter- 
part.       If population density is held constant, proportionate numbers of 
people would be displaced by land acquisition in the different model 
situations. 

The magnitude of  impact,   as  reflected in the Table,   demonstrates 
certain constraints that are likely to impinge on project design. 
All of the 200 tch models,   for example, would displace more than 24,000 
people at a population density of 2 50 A m  .      At this density even the 
smallest of the 100 tch factory plantations would displace 12,080 people. 
By comparison, displacement caused by one OPS factory farm would be 
473 In the lowest   (100 ted,   short season,  irrigated)   case and 1¿58 in 
the highest   (150 ted,  long season,   rainfed)  case at the density of 
250Am2. 

It will be  apparent  that  particular ecosystems  tend  to be 
associated with different magnitudes of population  density:    thus an 
agricultural environment capable of supporting 250 per sons A m   without 
pre-existing irrigation would in most case« not require  irrigation in a 
new sugar project.      The density of lOOAm2 has been  taken here as an 
intermediate case,  yet even at this density the opportunity cost of land 
might be sufficiently high to discourage the additional  investment needed 
foj irrigation works.      Of the three densities considered,  that of 20/ 

km    corresponds most closely to a usual irrigation  situation and the 
likely magnitude of displacement can be judged on  this basis. 

A comparison between the VP and OPS models can be made within a 
framework measuring the magnitude of displacement against two types of 
benefit arising  from sugar production:    sugar output   (tea)   and 
employment creation.      The results of these calculation« are contained 
in Tables  32  and  33.      Output   (tsa)   is achieved at  a higher direct social 
cost   (measured in numbers of persons displaced)   in  the OPS units with 
factory farms as shown in Table  32.      The displacement effect in relation 

26/      A.H.   Barclay:    "Sociological  Issues  in the  Design  of Cane 
Growing Systems". 
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TABLE 31 

»mur «f rtfffflf ptfpttwf fry rmmMw» mtw^fnt 

^ffü-fffllf »Httf  <100 w*»1' 

Ì2Z2S2. 

Population density 
T lOO^W 2 50 Am" 

Ion« Mason 

rainied^ 
irrigated^ 

•hört season 

ralnfed^ 
irrigated^' 

2, SM 12,111 31,703 
1,33« «,••0 li,700 

1,121 1,131 22,143 
»44 4,132 12,0*0 

8m.ll-.csl« »odaU  (100 tcd)¡ 4 

long eeason 

rainfed^ 
irrigated^' 

short saason 

rainfed^ 
irrigated^ 

•• 4M 1,240 
32 240 fio 

n 334 •to 
n ito 4?S 

§/     numbers dlsplaoad by 200 toh nodal ara 100 par cant largan 
nuMbera dlsplaoad by 130 toh sodai ara 50 par cant largar 

b/      Ralnfed plantations require total land araa äqual to 140 par cant 
of cana araa 

£/      Irrigated plantations raquira total land araa äqual to 150 par cant 
of cana araa 
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to tsa is 64 par cant jrsit« for the OPS units than for the corresponding 
vacuum-pan units  (which raquira lass cana par tsa and tharafora lass 
land). 

TABUS  32 

YaX OMV 
long eeaeon rainfad 0.23 0.31 

irrigated 0.12 0.20 

•hört saason rainfad 0.30 0.4» 

irrigated 0.1« 0.2« 

§/ Number of paopla diaplacad by plantation establishment where, 
population danaity - lOOA»*. Ratio* for 20A»7 and 2S0A* * 
can be computad by multiplying by 0.2 and 2.S, raapactivaly 

|/      Idantical ratios axiat for th« 100 toh and 200 ten vacuum-pen 
•WäF^WSP«* ap 

£/     Xdantleal ratios axiat for th« 100 tod and ISO tod open-pea models 

Tha ralationahlp is reversed, however, whan tha displacement affaots 
of tha sodala ara ralatad to employment croation.      As shown in taction 
(3)  above, the OPS modals ara mora labour-intanaive both in tha factory 
•taga, and in tha agricultural stag« aa wall, to tha axtant that mora 
labour is naadad to produca tha additional amount of cana required par 
tsa.      In a givan acoaystam and population danaity tha ratio of a 
a particular banafit  (amploynant) to a particular cost (displacement)  ia 
higher for tha OP« units than for the vacuum-pan units, aa Table 33 
indicataa. 

TASUE 33 

it Creation Measured Aoalnjt PUflntlHllt1 

Put to Plantation latemliah—1& 

129-tsb m m 
Lent Mason rainfad       0.30 0.21 

irrigated   0.44 0.40 

Inert eeaeon rainfad     0.4« 0.43 

irrigated 0.«4 o.SI 

0.77   0.73 

1.32 

l.lt 

l.tT 

1.» 

1.14 

l.ll 

{/  At a danaity of 100A* 

b/  Tha ratioa shown in tha Table are obtained by dividing total 
employment (factory plua agricultural) by the number of pareóos 
displaced 

. v> 

-^jm. 
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A major difference exists with regard to the place of employment! 
the plantation sector accounts for between 78 and 89 per cent of total 
employment for each of the vacuum-pan models  in the  set;     in the OPS 
models agricultural employment is only between 42 and  56 per cent of the 
total.      As  already suggested,  however, comparisons within the set are 
most easily  standardized on a per tsa basis.       From this  standpoint a net- 
work of OPS  units producing a sugar output equivalent to that of a single 
vacuum-pan plant would distribute both costs   (displacement)   and benefits 
(jobs)   over  a wider geographical area. 

A brief  caution should be inserted regarding the limitations of the 
measures employed in  this procedure.       It is  possible to calculate  the 
number of people displaced when a plantation is established  for each 
modal  in the  set,  at varying population densities.       But determining the 
true coat of  the land being acquired is a vexed question:     what is  the 
proper basis   for compensation when removal is  involuntary,   as it muet be 
for consolidated land units?       Should the price be computed on a per 
hectare basi»,   reflecting current market values   {if  a market actually 
exists), or  should it anticipate the ease or difficulty of resettlement 
and adjustment to a new environment?      Conventionally land  is treated as a 
free good   (purchased by government and made available to the project)   in 
sugar industry project studies.      On this basis its cost is usually 
excluded from commercial analyses,  and is rarely given adequate treatment 
in coat-benefit analyses. 

As an alternative to this conventional view, we may consider the 
consequences  of assigning financial costs for plantation land to the set 
of models being examined in this Report.      As a crude measure of social 
costs,  the value of land and the property on it could be based directly 
on population density.      If this method is used, opportunity cost of 
land will be five times greater at a density of 100/km* than at a density of 
20/km«.      Put differently,  the cost is assessed on a per capita basis 
for the population being displaced.      This procedure has the advantage 
of emphasizing the function of compensation payments  in assisting people 
who must resettle elsewhere  following acquisition of their land. 

In Table  34,   results are shown  for an exercise  in which a 
provisional   'resettlement award'  has been made to each person displaced 
by land acquisition.      The per capita    payment was set at 8500 within a 
low price regime,  and $800 within a high price regime.      As  the Table 
indicates,   the resultant increases in fixed capital  are substantial  in all 
cases,  but as  expected, they are higher for the OPS  than for the vacuum- 
pan models. 

A sscond area of analysis for the 100 per cent plantation models 
concerns the  relationship between the labour requirements and new human 
settlements  arising from each project.      Here the social criteria listed 
in Chapter  IX overlap to a significant degree.      If,   as assumed in the 
financial and economic environmental analyses above   (Sections   (2)  and 
(3)  of this Chapter),  unskilled and semi-skilled workers do not receive 
housing from  the project, by  implication they are assumed to have 
residences of  their own locally,  from which they can  travel  to work every 
day,  or to be  able to find rented accommodation in the locality.      On 
closer examination this assumption does not seem equally satisfactory for 
all of the situations being considered in this Report.      The distance 
Involved in daily travel between home and place of work may be expected 
to vary considerably.      For purposes of modelling we may consider a 
radius of 10 km  from the sugar factory as defining the area  from which 
locally housed  labourers may be drawn.      The potential demand for new 
housing is  then dependent on  the number of unskilled and semi-skilled 
labourers recruited from beyond this  radius.       Their number can be 
computed by matching the labour requirements of a particular model  In a 
given ecosystem against two factors:     population deneity within the  10 km 
radius,  and the rate of recruitment for unskilled and semi-skilled jobs 
within that  local population. 
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HtltUltWtnt Aw»dl to Nrson» Düplaced^ 

69 

tow prie* & 

Coit/lcS/ Colt 
(Hi) 

fcoroa-scal« «oa.1.   (100 tch)^ 

High prie« ^ 

Cott/K^ 
(I) 

Cost 

loaf Niton   ralnfed f.14 it.• 10.14 30.1 
irrigatod 3.1« 10.1 5.34 10.7 

•hort ooooon ralnfed 4.57 14.) T.ll 1S.0 
irrigated a.«a 7.4 3.17 7.1 

(100 tod)*/ 

long ooooon   ralnfed 
irrigated 

•hort ooooon raintod 
irrigated 

o.ts tl.O 0.40 fi.7 
0.1] 11.0 0.21 34.4 

0.11 4a. t 0.31 45.» 
0.10 33.3 0.15 24.a 

*f     P7*!îia,î4in **»§ity -210O/km .     coiti at population dotwltloo 
of 20/km   and 250/*»   will bo 20 par cent and 250 por cent, 
respectively of the figurai ahem in the Table 

y     fteoettlenant award of «00 por parten displaced, at low 
priées, and »400 at high priées 

¡/      Percentage increment in fined capital of land costi included in 
project budget 

§/     Costs for 200 ten and ISO ted are 100 por rant «ad SO per etat 
greater 



Table  35  presenta  the results of  this analysis  for  the set of 
models at  six combinations of population  density and,local  recruitment 
rate.      The densities are  20,  100 and 250 personsAm  ,   and the recruit- 
ment rates are  5   per  cent and 10 per cent.      Of  the  latter two,   the 10 
per cent rate  is  probably on the optimistic side,   being equivalent to 
about 40 per cent  of  the male population  over age  16.27/       (The  10 km 
radijs gives  a circle whose area  is  314.2 km  ,   some  of-which will of 
course have been  acquired  for the establishment of a sugar cane 
plantation.       If a proportionate number - say 10 per cent - of the dis- 
placed population   are  to be recruited as  labourers,   they must have  the 
opportunity to resettle elsewhere within  the circle or  close to  its 
perimeter.       The overall  local recruitment rate will therefore be 
influenced by their number and by  the proximity of  their  resettlement.) 

The  Tabic   Indicates   the number of workers   in  unskilled and 
.soml-skillcd  jobs  who would presumably  require housing upon  taking  up 
employment.       From  the standpoint  of social policy,   the  basic  issue is 
whether spontaneous   settlements   (in  the private  sector of the local 
economy)   are  an  adequate  solution,   or whether the sugar  project should 
accept responsibility for the housing needs of this segment of its 
labour force.       There  is a.i economic dimension  to  this  issue as well, 
since a project heavily dependent on  'migrant labour'    (defined rather 
strictly here as  originating beyond the  10 km  radius)   may experience 
a shortage of labour if the supply and/or quality of private sector 
housing is  unsatisfactory. 

From the Table   it  is evident  that the potential burden - if 
responsibility for  this category of housing is assigned  to the sugar 
project - varies considerably from one model to another.       At a given 
combination of density and local  recruitment rate,  the short season 
pro] ict« must house more  labourers  than their long season counterparts. 
Similarly,   the rainfed models must provide more housing than the 
corresponding irrigated models. 

In all of the OPS models, however,   sufficient labour would be 
available within a   10 km radius   (except  in  the extreme  case of 
20/km   density and  a 5 per cent recruitment rate)   so that additional new 
housing for  semi-skilled  and unskilled workers would not be needed. 
Even if the radius were reduced to  5 km,   a 5 per cent recruitment rate 
and density of lOO/km    would still  generate a sufficient number of 
locally housed  labourers. 

The specific  criteria for project-supplied housing will vary fro« 
one  country to another,  but some basic guidelines with a quantitativ« 
dimension are offered in this Report. 

To encourage  stable  family residence   (as opposed to the pre- 
valent pattern in agro-industrial  settlements, where labourers are 
separated from their families),     the following suggestions are madei 
each  labourer  from beyond  10 km would be  supplied with a  unit of 
approximately 40m   ,   consisting of two main rooms and a kitchen, with tap 
water and electric wall sockets and light points.       From 1976 project 
studies the probable unit cost of such housing is estimated at $4,000 
(low price regime)   and $7,000  (high price regime);   an area   (say 0.2 
hectare per labourer)   could be set aside near the housing area,  on 
which  food  crops would be  grown; 28/    and physical  plans   for housing 
areas could use a  system of clustering houses around common oublie 
spaces rather  than   the grid system that characterizes many 'factory 
towns'. 

27/      It may be  assumed  that males  constitute half of  the  total population 
and  that   the median  age is  16:     thus  40 per cent of males  over 16 
constitutes   lo per  cent of  the  total  population. 

26 Normally these  areas would probably be found,   if planned for   from 
the beginning,  within the gross plantation area   (140 per cent of 
cane when rainfed,   150 per cent when irrigated). 
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The moat significant sugestión in terms of direct impact on project 
design and cost is that  relating to the housing stock.      Table  36 shows the 
additional capital costs  to be incurred in rainfed situations  in both high 
and low price regimes,   if each non-local labourer is supplied with e house 
of the. type described above.      The Table  shows  the results at densities of 
20Arr    andlOO/km* for each recruitment rate:     it will be seen  that no 
costs are incurred by the OPS models except in  the case of 20Am    density 
and a 5 per cent rate of recruitment.      The additional costs  for the 
vacuum-pan models,  on the other hand,are shown to be quite substantial. 

With regard to the criteria of developmental  impact, clear dis- 
tinctions can be drawn between the plantation-based models in the first 
set,  and the outgrower-based models analysed in  the next Chapter. 
Within the first set,  contrasts between the OPS and VP units are 
apparent in terms of scale but are also influenced by industrial  location 
policy and the availability of areas where sugar cane can be grown. 
Comparisons based on  tea imply that a network of OPS units could be 
established whose aggregate output would be equivalent to that of a vacuum- 
pet:, project.       This  theoretical possibility possesses certain  features 
that potentially counterbalance the greater aggregate land requirement 
of the OPS units:     (i)  monocropping of cane would be confined  to small 
pockets rather than concentrated on thousands of hectares;     (ii) 
diversified agriculture,   including subsistence crops,  could be sustained; 
and   (iii)  the effects of displacement would be  localized, enhancing 
prospects for orderly resettlement. 

The essence of this network would be a decentralized approach with 
multiple foci,  rather than one in which a single large-scale project 
serves as the stimulus to local and regional development.      The 
critical constraint in the planning process is likely to be the avail- 
at  lity of suitable cane land within an extensive area.      The following 
example illustrates the problem:     if 28 OPS units of 150 ted capacity 
are built in a long season ecosystem, each within a circle of  10 km 
diameter,   and  the circles  are  contiguous on a  4  x  7 matrix,   th«  required 
*•'l £*" 1S  thuS i° k,n by 70 km " 2'800 km -29/    By comparison,  a single xOO tch vacuum-pan factory   (with the same outpüT in tea as the 28 OPS 
plants)  would require a gross area of only 127 kmz   (diameter « 12.7 km)   if 
rainfed, or 67  km     (diameter - 9.2 km)   if irrigation were used.       It 
would also seem difficult to implement the OPS network if irrigation 
were required and   was   to be restricted to the 28 scattered plantations. 
Alt rnatively,   the network could function as part of a larger Integrated 
agricultural strategy,  based on extensive irrigation.       Further 
discussion of these developmental questions is contained in a paper 
prepared for the Nairobi   Seminar.30/ 

The social implications of land utilisation in the African sugar 
industry are explored further in Chapter IV, which examines outgrower- 
based sugar projects. 

¿9/      it should be noted that th« gross cane area within the block of 
2,800 km    amounts  to only 1 per cent. 

30/      A.H    Barclay: «The Impact of Sugar Technologies on Social Chang« 
and Development". * 
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TML£  34 

Ç|»ft|i cosf i-JMH irjj whan *m-Local EM>1OV... *,. *«„„*& 

toiñfá *tod»i. Low prie* £/ Hl«h pries £/ 

Coat Cowt/ltS/ Cost Coat/lS^ 

is^ 
(la) (%) (•») <%f 

BMtilSfLlt WSA«a. M - 

lor* »•••on 100 toh 11.7 37 20. S 42 
200 tch 24,3 45 42.S SI 

•Hort Mesoni 00 tch 13.4 42 23.5 49 
200 tch 27.« 31 41.3 51 

B*IìA**_5_IQW. L* - 5%¿/ 

lOM ••••on 100 teh 12.1 41 22.f 44 
200 tch 2S.S 47 44.C S3 
100 ted O.lf 39 0.27 49 
ISO ted 0.71 m 1.39 193 

short MIHI 100 teh 14.1 44 2S.f S3 
200 teh 21.9 54 SO.« 42 
100 ted 0.33 79 0.97 93 
ISO ted 1.0* 204 l.M 242 

Danaitv • lOO/kf2, L» . iOi»V 

lent M««on 100 teh 0.00 0 0.00 0 
200 teh 14.2 2i 24.9 30 

short soasen 100 tch 3.3 10 5.9 12 
200 teh 17.S 32 30.9 37 

Donai tv - ^opT^o2. Lit . }*' 

7.1 29 13.9 Ion« ••••on 100 teh 21 
200 teh 20.S 3« 39.9 43 

»hort ••••oA 100 teh 9.C SO 14.1 35 
200 teh 23.1 44 41.7 51 

*t     UÎÏÎ!.1?!J0,** P*ov^«t«.*e* •" wwkillod «id soml-sklllod labourera Mcruitod fre« boyond 10 k» radlua from factory *•*»»*"• 
y     unit cost of housln« - lipoo at low pricaa, $7/>00 at h iah prie« a 

d/      in » Local rccrultaont ratet    pareantag« of total population 
within jo km rudiu. accpting un.killed and ^i-akUlid 
oMployswnt with sugar project •»***•• 

J 
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CHAPTER IV 

OUTGROWER-BASID PROJECTS 

é.MnI«? «ÎTî* exM,iM8 * Mt of models in which cane •upply 1. 

Ï 

U) Implioation» for Tiohnioal Param,t «T» 

s*«. witSn^^LSî'^^rïïs SEA.*
00
' 

t,chnlcal *«*• 

to teVlKM «nd^JtoTo• t?ÎÎiiî!î^.to,*' lo**t- '"»Irin, •>». laM 

 F     "' nav* °**n "»dB!    that can« yield» will b« 80 par 

EîAîAî^î;.?:"" *ï " »«-"Sert:r« t*.,.,« 
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• ii»«?«'«      9*   4t/h"/month for   outgrowera  In a long season rainfed 
díí"ÍÍOwíu°b'r20 ZÍthr "yha/^Tth f0r a Pl»t.tlon,    and   trl.tc.ne ?!•? «¥*?!       b« 20 Per cent  within a rainfed outgrower zona   and 40 par 
are thí. So^ irrig"ted outgrow« zone.        (The respective  gr^..arei. 
"•„th"? ?°° P«r cent •>* 250  per cent of cane, ,. compared  with 140 per 
cent and 150 per cent in the   plantation models.) P 

„..»_ Th**# valu" can be "••**   to generate the overall land  areas of the 

th. pïiSt.tioÎ-îa.2 ££?ry  a*  *hV#nt"'  «> in the pre.sntation oí 

• h. „**  1§ as-umtd tnat c«n* will be cut green, rather than  burned,  in 
the outgrower  zone.      This implies lower productivity per man^Uv bv Li. 

¡.Sias.?' 'ss Sf^.."^..^^^        a—«- 
incorporated within this set of  model, relate to land cleííañcí and 
B*5S    oad.rTínS9 °f T*   in  the fleld   «««'«!*«£ïïïî Ï.î2r than byjrab loader)  and cane transport   (u.ing tractors and trailer. of .«.Her 

.. ,Th? «PPlication of the.«   technical parameter value, to  th* «inn... 
model, influence, their performance in relation to the^vaîulîîv?«ulti. 

(2)    F4nanata£   Per formano» 

diff JÜ!**!^^*1 f41*»«*«•  «Pacific to thi. sst of model,  produce . 
different configuration of unit  coat, in the agricultur.l  itam of .uoar 

reliance on outgrowera h«. no adverse effect on the arrival  of cane at 
•srs c,:;.'1niiììncTh

1
th# I

T
I
 °f tat^"^HS-íSUS «ss" at 

ï-ÎTiï!, -*M "illin9 i« lower than with plantation.,  in  nraetlee th. 

«ose iir«nl!;a?«ri^b* Purch*»^ by the factory from .n outside source, •o», tflrmula for pricing cane muet be devised.      In several  »friei» 

In thi. «action the analysis focuses on the relatlon.hin  *>-..  
ÍSÍJ*1C: £" '"I• and th*   «^-" xin.nci.l'vUbnny^f^.cr" 
vard.*^ ?î ^     #  '  Î"9" P*1** ratio of °'05 "i" »«vi  as  a useful yardstick in th« comparisons.        In Section   (3) the broader economie 
consequence. - affecting th. outc^ower. them..lve. - wîïï b. SSXnsd. 

««•...2J,£í0n   'è' °1 ?hfPt«r   "I <*« internal rates of return ware 
K?E2Î!2   0r •?Ch "0d•1 in th*  Potation -et.     From the.« rs.ult. the 
following queatlon   can be formulated:    when cane must ta rachlsed fr«, 
outgrow.rj, what price can «ach   factory project afford To Ky whîîe II? 
Í.ÍUU. ÎrVîT.«? '? "" «**•*•« »"h plantation caí. Suppïyl      " 
1«!* «5 ?LT    •Mly«i" «re presented in Table 2.     These indicate that 
•o«t of the large-ac.1« vacuum-pan model, earn an equivalent  riti It 
return only when the cane pries   i   sugar prie« ratifie 2Íí2i o «ï        • 
Pricing formula b..e4 on ttl. r.tio woUld^îows"th. M^lï'"¿h   * 
SÜ«',.4l5Lhl9he,t C*M prlc*B ând r«tl0> •'• '»und in ths   short ...son rainfad aco.y.te», whers  sug.r produetion 1. 1...? ¿ÎÔfîtabï.. 
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YAH* 1 

Agricultural Faraastera for Outorower-lesad Projects 

Annual cana 
raqui*amanta 

Averaee   w, 
can« yielde» 

Can« «••/ 
r•quired*' 

Radius of 
cana sana 

•MttrMiif <v» 
lent ••••on 

rtlnf«d ill. 4 4 11,322 13.4 
lrrif atad 111.« • 5,54« t.T 

•hört •«••on 
ralnfed 2M.0 3.1 1,15» 11.4 
lrrlf«t*d 244.0 • .4 4,024 t.T 

ill-Milt (or«) 

lM«  ••••CHI 

raiafe« 20.2 4 443 2.1 
irritata« 20.3 •     • 21« 1.3 

•Hort eeeaan 
r«Infad a.a 3.2 Sit 3.3 
irritata« 11.2 f.4 lit 1.1 

•/ Annual cana requirements ara fer 100 toh aa« 100 to« lavala, 
reepeetively. Amounts required for 200 teh and ISO te« ar« 
takan •• 200 par cant and ISO par cant of that» in the Tabla. 

b/     In tonnaa par haetara par Month 
«/    Araaa for 100 teh and 100 to« scalea?    to be ineraaaa« by 

100 par cant and SO par cant for 200 teh an« ISO ta«, 
reepactivaly 

«/     laaad on aaeumed cana density of 20 par cant in r • Inf ad 
out»rower ey eterna and 40 par cant in irritated outarover 
syetema.      To coaputa radiua for «ach 200 teh nodal amltlply 
100 teh radius by 1.41)   for ISO te« aodala, Multiply radia* 
of 100 te« Modal by 1.22 

J 

_JB- 
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TABLE 2 

Motional Fricss per tonn« of cane wham »roüocta Shift 

19 w Mff°»ff imtp 

At low prie«• 

Cat» price mi 
Wff %im  iff      J5 Pff tWff« (?)     Jf 

At hifh pricea 

Can« price    mj 

Long Season Rainfed 

300 toh 

100 tch 

ISO ted 

100 ted 

15.4 13.4 at.« 20.2 

14.7 • .7 2«.t 1S.0 

11.§ 0.4 33.1 *.» 
12.4 0 20.5 0 

Lonf Season Irritated 

300 tch 
100 tch 
150 ted 
100 ted 

Short 4 tea* 

200 tch 
100 teh 
150 ted 

100 ted 

Ralnfed 

10.0 it.1 24.S 22.2 

t.i 11.7 31.t 17.3 
10.« 7.7 22.2 14.t 

10.3 3.7 30.f 11.1 

14.2 0.7 33.3 7.1 
14.7 0 31.• l.f 
20.5 0 34.0 0 
21.1 0 31.1 0 

Short Season Xrrlaated 

200 teh 
100 teh 
150 ted 
100 ted 

13.4 1.4 2Ì.0 12.0 

12.f 0.» 23.4 i.l 
15.0 0 24.t 0 
15.5 0 25.1 0 

In all caaea where a positiva rate of return waa earned with 
plantation-based cane supply, cane price« were costputed which 
would allow th« factory to earn an equivalent return when 
relying on cane supplied by out grower a.      For all of the loss» 
Making modela, the notional cane price we« based on the cost of 
production for plantat ion-grown cane.      Xn all of the latter 
eases an IRA of 0 per cent is shown 
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A  second  step  In the  analysis involves  assigning a common rate  of 
return to all the factory models and then comparing the can« prices 
required to earn this rate.       An IRR of 10 per cent  is taken to represent 
•n  intermediate case capable of attracting investment.      The relation- 
ships are straightforward:     cheaper raw materials   (reflected in a lower 
cane price)  will improve profitability, and reduced profitability   (e.g. 
lowering an IRR previously over 10 per cent)   allows a higher price to be 
paid for raw materials.       To cite two examples:     at  low prices the 200 
tch long season rainfed factory can pay $17.6/t rather than $15.4 when 
it«  IRR falls from 13.4 per  cent to 10 per cent;     at high prices the  100 
tch short season rainfed factory can raise  its  IRR from 1.9 per cent  to 
10 per cent by reducing the cane price from $31.8/t to $16.5. 

In general the results serve to demonstrate the financial 
rationale behind conventional  integration of  factory and plantation. 
The shift to an outgrower  system tends to produce either a reduction  in 
factory profitability because  a  formally gazetted  price   (e.g.   $15 per 
tonne at   low prices)  must  be  paid for cane which  is higher than the  unit 
cost of  plantation-grown cane;     or,  where no price  is  set by government, 
the offer of a cane price which sustains profitability but which may 
discourage rather than encourage outgrower production.      This issue 
relates to the wider economic environment in which the sugar industry must 
operate,  which is the subject of the following  section. 

(3)       Economia and Social   Impact 

The recruitment of outgrowers and their  incorporation into a 
system of cane supply depends on a number of factors, of which perhaps the 
Most crucial is the grower's perception of returns to be earned fro» cane. 
The cane price levels discussed in Section   (2)   (as viewed by the factory 
in each model) can now be appraised relative to the costs incurred by 
outgrowers under low and high price regimes.       Table  3 presents a 
simplified farm budget for one ecosystem and price regime, with cane 
yields at 80 per cent of those achieved for the comparable plantations 
and an assumed cane price   :   sugar price ratio of 0.05. 

In the integrated outgrower schemes posited  for these models,   each 
outgrower retains responsibility for certain operations,  including 
Initial  land clearance   (e.g.   removal of stumps),   planting of seed cane, 
applicationr, of fertilizer,   gapping and application of herbicides   (if 
necessary;,  weeding,  and general maintenance of the crop.      Needing 
generally requires the greatest labour inputs,   particularly in the plant 
crop phase.      Often project  studies conveniently assume that all of these 
tasks will be completed by unpaid  'family labour'.       Field observations 
did not confirm the validity of this assumption,   however, and it was 
deemed more realistic to cost  in labour inputs organized by the outgrower 
at  the standard wage   (for each price regime)   per man-day of unskilled 
agricultural labour. 

One important difference in the farmer's  income position relative 
to factory type and size occurs in the area of cane harvesting and 
transport charges.      Table 4  shows the charges on a per tonne of cane 
basis levied by the various models in different ecosystems.      The OPS 
units must pass on higher costs to the outgrower than the VP factories 
do,   primarily because of higher running costs   (caused by lower utilisation 
rates in hours worked per day)  and indivisibilities in equipment 
requirements   (for which depreciation charges must be computed). 

Following the procedure used in the farm budget  in Table 3, 
notional returns to the outgrower can be calculated,  on both a per 
hectare and per tonne of cane basis.      ^he outgrower's costs are highest 
in   the plant  crop phase:     it   is usual foi   initial  development costs  to be 
deduct fid  by  the factory from the proceeds of  plant cane.       In the high 
prier roqlmes the returns to the outgrower on a per tonne basis are very 
low from a cane price of «30/tonne.      His position worsens in most cases 
if  the cane price is set so as to allow the factory a return of 10 per 
cent:     a  100 tch factory,   for  example,  pays  him only  $16.5/tonne  in  a 
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»««pit Farm Budott Comparing Kivwut Earned 
fro* Caw Scia to 200 teh and 150 tct factories 

IfWf MIMMI  IrrWaftll »UuaUan   ttow price regime) 

Groti ««vtrM- i/ 2400 1120 IK» 

Chargea and Coats 

1. Land Preparation 
2. Seed Cam 
3. Fertilisers*/ 
4. Xntereet en above itemed 
5. Irrigation Levy*' 

«. Harvesting and CAM Transport 
7. lab-Total 
I. Overheads « lot 
*. labour 

10. Total  Coats 

125 - - 
133 - - 

13S 100 10« 
•4 13 11 

iff« ISO ISO 

^1/  {|)I/ <ê> <!> (A)        (|) 

ill    1U m Si» 354      404 
1124    1450 443 na •It      171 

112       145 •4 ti 42        17 
141      141 »o to to      to 

1314    1743 717 ioti 771    1041 

Nat Rtvtnu« 101«      457      1123      12?      1021 752 

NPV of revenue when can« sold te A 
(diMounted at 10 paar cent par 
annua) •i 

•3537 
«251« 

§/     lased on oano prie« of «1S/tonne, and yields of «t/ha/aonth ovar 
t * 4H eye la of «2 swaths 

b/     Basad on dosava of 2.1t/ha ovar f • 4* cycle, with O.St/ha on plant 
crop and 0.4t/ha on «aoh ratoon 

£/     Charted at 10 par cant par annum for itests supplied on credit 
d/     Irrigation levy basad on initial developnent cost of flOOO/ha for 

production of sugar cane over 25 years i    the outgrowar is thus 
charged a levy on each cane crop corresponding to repayment of 
principal and 10 par cent lntereat per annua over the 25 years 

§/      (A) reprtaenta 200 tch vacuus*-pan faotoryi     (1) represents ISO 
ted OPS factory 

ft 
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ttrvitl— ana Traaaaort Ournita Out 

(I Of CMM)» 

lORf 

100 toh 

rainfe« 3.7? 
irritata«        2.92 

rainfad 9.19 
irritata«      3.9? 

2S2_l£ñ 
4.M 
2.*? 

4.34 
4.00 

9.22 
S.04 

?.?t 
7.14 

9.14 
9.07 

7.92 
?.U 

lent raíate« 

irritata« 

rain fa« 

irritata« 

i. 12 
4.2? 

1.72 
1.12 

ff/      MI ai follewlne eherfeai 

1.10 
4.1? 

10.12 
l.?9 

•ai 
•.74 

11.19 
12.33 

i.n 
4.4? 

13.79 
11.M 

U> iteeea far eana eut tara 
(2) Meea far e*»ar«l labeur 
(3)1 laaaiae eoata far etulaaeat 
(4) Depreciation en eqaiaaent 
(SI Allowance for 10 par eent return 

an qaaltal Inveita« in équipaient 
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R..OÌ-1   „catón  ruinfed ecosystem,   while  hi« costa are on the order of   $29/ 
tonn. .      Under   irrigation,   where cane yield«  per hectare are asuumed to be 
tw.ee as high,   the  income position of  the outgrower  improves markedly, 
although hi« earnings per hectar« will  not be twice as great   if  the capital 
and operating coats of irrigation ara passed  on to him.       Precise 
modal ling of thasa costs posas difficult problems,  but in this analysis it 
has bean assumed that the initial capital   (development)  cost of installing 
irrigation is ILpOO per hectare at low prices and $1,625 per hectare at 
high prices, and that each outgrower is charged a levy sufficient to repay 
the amount over 25 years at an interest rat« of 10 per cent per annum. 

Tne income-generating potential of cane growing in the various 
ecosystems and price regimes is shown in Table 5.    The results are 
presented in terms of NPV of income per hectare over the cane cycle,  and a 
cane price t  sugar price ratio of 0.05 has been assumed  (although as 
already demonstrated the models differ in their ability to earn a profit 
while obtaining cane at this price).      Significantly,  outgrower incomes 
are shown to be highest in the ecosystems   (long season irrigated)  found 
most favourable for factory profitability. 

Cane transport constitutes one of the principal  items in the 
outgrower's farm budget.       In theory,  charges for this item should vary 
with th« number of tonnes transported and the distance from farm co 
factory.      For purposes of clarity,  however,   mean yields have been 
assigned to each ecosystem and a standard transport charge per tonne is 
assumed for all outgrowers in each model project.       (This corresponds to 
actual practice as observed during fieldwork,   in which book-keeping and 
accounts are facilitated from the standpoint of the agency supplying 
transport services.)      Under such an arrangement,  if the radius of the 
outgrower zone is extended - as required,  for example,  in the expansion 
of factory capacity from 100 tch to 200 tch - outgrowers located near 
the factory will to an increasing degree have to subsidise those near 
the perimeter.      A potential problem arises,  particularly for the 200 
tch models,  if the system is altered so as to charge each outgrower the 
actual cost of cane haulage on a tonne /kilometre basis.      The consequent 
reduction in income for the more distant growers may be sufficient to 
discourage them from growing cane,  thereby undermining the factory's 
cane supply. 

More complex issues arise in the consideration of outgrower cane 
production, and while it is impossible to quantify and model adequately 
all potential secondary affects, certain major issues can be earmarked 
for close study in future appraisals of specific projects: 

(i)      important tradeoffs occur in the determination of cane 
density  (assumed in the models to be 20 per cent for rainfed systems 
and  40 per cent  for  irrigated systems).       Low density may facilitate 
selection of only the best soils,  thereby promising potentially higher 
cane yields per hectare, and it allows land within the zone to be 
allocated to other crops,  notably food crops.      On the other hand,  low 
density may have the effect of limiting participation in the outgrower 
programme  (perhaps even to a minority of farmers),  and it extends the 
radius of the cane catchment area  (which has  implications for transport 
costs and logistics.)      Conversely,  a high-density policy maximizing 
local participation may create  'plantations  in mina ture'   and de faoto 
monoculture.      The intensity of this conflict relates directly to the 
scale of the sugar project,  for in the case of an OPS unit   (or even a 
network of such units in adjacent localities)  the goals of income 
distribution and agricultural diversification can be more easily 
reconciled) 
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iti »rtttBt v^|tt ;g^;gy*ra'lñeomm 

200 toh «od«!     oiMotmtad «ti 

ten« MMW   rainfed^ 
irritated^ 

ihort ••«•on rainfedä/ 
irritated^ 

itt Ifftf Mttl 
Lone; ••••on   rainfed^ 

lrrieatedS/ 

•hört MAMD ralnfedâ/ 
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(li)    the principal potential linkage arising from the choice  of 
an outgrower- aa oppoaad  to   a plantation-based project  is that of 
agricultural diversification.       It may  be argued that   because outgrowers 
who produce cane under close supervision benefit from extension,  credit 
and marketing assistance,   they will transfer knowledge and techniques 
to their other crops.       Field observations indicate that this transfer is 
not  spontaneous and that compartmentalized extension   (focusing only on 
cane)  narrows rather than broadens the  scope for balanced rural 
development.       This finding underlines  the need for co-ordination between 
the  cane supply system operated by the   sugar factory and other develop- 
ment programmes   (particularly those of  government)  affecting the 
agricultural *e<    ,r of the national economy; 

(ili)  direct land acquisition  is  of course a minor factor  in   an 
outgrower programme,   since the only land requirements  are for the 
factory site,  a housing estate and a seed cane farm.       The first and 
third  of these can be readily quantified,  whereas the   second depends  on 
the  policy towards human   settlements,   the local recruitment rate and 
population density.       The   Introduction  of cane growing   Implies dis- 
location  or even cessation  of other activities   (agricultural or  pastoral), 
and  the magnitude of this   Impact should   be carefully assessed on   the  basis 
of micro-level data collected in a proposed area) 

(iv)    the transfer of responsibility to the outgrower for 
specified operations in cane production  has important   implications for 
employment generation.       The number of  those directly employed by the 
sugar project is substantially reduced as compared with the plantation 
models. 

Seasonal jobs  in cane harvesting now account for most of the 
agricultural employment offered by the  project  itself.       While a typical 
outgrower's cane plot   (say one to two hectares)  does not offer 
continuous employment,  the aggregate opportunities for employment  in  an 
outgrower system are considerable.      The  land area under cane increases 
(by a factor    of 25 per cent in the models) with lower yields per 
hectare;    whether labour  Inputs per hectare remain constant depends on 
the outgrower's responsiveness to extension advice and the needs of  the 
crop in the specific conditions obtaining on his landholding.      Another 
significant feature of outgrower-based agricultural employment is  it« 
capacity to absorb large numbers of the   local population on a short-term 
or ad  hoc basis.      This is particularly relevant to the  situation of 
women,  whose economic roles within their  households generally require 
access to cash,  but who are not normally recruited for  regular wage 
employment on a plantation.      Furthermore, on a smallholding work such 
mm weeding is divisible to a degree that  comparable tasks in plantation 
agriculture are not:     for example,  if  25 man-days are needed to weed one 
hectare of sugar cane,  the work might be done by 10 individuals working 
half of each day   (say 3-4  hours)  over a   5-day period.       This type of 
arrangement may in fact be most suitable  in rural communities where 
adults   (particularly women)  must attend to other responsibilities besides 
casual wage labour; 

(v)       it has been argued that family members'   contributions of 
labour cannot properly be assumed to be  a   'free'  resource available 
to the outgrower.      The availability of  adequate manpower within the 
household cannot be assumed a priori, in view of growing  school 
enrolments which withdraw many children  from the household labour force. 
And even where family members dc participate,  their involvement with  a 
cash crop usually means that thdy anticipate receiving  shares of the 
proceeds,  in cash or in kind.       In terms  of the outgrower's own economic 
strategy it may actually make more sense to hire non-family labour 
(paid on a simple daily or task basis)   than to try to  limit the claims 
of relatives     (whose cumulative participation in  labour  is difficult  to 
measure)  when the cane is sold and a lump sum of money  is in hand. 

I 

For these reasons   in  projecting outgrowers'   incomes it has  seemed 
appropriate to cost all   labour inputs organized by them at the prevailing 
market rate for unskilled agricultural   labour.       Similarly,  it is 
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sucjçjr-stfKi  that  ¿isnlgnment  of  a   shadow price  for  labour  should  treat 
i.inuly   labour"   and hired  labour as equivalent.       E?cause the   implemen- 

tation of cash crop agriculture has complex secondary effects,  the true 
social  opportunity cost  of labour may prove more difficult to quantify 
than many conventional project  feasibility studies would suggest. 

(4)       Phyeioal  Environmental   Impliaatione 

In terms of the physical  environment,  the comparisons within the 
»et of outgrower models and between outgrower  and plantation  systems 
are confined to the agricultural  sector of the sugar  industry,   since the 
paiameter values for factory performance have been held constant. 

A major contrast within the set of outgrower models occurs between 
rainfed versus  irrigated ecosystems.       As indicated earlier,   a rainfed 
agricultural zone tends to be fairly densely populated with an 
established land use pattern while a zone suited for  irrigated crop 
production is typically  sparsely populated,  often with the main 
traditional activity being seasonal grazing.       The establishment of  an 
outgrower  system,   therefore,   presents differing requirements  and  impacts 
in  these   situations. 

In  the rainfed environment,   little physical disruption  need be 
involved  in the establishment  of an outgrower  system.       A possible 
exception is the consolidation of land units;     a probable exception  is 
improvement of the road  network for cane transport.       The main problems 
in  this operation tend to be social and organizational.       In the typical 
irrigated situation,  however,   crop production was not  previously an 
important part of the local system.      The environmental effects of 
setting  up outgrower cane growing would be very  similar to those of 
establishing a plantation.       The  irrigation  and drainage  layout  obviously 
must  be on a smaller scale than on a plantation,  the actual plot areas 
depending on the  settlement policy and the extent to which mechanization 
is to be part of the agricultural system. 

Water can be provided in a number of ways,  but the scope  for use in 
an outgrower system is more limited.       A plantation might depend on 
irrigation by surface,   sub-surface or overhead methods according to 
the nature of the land and soil;     the availability of water;     the 
availability of power for pumping;    and the availability of the required 
level of expertise for  successful c. aration of more sophisticated 
techniques.      Currently the most common system is furrow irrigation, 
and  indeed this  is the most  likely to be used  in an outgrower   system. 
Furrow irrigation has low capital requirements   (after  its establishment) 
and  a  high capacity to utilize   labour.       In physical  terms,   it demands a 
regular   field layout and minimally sloping  land.      The  application of 
water,  at  say 14-21 day intervals   (determined by soil  type and pre- 
vailing  climatic  conditions),   means that cane   is growing  in   alternately 
water-logged and drought conditions.       Furthermore,  some 60-70 per cent 
of  the water is lost by evaporation and deep percolation, meaning that 
only 30-40 per cent is of direct benefit to the crop.       In most 
situations an irrigation  system will be planned with this level of 
irrigation efficiency determining the area that can be  irrigated with 
the available water supply.       However,   looking to the future with an 
increasing global concern for efficient water  utilization,  plantation 
agriculture can more readily apply methods whereby irrigation efficiency 
is  Increased to over 90 per cent,   for example by trickle or drip 
irrigation.      Crop yields may also be substantially increased by this 
method.       Although the more efficient and sophisticated systems require 
greater capital  investment and  less labour,   it  is important to recognize 
the trends both in the industry and in environmental awareness. 

Cane yields in the outgrowers system have been taken to be 80 per 
cent of the corresponding plantation system,  and as a result the land area 
involved  in meeting the factory's crushing capacity is  25 per cent 
creater.       The agricultural operations are,  by necessity, virtually the 
same  in both cases and consequently physical  inputs and factors of 
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environmental concern such as energy and water remain constant  in terms of 
quantity per hectare but increase per tonne of cane.      However,   a 
reduction  in the quantities of additional  inputs  such as fertilizer and 
mor« generally,  labour,  is likely to play a large part  in the 20 per cent 
yield reduction. 

Harvesting in all of the outgrower-based models is carried out 
manually with green cane.      The question of air pollution, therefore does 
not arise.       In fact, the outgrowers are able to take considerable 
advantage from the leafy trash and tops,   some of which are short-term 
and quantifiable   (use of cane tops as cattle fodder), whereas others have 
longer term, more intangible benefits  (e.g.  addition of organic matter to 
a heavy clay soil may help improve its workability and drainage,  while 
organic matter on a light sandy soil may help improve its water holding 
capacity).      A benefit of direct application to the outgrower system 
is the mulch/weed suppression effect of the trash blanket on ratoon 
crops. 

The simplified manual loading operation in the outgrower  system 
effectively reduces the problem of  soil damage by heavy equipment;    the 
presence of the trash also helps  in this respect.      Environmental damage 
caused by the cane transport would appear to be  less concentrated in an 
outgrower system with 62 hp tractors hauling 3-6 tonne trailers over a 
wide area,  as opposed to more powerful machines hauling 18 tonres each 
in a more concentrated zone.      As a counter to this, however,  the former 
involves a greater proportion of travel on public roads and through 
settlements, while in the latter case the majority of roads would tend 
to be private plantation roads constructed principally for cane transport 
and removed from population centres. 

(5)       Mixid Sytttm»  (Plantation plu$ Outgrowrt) 

This variant is most likely to apply to the large-scale vacuum- 
pan models, where an Intermediate arrangement is sought in which a 
•nucleus estate1  supplies a proportion of the factory's cane needs and 
the remainder is supplied by outgrowers.      For the purpose of modelling 
a 50/50 division of the cane supply can be considered,  although  in 
practice the proportions within a given project may shift over time. 
Thus,  for example,  a 100 tch factory when installed might draw perhaps 
60 per cent of its cane from a nucleus estate,  and following expansion to 
200 tch the estate's share would fall to only 30 per cent.      Where 
outgrower production is to be closely regulated by the factory a 
gradual transition of this nature holds certain advantages from an 
organisational point of view.      In specific situations where the 
output of a 200 tch factory is a middle-range target  (to be achieved 
after perhaps 7 to 10 years) and where government policies favour out- 
grower production but sugar cane is an entirely new crop, the 
possibility exists of beginning with an astate-cum-outgrowar system at 
the 100 toh level,  so that expansion of the outgrower scheme to its full 
extent  (Including thousands of peasant farmers)  can proceed gradually. 

From a technical viewpoint the nucleus estate in such a mixed 
system can serve to even out fluctuations in the cane supply, whose 
impaot in actual situation« may be greater than  implied in the models, 
where downtime was held constant.        Intermedíate values will occur for 
parameters such as total cane area and radius of the cane catchment zone» 
these can be interpolated from Table 1.      With a 50/50 division of the 
oane supply, the 200 tch model in a long season rainfed ecosystem requires 
20 380 ha     under cane and a radius of 14.9 km.       The corresponding values 
for this model with a 100 par cent plantation system are  18115 ha and 9.0 
km;     with  a  100 per cent outgrower system they are 22644 ha and  19.0 km. 

The co-existence of two modes of cane production within the same 
supply system may create linkages of potential interest.      One linkage 
is generally assumed to exist with regard to methods of cultivation and 
productivity i    the nucleus estate can have a demonstration effect on 
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outarowers   in   the surrounding area,   eventually narrowing the  differential 
in  yields per hectare   (and possibly  spilling over to other  crops,   though 
as noted  above  this  is not necessarily spontaneous).       Cane  density  and 
other   factors   (including  the  competitiveness  of other crop»)   will 
influence  this process,   and cane pricing policies will  also  affect  the 
farmer's willingness  to emulate the  Intensive cultivation methods 
practised on  the estate. 

Another possible  linkage,  not  always  anticipated in  conventional 
project  appraisals,  concerns  the effect that  co-existing agricultural 
systems   have  on the supply and cost of  labour.      Outgrower  farms have 
somewhat  greater flexibility  in  the  absorption of labour,  but when  they 
operate   alongside a plantation   they may be   faced with  the need to offer 
comparable daily wages   in order to attract  sufficient  labour.       Insofar 
as  this  effect applies   to sugar cane  growing  it does  not  reduce the 
outgrower's   income as  shown  in  Table  5 above,   since  all  labour  input« 
organized by him were  costed at market   (sugar project)   prices.       But  the 
same  effect  is  likely  to be  felt  in   the cultivation  of other  crops, 
substantially raising  their  costs of production.       This has   serious 
implications  for the  local  food supply,  unless  the   increase   in  labour 
costs   is  matched by comparable  opportunities  to raise productivity. 
Thus  even  formal reservation  of  land  for food  crops on each  outgrower's 
holding  does not ensure  continuation  of his  ability  to produce them; 
those  who  for one reason or  another do not become outgrowers   feel  the 
effects   more  acutely,   and  may alter  their  subsistence  strategies by 
placing  greater reliance on earnings  from wage  labour and less on  food 
crops   produced by the household. 

(6) Alternative Systems  of Cane  Supply  by   Outgroweve 

In   the  sensitivity analysis conducted  in Chapter  III,   it was  shown 
that  the  financial performance of the OPS models Improved substantially 
when  cane growing  (on  the factory farm)  was made more extensive and 
production costs were reduced.       It was noted that the shift  to a  'low- 
input  low-output'  system of cane growing implied that land itself was not 
a scarce  resource;    this in turn indicated that this option would be more 
applicable  to  rainfed  than  to  irrigated situations. 

A  similar alternative  could be employed in a project based on 
cutgrower production.       Yields  on  a per hectare basis would   fall 
(perhaps   from 0.8 of  the plantation  level   -  as  assumed  in  the  integrated 
outgrower systems -  to 0.6).       While  the  total  cane  area would be enlarged 
one possible benefit of this shift would be distributional,   in that  larger 
numbers   of growers might participate.        (In  a densely settled  area  this 
would  have  important   implications  for equity.)       Lower costs  per hectare 
would  be   assumed by  the  grower:     land preparation might be  undertaken by 
ox-plough;     seed cane might be  obtained  from cane on his own  or his 
neighbour's plot;    and smaller  amounts of artificial  fertilizers might be 
used,   possibly with some  substitution of organic fertilizers.       Some 
reduction  in   labour inputs per unit of  land   (perhaps  fewer weedings) 
might  also be anticipated,  although this would not be encouraged by the 
factory,   which would have  a continuing  interest in cane quality. 

Resulting from these  adjustments would be  the opportunity for   the 
factory   to purchase cane at a  somewhat  lower  price  than  in  an   integrated 
outgrower system, where  input  costs  are  comparatively high.       As  shown in 
Table   2   the OPS models  earn no  financial return  in most cases even with 
cane  prices   '-,• 'ov the   $15/t   (low price)   and  $30/t   (high price)   yardsticks. 
It   ts   to  thrir relative  benefit,   then,   to obtain cane  at prices  corre- 
nponcHnq   to  ratlos below C.05.       From the grower's point of  view,   this 
lower  price  for cane may be  acceptable either  if alternative  markets 
for cane  do not exist,   or  if net  income  per hectare  remains   constant. 
The   latter  result could be achieved if the grower's  share of  the price per 
tonne   (after deduction of costs)  were  increased so as  to compensate  for 
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low« yields par hectare.2/      In countries wher« a formally oazetted can« 
price already exista,  however,  it may prove difficult to institute a 
differential pricing system for cane produced in different regions,  and 
•ven more so for cane grown in the same region but by different methods 
and destined for different markets. 

Cane harvesting and transport charges constitute a large proportion 
of the costs  incurred by the outgrower  in an  integrated,  factory-directed 
system.       If cutting and transport were taken care of by outgrowere 
themselves - depending on the local availability of tractors and trailers 
or animal-drawn carts - the scope for reduction in the cane price without 
adversely affecting growers'   incomes would be much greater.      The extent 
of possible savings in this area is shown  in Table 4 above which 
indicates that the OPS units must pass on higher charges   (due to 
indivisibility of certain equipment requirements and lower utilization 
rates)  to the outgrower than the large-scale units.      Thus shifting this 
responsibility from factory to grower has decided economic advantages for 
•ach,  if the latter can organize labour for harvesting and has access to 
means of transport.      In the latter regard his proximity to the factory 
(assumed to be characteristic of the OPS models)  increases the ranges of 
theoretical possibilities to include animal-drawn carts or trailers. 

V       'e* «xMipl«,  if yields fall by 25 per cent from 4t/ha/month to 
31/ha/month, the grower's net r«v«nu« per tonne of cane would have 
to rise by 33.3 per cent to maintain a constant net income/ha. 
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CHATTER V 

THE IDENTIFICATION OF  ENVIRONMENTALLY-SOUND TECHNOLOGIES 

At this point it   is desirable somehow to bring tnoether the resulta 
Of th«  earlier Chapter which  described and examined the operation of 
alternative technologie)« for producing sugar under a variety of 
agricultural/climatic  regimes.      Ideally, it would be appropriate to «at 
out all  of the characteristics of each of the technologies considered and, 
on the basis of well-defined criteria,  to arrange a rank ordering of the 
technologies which could directly guide decision-making related to the 
expansion of the sugar   industry in Africa, with due allowance being made 
for   individual country  conditions.      Unfortunately,  the complexity of the 
factor« which should  be  taken  into account when decisions are extended to 
cover  the economic,   social and physical aspect« of the environment rules 
out  such straightforward procedures.      Given this,  the present Chapter 
comprises a discussion  of currently available methodology;    an attempt to 
make  the best possible  use of  the earlier re»ults in a comprehensive 
setting;    and some comment on further methodological work which might 
be fruitful.      The last point  is discussed again in Chapter VI. 

(1)        Methodology 

Hitherto the investment decision in developing countries   (as 
indeed  in developed countries)  has been taken largely, often entirely, 
on narrow economic ground«. 1/      It has been recognized that since th« 
decision is taken at the project level it represents,  at best,  an attempt 
to approximate to what  economists call a partial rather than a general 
equilibrium situation.        In general equilibrium analysis everything 1« 
seen as relating to everything else and the formal requirement    for 
general equilibrium solutions  is that there should be as many independent 
equations as there are  unknowns.      The equations are specified in such a 
way a« to identify the  behavioural relationship« among the various 
elements in the system. 2/       In partial equilibrium analysis it  is assumed 
that the behaviour of many variables in the larger economic system are 
of  little consequence  for deciaion-making at the micro level,  so that the 
price of tea, for example, may be regarded as being independent of that 
of cement. 

It is clear,  from what has been said earlier, that this Report i« 
baaed on the belief that narrowly economic considerations are not 
adequate to the task of   identifying environmentally-sound technologies. 
In seeking, however,  to go beyond the economic  it would be possible to 
follow either the general or partial equilibrium approaches.      In 
principle, of course,   the general approach would be preferable.      It ha«, 
however,  already been pointed out that most decisions in industrial 
development are taken at the project level.      This is not accidental. 
On the contrary it reflect« the very considerable difficulties which 
would arise if attempts were made - even on narrowly economic criteria - 
to reach general equilibrium solutions in the absence,   intar alia, of 
much of the required data.       These difficulties Which confront general 
equilibrium analysts in  the realm of economics would be considerably 
compounded if an attempt were made to extend the general approach to 

1_/       This is true in principle.      The motivation of decision-makers   in 
practice has been  the subject of a large and lively literature. 
Such factors as engineering influence and a penchant for a quiet 
life do not, however,   invalidate the basic distinctions between 
the particular and  the general made in the text. 

2/ In addition to the  behavioural equations other equations which 
are required to fulfil equilibrium conditions are also necessary. 
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include the  physical   anri  social environment  of developing countries.       For 
t,!,s  reason   it  is realistic   in present circumstances  to proceed  along the 
lir.es  of  partial equilibrium analysis. 

Bifore developing this  conclusion,   it   is  worth briefly considering 
further the  character   and weaknesses of more  general  approaches.       As  has 
been  seen,  general equilibrium analysis as  it has hitherto been 
practised by economists is  simultaneously too narrow and too complex  for 
present purposes, so that  its main utility  is  in serving as a reminder of 
the fact that all the elements in a system do  interact.      Policies  are 
consequently more likely to be successful the more they unravel these 
interactions.       In this regar 1, one of the difficulties with the 
traditional  general equilibrium analysis is  that it  is too limited  and 
does net pay sufficient attention to externalities. 3/      Again  it  has been 
argued that this kind of economic analysis either implicitly assumes that 
all valuable assets can be  individually owned or that it confuses capital 
and  income.4/      Apart   from the difficulties of making the general 
equilibrium model operational,  possibly its most serious disadvantage  it 
that  it is static in the sense that it takes  as given resource endowments, 
tastes,   technologies  and population,   etc.,   and  simply concerns   itself wi\.h 
the optimum allocation of resources,  given these things. 

The question consequently arises whether  there  is a more   suitable 
.iggrcgate  framework within  which to consider   the relationships  between 
economic growth   (development)   and the environment.       Among potentially 
promising approaches mention   should be made  of  the adaptation  of  input- 
output analysis and national   income accounting to provide measures  of 
materials as well as economic  flows.5/      Unfortunately, the usefulness of 
these adaptations for present  purposes is severely limited.       One 
i/ficulty with input-output  analysis is that  it assumes that  technical 

relations are  fixed   (and is hence particularly  inappropriate  in a choice 
of technology study).       A further difficulty common to both  input- 
output  analysis and national   income accounting  is that they are both more 
highly developed in industrial  than in developing countries.6/       Finally 
approaches based on these techniques could,   in principle, greatly 
illuminate overall policy objectives and problems,  but still  leave  a need 
for a corresponding redesign of project appraisal. 

All of this said,   it  should be recognized that even if partial 
analysis is perforce used,   the world neverthele-.s remains one  in which all 
the elements  in a system are   inter-related.       For this reason the  partial 

¿/      A simple,   frequently used,  example of an external diseconomy is  smoke 
from a factory chimney which adds to laundry bills, but does not 
represent a charge on the producer.      Generalization of this example 
illustrates possible conflicts between growth and the environment. 
For a more sophisticated,   but still elementary,  discussion,   see 
Richard  Lecomber,   Economia Growth vereue   the  Environment,   Macmillan. 
1975, Chapter 2. 

4/      Although the two criticisms have been made at different  levels  of 
sophistication,   they ultimately reduce to one.       For relevant 
discussion see Knee se,   op.cit.,  Chapters  1  and  3.      The distinction 
between capital and income is less easily made than might appear 
at  first  sight.       Knee se argues that since the capital represented 
by   (non-renewable)   natural resources are not individually owned,   the 
market has encouraged profligate use of  them.      The same point   is 
made somewhat differently  in E.F.   Schumacher,   Small ie Beautiful, 
Abacus edition,   Sphere Books,  1974,  pp.   10-18. 

5/      For a summary account of these see Kneeae,  op.oit., Chapter 3. 
6/      For a fuller discussion of this point see UN,  Survey of Economic 

Conditions in Africa,   Part  II,  New York,   1971. 

J 
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approach should neither be   seen as  final nor   should   <t  ignore general 
considerations where these  can plausibly be  introduced.       Thus,   for 
example,  a strict application of partial analysis would exclude 
consideration of linkages.        It  is evident,   however,   that well  short of 
rigorous general equilibrium analysis it is often Dossible in considering 
individual projects to  identify a range of backward and  forward  linkages 
and to quantify these to the point where consideration of them can be 
made an integral part of the  investment decision. 

At the level of the   firm or  individual  project  the main 
criterion used hitherto  in  decision-making   has been profitability. 
The measure of this which most satisfies the economist's sense of rigour 
is the net present value.        This can be calculated  either  at market prices 
or at   'shadow'  prices which  are thought to reflect  the   social  valuation of 
the  resources used  in a project  and  the value  to  society of the outcome o* 
the  project.      Again  it can  be noted that even this apparently straight- 
forward extension of  private  profitability  to  social  profitability  is not 
without  its conceptual  and   informational difficulties.       This  suggests 
that  an attempt to deal  with  environmental  considerations  simply by 
incorporating these  into an  extended  social  cost-benefit  framework would 
not be entirely successful.        It is true that  certain environmental 
variables  - such as energy   inputs  - could be   so treated,   provided only 
that  it were possible to determine the  'real'   opportunity costs to society 
of using these over a project  life.      Moreover,  the  smoke costs mentioned 
in footnote 3 could conceivably be estimated and included in a relevant 
calculation.      More complex examples of > xternalities would,  however, 
provide greater difficulty,   and there is some possibility that social 
cost-benefit analysis can be dangerously misleading,   because it is 
dangerously unbalanced  in  its effective quantification. 

The principal advantage  of traditional methods of project ¿ppraisal 
is that they yield a  single   figure on the basis of which alternatives can 
be rank ordered.      This advantage,  however,   is highly dependent on the 
comprehensive availability of all the necessary information.       Even when 
the considerations entertained  are confined  to the narrowly economic  it 
would be possible to argue that  in actual economies valuation of some 
important parameters must necessarily be subjective.       Certainly when 
the  range of consideration   is  widened to  include extra-economic 
elements  then the possibility  of entirely objective  evaluation becomes 
the more remote.     In addition,   it has to be  recognized  that economic, 
social  and political  circumstances vary across countries and that  even 
the decision concerning the  desirability or otherwise of,   say,   a 
particular  sugar factory could  be  influenced by these differences and, 
indeed,  by differences  in  industrial  locations within a particular 
country.      Thus,  for example,   if a sugar factory were to be located in 
a rural area in which industry was otherwise absent then the view taken 
of the environmental consequences of particulate matter would be very 
different than if the factory were to be located  in the middle of an 
already existing industrial  coimolex which was,   inter alia,  discharging 
sulphur dioxide into the  atmosphere. 

When complete objectivity is not possible and  information is less 
than adequate there is much to be said for avoiding  summary methods of 
decision-making.      This  is  because these do not normally reveal to the 
policy-maker the weights   (which to repeat are,  of necessity,  often 
subjective)  which have  been  used  in combining the  various elements  in the 
evaluation,  so that he or  she has little information on which to base an 
alternative decision or to challenge the decision  suggested by the 
traditional methods. 

Considerations of  this   kind have already  led  to  some modification 
to traditional projoct   appraisal.       Thus,   for example,   the  World  Bank 
now have an   ol't'hv   of  Environmental  and Health Affairs which plays 
some  part   (at  least  sometimes)   in project  appraisal.       The  Bank re- 
cognizes that traditional  project appraisal  has been  based  on a least- 
cost  approach.       It makes  efforts to accommodate environmental questions 
within this approach,   but  recognizes that this  is not easy.       It 
consequently has developed measures for handling projects thought to have 
significant environmental implication.      Thus,   for example,   it argues 
that the differences between benefits and costs - assuming them to be 



positive - can be taken as a measure of the additional environmental 
advantagea which could accrue from a project.      In other circumstances it 
arguée for an explicit presentation of the environmental consequences - 
lncreaae or decrease, for oxample, of aulphur dioxide emiaaion in 
induatrial locationa - and a measure of the coats and/or benefits of 
these.      Beyond this the Bank where appropriate refers projects to the 
environmentalists for explicit consideration of environmental conse- 
quence . 7/ 

In the United Stataa where problems of the physical environment are 
in some ways acute but where the capacity for dealing with these is 
perhapa correspondingly great,  there ia a National Environmental 
Protection Agency which is responsible for assessing the environmental 
impact of existing and proposed economic activities.      Since it ia 
concerned that its measures be operational and since several levels of 
decision-makers are involved, the IPA aeeks "to avoid overly complex 
methods" and in fact ha« developed over 50 relatively «imple methods 
using a variety of qualitative and quantitative techniques.      These have 
been classified into five types i    ad hoc;    overlaya - involving the use 
of a sat of maps capturing different environmental characteristics» 
checklists»    matrices;    and networks - these developing from a list of 
project activities a series of cause-condition-effect networks.8/ 

UNCP itself, of course, has been wrestling with the problem cf 
Introducing environmental considerations into project appraiaals and 
relating this  to the selection of environmentally-aound and appropriate 
technologies.9/      In this regard recognition has been accorded to the 
usefulness of matrices in impact assessment, and in particular to that 
designed by Leopold «t.al.10/     Possibly, however, the most important 
contribution made by UMEP to date haa been emphasis on the potential 
utility of decision filters.      Thus,  it has been suggested that - 
beginning from a recognition that technologies may be imported from the 
developed countries, may come from developing countries with a capital 
goods capacity to produce generically the same equipment as is produced 
in the developed countries, may come from such technologies adapted or 
may build on traditional technology or Improved variants of it - the 
choice of technology should be made by using a series oí decision filters 
seriatim.      If this were done, then the technologie» might first be 
appraised on the basis of their ability to produce goods which would 
satisfy the basic needs of the mass of the population in developing 
countries.      Those technologies which survived this screening could then 
be appraised in terms of thsir contribution to the economic surplus;  of 
their provision of employment opportunities;    and, thereafter, on the 
basis of the extent to which they promote widespread social participa- 
tion.      The technologies could subsequently be appraised first in the 
light of their environmental impact and then in terms of cost efficiency. 

The filter approach, like that which uses matrices, has the power- 
ful advantage that it provides a reasoned ohacklist of questions which 
have to be considered.      Its main disadvantage is that it over- 
simplifies, and it leaves open the question about the rank ordering of 
the decision filters.      This ordering must either explicitly embody 
value judgements or explicitly incorporate something like national 
priorities.      Both of these things might be expected to vary across 
countries and individuals, so that the filtering approach does not 
escape soma at leaat of the difficulties which have been earlier 
associated with attempts to extend the social cost-benefit analysis to 

7/     For a brief account of the Bank's treatment of the environment 
see Environment and Development,  Morid Bank, Washington 197S. 

8/     »ebecca w.  Manner, Tht CIS Prootë»,  U8 Environmental Protection 
Agency, Haahlngton D.C., 1976,   (mimographed). 

y     See,  for example, UNEP, Methodology for Stlaotion of 
Cnvironmantally-Sound and Appropriata Ttohnologitt,  Discussion 
Note for Expert Group Meeting, 30 August-3 September, 197«, 
Nairobi. 

10/    Leopold L.B., Clark F.B., Hanshaw,  B.B.  and Balaely, J.R., 
"A Procedure for Evaluating Environmental Impact", Geological Survey 
Circular 645, US Department of the Interior, Washington D.C., 1971. 
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the  search for environmentally-sound technologies.       One other 
difficulty with the filter approach as  it has been presented hitherto  is 
that   it  does not distinguish  - even by  implication - between direct  and 
indirect approaches to the attainment of particular development  goals. 
Thus,   for example to make the  production of goods directly designed  to 
satisfy basic needs the touchstone  in  the first filter  is to beg the 
question as to whether  or not  these might be better satisfied  in this way 
rather   than,   for example,   on the basis  of a development  strategy which 
paid  significant attention to the export of   'luxury'   goods. 

(2)       Measuring   the  Environmental  and  Economia   Impaot 
of Alternative  Sugar  Teohnologiea 

Given the  present  state  of the art of evaluating projects  in the 
light of national objectives and the consequent need for compromise, 
the simplest way of proceeding  is to set a sugar quantity target and 
then to consider the options capable of  achieving it.       Thus the process 
may begin with,   for example,   a  target  output of  75,000 tonnes of  sugar 
per annum   (tsa)  which could reflect a country's  import-substitution 
requirements.       Comparisons among the  alternative technologies which could 
meet this target, with cost effectiveness in producing the specified 
target  as the standard  of measurement,   cannot adequately deal with all of 
the relevant issues. 

Sugar processing produces physical outputs other than sugar   (e.g. 
effluent,  smoke,  filter mud).       Environmental concern should imply 
specific quantitative targets for these too so that technologies may be 
compared  according to their profitability in meeting a number of 
objectives.       Some of these however can be only loosely specified   (e.g. 
rural development in broad socio-economic terms). 

What  is proposed  here  is  a two-stage process,  with comparison of 
the economic,  social and physical impact of the alternative ways of 
producing the required  quantities of  sugar as a  first  stage.       If one 
alternative proves superior with respect to all quantitative criteria 
(economic,   social  and physical   - assuming the existence of adequate data 
for these),  then the optimal choice is  straightforward;     but if the 
ranking of options varies  across criteria,  the  evaluation must  proceed 
to a  second stage  in which weights are  assigned to the different 
criteria and a close examination is made of qualitative  issues. 

When the results  for the models are collated,  and performance in 
relation to specific criteria  is presented - for example in matrix form, 
as  illustrated below -  the weaknesses of  a  single measure are graphically 
revealed.      As has been recognized, a value of   'environmental NFV'  could 
perhaps be obtained ideally,   based on rigorous  shadow pricing of all 
possible  inputs and outputs of  each technology.       But  such rigour and 
coverage  is not yet possible.        Social  NPV is a measure whose 
limitations are  frar.kly acknowledged.       Whjle  somewhat more  inclusive  in 
an environmental   sense  than other criteria relating to specific areas,   it 
does not  necessarily supersede  them,  and  thus does not  free the 
decision-maker  from the need to assign weights to the different  criteria. 

To  illustrate the task  facing decision-makers and further  to 
illustrate the procedure  suggested above a matrix may be constructed - 
representing one of the  four ecosystems and one price regime - in which 
six technology options are related to a  selected number of criteria 
(not meant to be exhaustive).       This has been done in Table 1.       The 
options comprise two scales of production for both the vacuum-pan and 
OPS technologies with cane supply based on a plantation;    two levels of 
labour-intensity in agricultural practice are assessed for the OPS 
units. 

The matrix serves at least two useful purposes.       It makes  it 
clear that - even when only a limited number of technologies and extra- 
economic  factors are considered  - the chance of a single technology 
ranking first on all measures  is not high.      This may be most graphically 
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•;';un wlth,  ro8Pect to water pollution, where two different measure»  - 
v«ï'.Tïi.ïrJÎ?   fu"y ^low - are u8ed< "1th the  result that the ranking 
•  iîî-ÎSî f ¿2a ì° th! measure UMd-      Similarly,   the rank ordering based 
on financial NPV i. quite different from that based on social HPV,  With 

Éne"  'oîîîL^SSÎS?9 '" °PS and the f0rmer « ~-P- technology1« 

ln „.,?' 2°Uìd b« r"?°9ni2ed that both NPV measures  subsume,  in whole or 
in part,   fixed capital,  employment, land use and energy.      This 
duplication,  however,  provides the basis for the  second purpose of  the 
•n£¿?„I* ? ProvidVhe decision-maker with more  information than that 
rhnwÜÍ" ? 8in9le indicator   (such as NPV)   which might be used as  a 
2 if!.?r}terion:    4

Th? P?lnt h«" i« that the decision-maker cai, see 
Î««Î!?3- ¿7?Î-,llÏÏÎÏtieilly if the weights U8ed  in  calculating the NPV coincide with or differ  from those he or she would  like to attach to the 
"'! £ÍÍVlemení", identlfi«d m the columns of  the matrix.      In this way 
the matrix provides a bridge between the first part of the procedure 
S "ïutîiioï?'•^'' °f/Uí1?9 °T *• P°"ibility  that one alternative is    superior'   on all criteria)   and the second. 

»h. m.rí?„d??ree °' varlation in the rankings  is   certain to increase when 
23 • " expanded to encompass a larger number of technology options 
2d w «*•"viro•«ntal measures.      With regard to  the  first, Chapters  III 
*J?U *?      £      ;eP°5t,have «"••••d eight basic possibilities   (four 
plantation-based models and four integrated outgrower-based models)   with 
several  variants,  including plantation-cum-outgrower systems, and 
(potentially applicable to the OPS technology)   systems in which cane  is 
produced by extensive as opposed to intensive cultivation.      Similarly,   a 
range of environmental issues has been discussed  from which a checklist - 
constituting the horizontal axis of an expanded matrix - can be assembled. 

Logically eight matrices could be generated  from the methodology 
emp oyed here representing the four ecosystems  in each of two price 
regimes.       This is done in Tables 1 to 8 for plantation-based models.     It 
#**!? l!nt ff°m the" íhat the Pr"u•Ption against  settling matters  at the 
first stage is strengthened,  since in no case does  a  single technology 
ÌSSÌ'Ì* '-«Perior    on all criteria.     At the practical  level, .SS! 3Ï 
ecosystem and price regime will be predetermined, 11/ a decision-maker will 
usually require only one matrix for each cane supply system under 
consideration.       Unambiguous  judgements can only be  based on a cardinal 
rln*^-%hara^!í?f rfalU!"Ja: °PpC89d t0 ,imple  ordt»»l ranking)  which 
I Jul. Ô.« ! magnitude of differences between options.      Even when such 
values can be assigned to quantities of output or  impact,  any attempt at 
pafíríníSÍ lnvolv« « weighting procedure embodying certain value 

, K(_ 
Altnou?n  it would h«ve been possible to have  assigned more or less 

d2\tltrï ?el2htB  to the element. includ„ ln  the   above*matrlc„#   thî"-.. 
f?r^fat*íy been avolded-       For this there are a number of reasons.       The 

Z<1       '   fc° repeat'  that the weights would evidently be unacceptably 
arbitrary,  since they would reflect the judgements  of outside investiqators 
rather than those of national decision-makers.       Moreover,  this evident 
«a!;L??î:Wi28tandi?2'uthe" ls a r,al dan«8r "»«t  illustrative 
flt?^t«ication would be seized upon and used as  if  it represented firm 
lü^rfL  - .2 M      

cÍFcumstance,  the present discussion is intended to 
?*'- ^      usable methodology rather than exhaustively to apply it.      Given 
this it may be helpful to offer some further thoughts on methodology. 

In  this regard it may first be noted that a sequential filterina 
system poses similar difficulties to those described earlier, since the 
ordering of the  filter directly affects the outcome  of the evaluative 
process.       For example,  if financial NPV i tsa 12/ were placed first  in 

_J/      One  possible exception concerns marginal  situations wherein 
irrigation  is a possibility but not a necessity,   and where two 
matrices   (holding season length and price regime constant) would be 
desirable so as to compare the range of options under ralnfed and 
irrigated agricultural systems. 

10/      Discounted at 10 ptr cent per annum. 
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the sequence,   and all options with a result below 0 were to be rejected, 
then in the  situation represented by Table 1 only the 200 tch model 
would   'survive'  to be scrutinised in subsequent filters.      Effectively 
only one bhoice' would remain,  and in an actual  situation the rigour 
of assessment  in the subsequent filters might be expected to diminish so 
as to preserve at least one possibility for the eventual investment 
decision. 

Expansion of the number of  indicators leads naturally to a 
situation  in which five levels of precision may be distinguished: 

(i)       measures to which both market and social prices can be 
assigned,  and  for which the models in this Report provide guidelines; 

(ii)     measures to which market prices apply in a given situation 
(e.g.   a price for land in voluntary transactions), but for which social 
prices   (e.g.   the cost of involuntary displacement from land)  can be 
computed only with varying degrees of  subjectivity; 

(iii)   indicators based on cardinal parameter values which  show 
relative magnitudes   (e.g. volume of water effluent), but for which 
neither merket nor social prices normally exist; 

(iv)     rank ordering with respect to a specific criterion,  where 
differentials between technological options cannot be quantified;    and 

(v)       identification of extremes within the set of options being 
considered   (the end-points being  'most'  and  'least') while accepting 
that the  intermediate options may not be clearly distinguished on the 
basis of available data. 

Since what   is  sought is a method  for  integrating the economic, 
social   and physical  aspects of the environment  into the selection 
process,   it  may be noted that their respective distribution across these 
levels of precision tends to differ.       Generally speaking most economic 
criteria  can be assessed at levels   (i)   and   (ii);    the physical criteria 
tend to  be concentrated at level   (iii),  and to a lesser extent at   (ii) 
and   (iv);     while the social issues reviewed in this Report range between 
(ii)  and   (v),   with movement towards greater precision denendent either on 
detailed,   micro-level demographic and sociological data;    or a 
set of  simplifying assumptions such as were used in the models within 
this Report. 

Brief reference may be made to ways of handling issues related to 
the physical  environment which take cognizance of levels of precision. 
In Tables  1-8,   the ordinal ranking of total energy consumption per tsa 
conceals  the magnitude of differences and, more significantly,  the 
composition of the total in terms of cane production,  sugar production 
and sugar distribution.       In cane production the large-scale plantations 
use 20-25  per cent more energy per tonne of cane but up to 25 per cent 
less per  tsa  than the small-scale extensive system.      This difference 
serves to  illustrate the comparative advantage of the vacuum-pan  system 
where higher  sugar recovery is sufficient to reverse the rank ordering 
In sugar  production the OPS factory buys in six times more energy units, 
in the   form of   firewood and electricity,   than  the most  efficient  vaeuum- 
p.in  factory   (long  season,   200 tch).       However,   in a comparison of  all 
Inputs   including capital  equipment,  annual replacements,   chemicals and 
labour   the OPS   unit   is very close to the vacuum-pan and  in fact   in  the 
short season  situation the 150 ted unit uses  35 per cent less energy 
on a por  tea  baeie than the 100 tch factory.       Sugar distribution,  when 
based on the same population density,   is very much lees energy usii.~ in 
the small-scale;     it accounts for less than 0.7 per cent of total energy 
consumption compared to 2-8 per cent in the large-scale. 

An  indicator presented in two forms in the matrix is that of 
*?!ter P?ilution-      AB

 discussed in Chapter III,  the type of standard used 
(I.e.  BOD concentration or load)   influences the rank ordering of the 



-.echnoiogies.        To   illustrate the problem numerically a  brief  comparison 
of actual  vacuum-pan effluents and  estimated open-pan effluents   is 
^resented.       Thus   if  a discnarge of   20,000  litres per tonne  of  cane  is 
assumed  from a   vacuum-pan factory,   with  an  average BOD concentration  of 
600 mg/1,   then   in  terms of load this   is   equivalent to 12  kg  BOD  per  tc. 

Or.  the  other  hand,  given a discharge  of  150 litres per  tonne of 
c^ne  from an OPS  unit,  doubling the   BOD  concentration to  1200 mg/1 means 
tr  t the  load   factor   is only 0.18 kg  per   tc. In fact,   to be  as 
potentially  polluting as that of the   vacuum-pan factory,  the  effluent 
could  be  10,000 mg/1   (for example by discharging filter mud as  part  of 
the effluent)   and  the volume up to l^OO  litres per te.      A rank ordering 
on either  basis  can be misleading,   however,   as the significance of  a 
given  pollution   factor  is entirely dependent  on local  circumstances. 
Tnat   is to  say   in  certain conditions   a   BOD  load of 0.18 kg per  tc could 
be very damaging to  the local environment;     but in other  situations, 
notably with  a   high dilution factor,   a   load of  12 kg per tc could  be 
issimilated  with  negligible deoxygenat ion  of  the river. 

expansion  of   the  list  of environmental   indicators means  that 
iihrnomcna  must   lie  compared at  different   livels of precision.        While 
•   mpl lc.ntiny   the  decision-maker's  task,   this has the advantage  of  en- 
:,u£ m'j  that   no   important  issues will   be  overlooked,  and thus  holas 
promise of  improving  the outcome of  the   selection process. 

It   should  be  pointed cut that  a   further  use to which the  present 
approach to   including  technologies could  be  put is to identify 
'inconsistencies'   across criteria and   thus  to raise the question  of 
whether  these  can  be  eradicated or,   at   least,   reduced.       A particular 
example would  be  a  conflict between  social  and financial  profitability  in 
the rank ordering of the two technologies.       If, as seems reasonable, 
the  social  criteria were to be given  priority,   it might still  be 
desirable to  improve the financial performance of the technology thus 
preferred. 

In this  regard,   in considering  the   future expansion of  the  sugar 
industry  in Africa,   the work reported   here  has  identified tradeoffs  in 
the performance  of  the models with  respect  to various economic  and 
environmental   criteria.       In the  short   run,   modification of existing 
economic  policies  offers one possible  means of reducing the gaps  in 
performance  and  even  altering the rank  order of options.       The  most 
obvious  area   for   such  i .   .^rvention  concerns  pricing policies  for  cane 
and/or  ex-factory   sugar.      The gap  in   sugar  recovery   (6.25 per  cent on 
cane  for OPS  against   10.6 p.îr cent   for   the vacuum-pan technology) 
places the  small-scale units at a  serious disadvantage when they must 
operate the   same  price system as the   large-scale units.       If they are 
not  financially profitable in such circumstances,  the question  arises  as 
to how they might  beco, e so on the basis  of changes which could  be 
justified economically or on environmental  grounds. 

Over the  longer term significant  research and development efforts 
rr«jy be brought to bear on the technologies themselves.      To the extent 
that these  influence critical parameters  such as sugar recovery and energy 
utilization,   they could substantially  alter the comparative results 
presented earlier  in this Report. 

Most  of 
jf Reference 
policy aspect 
consideration 
modification 
pro ,ect curre 
be seen  in  th 
this discussi 
noi icy  propos 
ronfldentlai 
197 7  provided 
oc 1 icy-makers 

•   nange .'isc 
,jro lects. 

what  has gone before can  be readily related to the Term« 
of  the  present project.        The one exception to this  concerns 
s.        In  particular the  project document called  for 
of present policies and   proposals for appropriate 

of  these,   including proposals  for the modification  of a 
ntiy  under consideration.        In  a  sense much of  the  above can 
e  context of this particular  Term    of Reference.        Beyond 
ens were  held with government  ministers and officials and 
als were  reviewed and  suggestions  for modification made on a 
basis.        In addition  the   Seminar held  in Nairobi   in April 

an  opportunity for an  exchange of views between   some African 
and members of the project   team.       In the course  of  this 

ussions were held on a  number  of actual and proposed 
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(3)       Further Methodological   Work 

In tht light of general earlier discussion of methodology and of 
the conalderation of the prêtent reaulta for the African augar industry, 
it  ia clear that much remaina to be done in the elaboration of an 
operational methodology.       Such elaboration,  it  ia thought,  can beat 
proceed from the kind of detailed characterization of technologie« and 
their economic,  environmental and aocial conaequencea aa are contained  in 
thia   Report.      In the meantime it may be auggeated that the two atage 
procedure deacribed above ahould be applied.       From the illuatration it 
seems probable that deciaion-makera muat normally expect to paaa to the 
second   (and operationally more difficult)   atage.       They might wish, 
therefore, to have aome further guidance on how to proceed at thia point. 
Such guidance can be offered in a way that helpa identify an important 
•lament for future work. 

Thua, particularly given the importance of the economic 
environment in developing countriea,  alternative technologiea can be 
compared first by meana of extended and explicit coat-benefit analyaia 
and  aubaequently examined for particular environmental effecta that 
inevitably escape the net of such analyaia.       In this approach the 
question of evaluation ia, of courae,  left open and the more straight- 
forward environmental  impacts could be accommodated in the analyaia. 
Thus accommodated they should,  of courae,  remain explicitly before the 
decision-maker at the point of decision.       The coverage of the cost- 
benefit analysis would clearly vary from case to case.       In principle, 
however,  this method - with, to repeat, due emphasis on making as much 
explicit as possible - amounts to choosing the economically viable 
technology subject to a somewhat informal constraint that it is also an 
environmentally sound one.      Much subsequent work could be directed to 
increasing the formality of the constraint, and it is recommended  in 
Chapter VI that such work should be incorporated in any extension to the 
present project. 
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CHAPTER VI 

PROPOSALS FOR FURTHER   WORK 

The investigation whicn comprises the subject of the earlier DìO.I 

tL íuitfbn^ ma£ *£ regard«d as a P"«* one -both in that u expies 
ÌÌ1 1~£ I ? the  SUgar   industrv as *  focus for attempts to improve 
îî%f?nronn»ntal soundness  and appropriateness of technology and  in tilt 
¿«•.     ^^thodology which may be applied   to other  industries? 
Consequently in considering   the design of  further work it  is apt to 
r2?i^%Pr0pOSalS rhlch  "  ba8ed on the Posent  enquiry and  its  findings  - 
relate to sugar and   to   identify another  industry which could  fruitfully 
be   investigated along   the  lines described  above!      Although  the present 
somewhat pragmatic approach would be difficult  to replace  in  the current 
XS*  tL*%£??'   Xì  ÌZ alr?° apt exPlicitly  to consider met^dolog^" Thus,   the remainder  of   the  Chapter  is  in three  parts.      The  first 
details further work  which could usefully be  done toward  increasing th. 
environmental acceptability  and the economic   efficiency of  sugar 
•n? ?9        "fed in  developing countries;     the  second suggest« that 
?Í7!S\Ír,.a SUtta<b¿? candidate f°r the next   'industry'  study;     and the third touches briefly  on methodology. 

(1)       The Sugar Industry 

As has already been poin.ad out.   the present enquiry has focused 
ll^AUa\ °n tW° factorv technologies   (the modern vacuuLp" í£ the' 
traditional open-pan  sulphitation techniques)   in their   'purest'  and 
basically ^ost highly  developed formal/      This fact can^  "sed to 
answer  one question and  raise  another  -  viz. (a)   does the OPS techniau. 
compare sufficiently well  with the modern process in various íe«eí^ 
to justify further work  on   it?      and   (b)   is  there scope for cruicaï 
choice withm the modern  process itself which,   if exploited,   could lead 
timore effective pursuit of developmental   (including environmental) 

From what has been   said   (and,   indeed,   in  any event)     it   is PvtH.n*. 
that  the OPS system is   appropriate to the achievement of a number or       ' 
developmental  and environmental aims.       At  tí.«   least,   it uses much less 
capital and provides much more employment than does modern technology^ 
.lnc!'it0wn,nHrí   lTl  abruPtly disruptive of   existing life  styles .3"- 
lllVL  \ lead t0 *reat« dispersal of the  industry,  and  since 
there  is some presumption that the greater the  industrial concentration 
the greater the degradation of the physical  environment  - Vt  il Under 
^»HÍew^\ Knment than

J
the mo" sophisticated  alternative. 2/      The main 

.coïomTcalîyheLbïe:°Unded  ^ °PS ^^^  **" bee" that ^ * • 

The choice of technology can be made - within the confines of 
economics - in one of  two ways.      The social   opportunity cost of 
resources can be estimated and  the least-cost   technology at   'shadow- 
prices   subsequently identified.      Alternatively,   factor prices can be 
îaneVVheir,market  Value  -  even when the markets are known to Se imperfect - and a narrower  financial calculation made.      From the 
information contained   in  Chapter III of this   Report    the standing of the 
two technologies on each of these measures is  as follows: 

1/        This strong statement could stand some modification - since,  for 
TcT$?' IT USe  °f diffu»er» i« the modern technology Í«? on 
^f^?ra^0n'  n0t  included-      «"»t is  said in the text  is    howsve- sufficiently accurate  for present purposes. w*'' 

2/        A qualification  is again  in order.      The exposure to sulphur fumes 
of workers in the  open-pan factory is probably greater than inTh' 
modern factory.        Moreover, worker safety  standards are  probably 
generally lower  in the  small-scale factory. 



Inter-technology comparisons of profitability 

Long season, 
ramfed 
iat  low prices) 

1. 

¿. 

a/ 

200 tch 

150  tod w 

Financial 

NPV^per tsa 
» Index 

875 

289 

NPV  f   K 
Index 

Social 

NPV per tsa    NPV f K 
I        Index   ""I        Index 

100 1.62 100 1579 100 2.92 100 

33 1.04 64 1420 90 5.13 176 

Nrv discounted  at   5  per cent  per annum in real terms  in all 
measures shown,   capital   (K)   similarly discounted 

b/      The 150 ted model   is the labour-intensive agricultural variant 
discussed  in Cnapter  III,   Section 1 

Thus  it  can be  seen  that  factories operating in a  long  season rainfed 
: it ..at ion would  have different profitability according to whether the 
evaluation was conducted on private or  social terns.      When market prices 
c.*à used the large-scale factory is clearly absolutely superior;     and the 
sinall-scale   (OPS)   factory would yield but 33  or 64  per cent of the net 
present value  of the large factory,  depending on the present value 
measure used.3/      When shadow pricing  is used the situation changes 
dramatically.       The small factory would now earn 90 per cent of the 
profits achievable by the  large  factory per tonne of sugar per  annum,and 
would  in fact yield 176   per cent of the  large factory profits  if the 
measure  used  is net present value   per  unit of capital. 

Given what  has been  said above,   it  is clear that,   even as  things 
now  stand,   the choice between the  two technologies when  factors other 
than economic viability are considered would not be clear-cut,   but 
would require consideration of a number  of possible tradeoffs.       More 
strongly,   it could  be argued -  particularly if  the social  evaluation 
is  accepted  4/  -   that  the open-pan technology already performs 
sufficiently well  economically compared to the modern to justify further 
work on  it.       This,   at  any event,   is the view taken here  and it   is 
consequently .\elt  that  further work on the OPS  system is  justified. 

On the second question concerned with the scope for choice within 
the modern process,   it may first be noted that previous work done by the 
Livingstone Institute has established that a range of technical choice 
certainly exists.5/      At the time this work was undertaken the 
alternative machines then available and the prices and manning  levels 
associated with them suggested that,  particularly at levels of  scale of 
50,000 tonnes sugar per annum and above,   an  'exacting'  economic measure 
would identify the   'best-practice'  technology as being optimal even in 
developing country conditions.      The same data which sustain this 

The net present value per unit of capital measure is introduced at 
this point  since this is arguably the more relevant measure in a 
situation of capital rationing. 

Generally speaking  social evaluation is clearly preferable  in 
this context   to that   based on market  prices.       It  should,   however, 
be recognized  that   - at   least   in a  mixed economy -  it  is necessary 
to  identify  and  use  policy  instruments which would achieve  the 
results  indicated  as desirable by  social  pricing.       Thus,   for 
example,   it may be appropriate to use labour subsidies. 

See J.   Pickett,  A  Report on a  Pilot  Investigation of the Choio« 
of Technology  in Developing Countries,  University of Strathclvde. 
December 1975,  Chapter 4. 

3/ 

5/ 
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conclusion,  however,  also  reveal  that  the  range of profitability across 
technologies  is much narrower  than that   of employment.       Thus,   for 
example,   in the  production of  50,000 tonnes  of  sugar per  annum  it was 
shown that - depending  on   Lhe  price of   sugar   -  a technology wi ich was 
recognizably less  sophisticated  than the   'optimal'  technology could 
increase employment by  74  per cent compared  to that provided   by the 
•optimal'   technology,  reduce total capital  investment by  3  per  cent and 
provide   93 or  98  per cent  of the net present value  that would  accrue  from 
the use of the   'best-practice'   technique. 

It   is five year3  since this earlier   study was undertaken and recent 
fieldwork  suggests that   it might not now be  e^sy to obtain  from developed 
country  sources  the full  range  of equipment  that would be necessary  if 
the corresponding full  range of  technology choice were to be  possible. 
Specifically some of the  machines might  have  to be manufactured on a 
'one-off   basis  and consequently be discouragingly expensive.       This 
possibility of   limited developed country  supply  is consistent  with the 
concern of developing countries  to lessen  their technological  dependence 
on the  richer countries  of  the world,   and   suggests that  it could be 
fruitful  to focus  some part of  further work on  sugar on a related  set of 
questions concerned with  trade among developing countries and  the 
promotion of the capital   goods  industry  in  such countries. 

In  the light of the  foregoing,   it   is  now appropriate  to  specify 
in some detail  proposals  for  further work on  the sugar  industry.       These 
comprise  suggestions for   improving and  upgrading the OPS technology; 
suggestions for  simultaneously  increasing  the  engineerino  linkages 
between the sugar  industry and  the capital  goods industry  ^n  one  or more 
developing countries and  increasing the effective scop« for choice in the 
modern technology;    and  some proposals for the further utilization of 
bagasse which could enhance the  contribution  that the modern  technology 
makes to economic and social development. 

(a)   Improving/upgrading  the OPS 

The aim here would be to improve the economic and technical 
efficiency of the OPS technology and hence to increase its environmental 
acceptability.      This part of the work would comprise five  stages,  the 
first two of which at least could be undertaken simultaneously.       The 
stages are: 

(i)       further  investigation of  the  Indian experience of 
the OPS technology,  and of the associated capital goods industry in 
India.       This investigation would be followed by developed country 
research and development designed to improve the technical   (and  it is 
hoped economic)  efficiency of the OPS equipment; 

(ii)     improvement  in  fuel economy.        It has already  been 
seen that  the main present disadvantage of  the OPS system is  that,   in 
certain circumstances,  it  is economically  less attractive than the 
large-scale technology.       An important reason for this is that  the OPS 
technology  is technically  inefficient  in  processing when compared with 
larger plants.      A combination of fuel diseconomy and sucrose  loss 
through  inversion means  that an OPS unit   uses  two  to six times   as 
much outside   (bought-in)   fuel  per tonne  of  sugar produced compared with 
thv   100 or   200  tonnes of  cane  per  hour  factories;     and   it   produces  only 
60  t.    70  per  cent  as much   sugar  per tonne  of  cane crushed. 

It  follows  from this that   improvements  in vuel 
technology could radically alter  the financial  attractiveness  of   the OPS 
unit.       Recent work on fuel  technologies  -   in particular  the development 
of  the tubular bio-gas generator  - suggests  that  such radical  alteration 
is  possible and consequently this   stage of  the work would  seek  to 
develop the most suitable type of digestor to produce methane  from 
bagasse;     and to develop a heating vessel   system which would use the 
methane as its fuel.      This part of the research could yield a number 
of advantages.       The methane  is  produced   from a  slurry with high 
moisture content so that  it would be feasible to introduce imbibition at 



:r-= csr-° crushing  stage and thus directly raise j uce extraction rate«. 
xcreGver the methane can be expected  to be a more  controllable  form of 
.-.eating than the  existing wet bagasse  furnace  system and consequently 
sucrose inversion  should also be reduced.       Again,   the successful 
achievement of the   first two objectives would make  it possible  to modify 
the design of the  heating vessel   in order to reduce the  incidence  of 
sources of material degradation  - by,   for example,   investigating  the 
economies of coating or metal spraying of pans and of hand-polishing 
after  installation.       Moreover the production of methane need  not   solely 
depend  on the quantity of bagasse:     in the existing OPS technology 
supplementation  usually takes the  form of  firewood,   the  supply of which 
in many parts of developing countries can itself prove environmentally 
damaging;     in contrast  supplementation  in the  case of methane production 
can  take the form of agricultural waste  - a readily renewable  resource - 
and further a more  useful by-product   (organic  fertilizer)   is obtained; 

(ili)   improved design.       The research and development   implied in 
tne  first two stages  should  lead  to a   'superior1   design of OPS equipment. 

-. this stage it would then be important to relate this to the engineering 
capacity of selected developing countries,   in order  to install   the 
relevant production technology in such countries; 

(iv)     checking  the  improved  technology for  environmental 
impact.       It is,   for example,  just possible that the introduction  of 
imbibition could   increase the water effluent  discharged by OPS  units. 
if this were so then simple measures could be designed to deal with this 
problem.       it would normally suffice to construct ponds or lagoons»    and 

(v)       an examination of the role of OPS sugar production  in 
integrated rural development.      This could bring together the various 
phases of the work and,   inter alia,  would make possible more detailed 
examination of OPS  irrigated regimes than could have been undertaken in 
the  pilot   investigation. 

{b)   Larger-scale   production and   engineering   linkages 

Many developing countries might follow a mixed strategy  in 
expanding their capacity to produce sugar.       They might consequently 
conbine  some expansion  of production  utilizing modern technology with 
sor,e development  of  the OPS system.        In this regard   it  is useful   to 
consider the advantages of not relying  in the modern  sector on   'best- 
practice    technologies available  from developed countries Such 
technologies require a considerable degree of  instrumentation and a 
reduction in this and other modifications to the most advanced techno- 
logies would offer at least two advantages:    there would be less need 
for  skilled engineering manpower,  both to operate and to maintain the 
instrumentation   (on the several occasions during the fieldwork of the 
present project where sophisticated instrumentation was seen to be 
available it was observed not to be  in use);     and  it would be 
potentially easier  for developing countries to commence manufacture of 
sugar machinery for themselves.      Consequently this part of the work 
would: 

(1)       determine  the engineering and  other  skills required to 
manufacture equipment   for  the various  stag«of  sugar  production; 

(ii)     rank  this according to  the stages of  sophistication 
required   in tern.a of  the capital  goods manufacturing process; 

(iii)  compare this in turn with detailed information on the 
engineering capacity of selected developing countries;    and 

(iv)    evaluate the economic and environmental implications of 
the range of feasible technologies. 
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It should be realized that this part of the work directly 
challenges conventional wisdom in the sugar industry which maintains that 
considerable economies of scale exist.   If, however, it were possible 
(and the Egyptian experience, inter  alia,   suggests that it is) for 
developing countries to manufacture less sophisticated 'modern' equipment 
at lower cost than could now be done in the developed countries (given 
the factor price configurations there and where, for example, manual 
centrifuga] machines would not now readily be available and would have 
consequently to be specially made) this would cause a structural break in 
the unit cost of production, and it would no longer follow that the 
capital cost oi a 100 tonnes of cane per hour factory would be about 
70 per cent of a 200 tonnes of cane per hour factory.   It is worth 
adding that in present circumstances at least one major international 
sugar organization would be interested in the application of result« 
obtained from this part of the work. 

(c) Further utilization of bagasse 

In the design of large-scale vacuum-pan factories it is 
common to find that the steam balance is built up on the basis of an 
objective that the available bagasse should entirely be consumed within 
the factory.  Conventionally, excess bagasse is considered to be a 
nuisance unless the surplus is sufficiently great to support a secondary 
industry such as particle board production.  There are, however, other 
possibilities for utilizing surplus bagasse in ways that would be in 
keeping with development goals as expressed by many developing countries, 
and whilst some of these require further research the benefits they might 
have to offer are potentially great.  As mentioned earlier bagasse can 
be used in the production of methane which would seem to be an attractive 
alternative fuel to those presently used for village domestic needs. 

Another potential use for surplus bagasse involves upgrading 
it through micro-biological treatment in order to produce protein. 
This alternative is particularly attractive in the light of the fact 
that one way in which the growing gap between developed and developing 
countries is most palpable is in the dietary intake of the mass of the 
population in the respective sets of countries.  Moreover there has 
been widespread concern about the adequacies of world food supplies 
in the light of recent and present very high rates of population growth. 
Thus work on transforming bagasse into usable protein either for direct 
human consumption or for animal use is, to repeat, attractive.  In 
this regard, the relevant work would comprise three stages.  The first 
would, on the basis of laboratory study, identify the range of 
suitable organisms for this purpose.  Having established the correct 
conditions for bagasse colonization the second task would be bio- 
technological and would be concerned to identify the correct type of 
technology which could transform the bagasse into protein in the 
location in which bagasse is produced.  The final stage would comprise 
an economic and environmental appraisal of the relevant technology. 

It should be recorded that these various proposals for 
further work on sugar would all lend themselves admirably to co-operation 
between developing and developed country institutions.  Moreover it 
should be evident that they are designed to lead to practical application 
in developing countries. 

<2) Cement 

In the comparison made above between the economic attractiveness 
of the modern and open-pan sulphitation sugar technologies,  the modern 
technology could have been further handicapped by considering the 
additional costs that have to be incurred if pollution  is to be avoided. 
In this regard it may be noted that capital costs of a  50,000 tonnes of 
sugar per annum factory in Hawaii would probably be about  3 per cent 
higher if air and water pollution were to be dealt with than if they were 
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to be  ignored.6/      Depending on  the absolute  size of net present values 
this could   significantly effect  the comparison  between  the modern and 
traditional   sugar  technology.       More generally this  statistic can  serve 
another purpose.       Impressionistically  it can  be taken as suggesting that, 
as these things go,   the sugar  industry  is not  a  particularly   'dirty'   one. 

The  suggestion has on  several occasions been made that one way  in 
which the  share of developing countries  in world manufacturing output 
could  be  increased would be  by the transfer of   'dirty'   industries from 
developed  to developing countries.       Presumably the rationale behind this 
suggestion   is  the thought that  the physical environment  in the developed 
countries   is  already more polluted than  that  in the developing countries 
because of  the higher level  of  industrialization  in the  former.       This, 
however,   has not been systematically tested.       Consequently,  there  is a 
case  for  following a  study of  sugar  - a relatively  'clean'   industry - 
with a corresponding  study of an evidently   'dirty'   industry.       Cement, 
which  is a common  import-substituting  industry  in countries with the 
necessary raw materials,  particularly limestone,   is a clear candidate 
in this regard -  if only because of the  significant amounts of  sulphur 
dioxide and  particulate matter which are  emitted when cement  is produced 
by using modern  technology. 

The dirtiness of the cement industry is not the only reason for 
suggesting  it as the second industry to be studied.       It has in fact a 
number of  interesting parallels with the sugar  industry.      Thus there  is 
a clear generic distinction between the modern technology and the 
traditional  technologies which might be used in developing countries to 
produce cement.      Moreover the economies of scale in the modern production 
of cement are if anything more fierce than those encountered in the 
production of sugar.      Again within the modern  spectrum of techniques 
there are sufficient options to raise some  interesting questions.      The 
basic choice  in the modern technology is between the wet and dry processes« 
but this choice raises other interesting questions concerning the 
utilization of  raw materials,   the generation of employment,   the consump- 
tion of energy,   and the degree of pollution.       Thus there  is considerable 
scope  for  systematic research and development  on the  small-scale cement 
technologies;     and  for serious  investigation of the economic and 
environmental   impact  of alternative modern technologies  in developing 
country conditions.       It follows from this that the methodology evolved 
in the course of the present  project  should  - modified  in the  light of 
experience - be readily applicable to a study of cement. 

(3)       Methodology 

The main methodological thrust of the present Report has been that  if 
practical  application is an important immediate objective, then a 
detailed consideration of the economic,  technical and physical characteri- 
stics of particular  industries in  specified social settings is necessary. 
This somewhat pragmatic approach is,  to repeat,  dictated largely by the 
present state of knowledge.       In the longer run what is required is an 
operational  model or models capable of handling the interactions of the 
many variables that comprise the economic and environmental systems. 
It consequently would be desirable to add to the  foregoing some explicit 
work on methodology. 

The   first  requirement  here  is the elaboration of appropriate models 
and ensuring  that  these are   logically consistent.       This done the second 
task   is to  consider  the problems of making the models operational  and 
identifying  the data  and other  requirements necessary to this end.       In 
this regard  the  Importance of  identifying and collecting relevant data 
cannot be too strongly emphasized.      This requires a clear definition of 
the categories of data needed and the specification of appropriate data 

6/      Joint  report by Dept.  of Agriculture   and Office of Environmental 
Quality  Control  on the  Sugar  Industry of  Hawaii,  March  1973,       Figure 
refers  to one factory.       1977 estimates based on the most modern 
sugar  factory  in  USA suggest a  figure  of  10 per cent to comply with 
strict US EPA legislation   (See page  56). 
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collecting methods.      To illustrate the importance of this,  it may be 
remarked that one difficulty experienced in the present investigation was 
the lack in most fieldwork countries of measures of pollution.      It would 
be appropriate in the prosecution of the cement enquiry to take some 
direct steps to fill this gap. 

... J 
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ANNEX   II 

ADDITIONAL   INFORMATION ON THE ESTIMATION 

OF  FINANCIAL   PROFITABILITY 

(1)      Long   Season Raiifed  Situation 

(a)   ÎOO  tch model 

Basic assumption«  are  as  follows« 

(i)       crushing season 270 days qross lesa  io r>»i- ~n«. «i. J 
stops  and 10 par cent unplanned stop.^o give 21* day. Mt        cSÍÍ 
requirement   is thus 518,400  tonnes £er annu• * '      CUl* 

(ii)    cane cycle of plant  crop  (22 months)   followed hv i-w« 
ratoon crops   (each 18 months)   and  2 months  fallow*    totals £»•£    »<** 
land  use efficiency of 58/60 = 96.67 per cent, months,  with 

throughouti5è)months!,ield  '   t0nneS  *" heCt"e *** m0nth on  av«a*« 

-ludlng^*^ 
The total  area under cane  is  9058 hectares,  comprising Pla^t er« «77 
Jécures'flîïow" CÏT 53"h-«*« ed'canePÎÎ5 SeSÍ£Í anTao hectares fallow:    the annuel rotation   (ARA)   area is  1812 hectares. 

deliveredC?nefkIaî8p?rt reguirem<mta      It is assumed that cane is 
ssrirS :ä r;^

9rîacioî;u" r¡ #•and that th« 

3.5 and alÎowancllor^r'rcapacïtî îVî 17 M Utl"»"°» ~««i«" 

2 spare -'ÍV    CfaWler tractor8!     2 P« operating grab loader plus 

, ,(1J1> ^e1 tractors:   4.5  tonnes cane per trailer  in **t. «f four   implies   18 tonnes per  tractor  trip; trailer   in sets of 

Total number of trips per day - 134        Trin tin» n— 

spare - 12?        P   P y 9iVing a re<3ui•"»nt of 10 tractors plus 2 

Uv)     Cane trailers:     12  trailers per wheel  tractor - 144; 

• 4«    i     JV)     ,AUowance iB «I«© made for eight light units  for night- 
transportation " tractors  for water'  knife disinfectant and fuel 
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workers   (SÍSííS'eSríSSíÍ'J^ ?riv«»/°P«•tor8 and for fl.ld 
• hlft  system 9 cutters paid task rate)   is based on the  3 crew 3 

co^cesTScUon în"ea?TS a Stí'cf'Sf- that *« Uet°** 
building up to 100 per cent bv v..r 5 SÍ " P" Cent of «"»"»l. 
operati^ cost .«pelSítSS^tK'íJiy yÍS.TSSí^*10"1*"*1 

of normal  or equilibrium expendiLr^ï.^wn Äa": l" * P*rc«nt*«« 

TABLE  1 

Expenditure on Various Activity .. 
Pareentace of Normal 

Preparation/planting 

Plant cultivation 

Retoon cultivation 

Civil engineering 

Harvesting 

2 3 

67      167 

25       100 

25 

Veer 

4 5 

133 

140 

35 

50 

33 

100 

125 

75 

75 

75 

6 7 

100      100 

100      100 

8 

100 

100 

115      130      110 

100      100      100 

95      100      100 

from year 6  for agricultural .auulSLnt U «*      f 15 p-r c-nt P*r *"nu» 
transport équipât fro«U£rTAVî£ '¿£1 Ä-SVÄ!.** °- 

TABLE  2 

Breakdown of Expenditure ^ y^ c»plt|1 

(percentage) 

Year 

Agricultural equipment 

Land clearance/preparation 

Cane transport equipment 

Factory 

Administration 

1 1 3 4 

80 15 5 

30 40 30 

25 75 

10 50 40 

LO 21 23 46 

»A 
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TABU 3 

BraaXdown pf Factory «id Adminl.tr»tIon Ms—m^p 

(percentage of normal) 

1. Managerial staff 
Including »uparvlaorai 

long aeaaon rainfad 
long aeaaon irrigated 
ahort season 

2. Othar staffi 

long season ralnfed 

long season irrigated 

abort saason 

40 

»ear 

3 £ 5 

40 to 100 
SO to 100 
•0 100 100 

60 90 100 
20 •0 »0 100 
10 to 100 100 

3.  Repairs 4 replacement 
•ataríais» 

long saason 
short saason 

4. All other mataríaist 

long season rainfed 

long aaason Irrigated 

short season 

5. Fuel/miscellaneous expendí turai 

long aeason rainfed 

long aeaaon irrigated 

short season 

6. Administrât ion operating 
costsI 

long aeaaon rainfed 

long aeason irrigate)« 

short season 

S 30 40 10 SO 
30 «0 fO •0 100 

33 ?s 95 100 
10 35 70 »0 100 
30 65 »0 100 100 

SO 1O0 100 
IS SO 95 100 
so so 100 100 

s so 75 100 
3 so »0 100 

10 60 10 100 

vi 
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9£ P     ^nt exP«ndltur« o« administration capital   <v.hicl.s> - 

££«..?        p?r cenl per annum from *•« 8 - l' •<*<*•<» to administration operating costs, and factory replac.rn.nt« included und.r rtwlr   and 
replacement materials in factory operating costs. *"P«" «no 

.._,,,  ,„*£• factorV and administration operating costs   (a. per en tagt 
normal)  in the early years  are shown  in Tabi. 3. ^ 

#«- . «,, S°!T aliowance *• m«d« in the final years of the project's life 
It JL 5?!^   ;nd to "?lac* capital, though this makes littli difference to the discounted cash flow calculations. »"«•iw 

(b)  200 tch model 

T*chî?icf1 P«r*n»t.rs tax the most part have been given the 
value, as in the 100 tch model.      A minor difference appears in the 
M^k«?"!}!*0?* r#<*uirM*nt,   reflecting a higher average trip length 
(12 Km) due to che greater area involved.      This is however largely off 
E•&C,r5   " !cono,nl" - •• ln the number of grab loaders  required - 
resulting from the presence of indivisibilities in the 100 tch case. 

(c) OPS models 

m *h. .„.TÏV1?* di"tfibution of expenditure on agricultural operations 
in the small-scale models is  taken as the same as those used in the iarea. 
scale models  (Table 1).      n» tlm distribution of .*p.n«îîur* « tiìST 
capital and factory operation, an shown in Tabl.s 4 and 5 r..peetivîîy. 

TABLE 4 

Breakdown of Expenditure on Flii.d Colt.¡ 
(parentag. of normal) 

Agricultural equipment 
Land clearance/preparation 
Can. transport equipment 
factory equipment and 

buildings 

i 
100 
40 40 20 

23 

SO 

75 

SO 

TA1LI 5 

frttJUowf» Of Kxpenditure on Factory Omerffjenf 
(percentage of normal) 

Year 

P*rman.nt labour 
1 
75 

i 
100 

i 
100 

7 
100 

All oth.r ite«. 33 75 95 100 
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(2)       Other Climatie  Situations 

This Section highlights the most Important parameter changa« 
underlying tha calculation  for aach of tha othar aituation«.      Tha 
reaulti ara ahown  in Tabi* 6 for large-acala »odala and Tablas 7 and • 
for small-scale modale. 

(•)  Large-scale models 

(*>      Long season irrigated situation» 

Crushing season:       216 days net 

Cane eyelet 

Cane yield» 

Cane areat 

Plant crop (20 months) plus 2 rstoona 
(each 16 months) plus 2 ratoons (each 
IS months), plus 2 months fallow - S4 months 

10 tonnes per hectare per month 

4453 hectares   (100 tch);     8905   hectares 
(200 tch) 

Agricultural operations in early years   (as percentage of 
normal) are shown in Table 6 

(">    Short season ralnfed situation 

Crushing season:      150 days gross less 10 par cent planned 
stops less 10 per cant unplanned stops - 120 
days net 

Cane cycle: 

Cane yield: 

Cane area: 

Plant crop  (13 months)   plus 4 ratoons   (each 
11 months)  plus 2 months fallow - 60 months 

4 tonnes per hactara par month 

6527 hectares   (100 tch) ; 
(200 tch) 

13053 hectares 

<iu>   Short season irrigated situation 

Crushing season:       120 days net 

Cane cycle: 

Cane yield: 

Cane ara«: 

See also Tabla 6 

as short season rainfad 

8 tonnes per hactara par month 

3221 hectares   (100 tch) » 
(200 toh) 

6442 hectares 

„^ 
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TABLE 6 

Expenditure on Various agricultura1 Activities 
(percentage of normal) 

Year 

12       4        5       £        ?        I       i 

A. Long season 
irrigatedi 

preparation/ 
planting 

plant culti- 
vation 

ratoon culti- 
vation 

civil engin- 
eering 

harvesting 

10 

ISO    If?    150 100 100 100 100 100 100 

75    lfO    lfO 12S 100 100 100 100 100 

30 70 1O0 130 140 130 110 

20      «0      10 100 100 100 100 100 100 
10      33 70 K> 100 100 100 100 

B.   Short season) 

preparation/ 
planting 

plant culti- 
vation 

ratoon culti- 
vation 

civil engin- 
eering!    rainfed 

ISO    175    123    100    100    100    100 

ISO    175    125    100    100    100    100 

40     10    125    140    120    105 

irrigated      20 
harvesting 

as    so   loo   loo   loo   loo 
60      SO    100    100    100     100    100    100 
30      (5      90    100    100     100 

<b> imall-aeals models 

The relevant data concerning the assumed time distribution of 
expenditures (where different from those usad in the long season rainfed 
models)  are shown in Tables 7 and 8. 

,1 
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TABLE  7 

Breakdown of Expendi tur« on 
FiKad CIBIMI in Short «wen OH MpQtH 

(ptrctntaf* of normal) 

Year 

i T" i 
Agricultural aquipmant 100 

Land claaranca/praparation SO     SO 

Can« transport aquipmant 2S     75 

Factory aquipmant and 
building! SO     SO 

TA»LI  • 

Iraakdown of Dreanditur« on factory OwratiOM 
fpareaittaça of normal) 

Lonf Maton irrigated t 

parmanant labour 

all otaar i tama 

fttort aaaaoni 

permanant labour 

all othar ita«* 

(parcantaça of normal) 

Yaar 

2 i 1        i 

SO n 100     100 

10 is TO     to 

•0 100 100     100 

10 •s to    loe 

. J 
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ANNEX   III 

SOME  ASPECTS  OF  MECHANIZATION   IN  THE  SUGAR  INDUSTRY 

It is often  said  that'sugar is made   in the field'and   for this 
reason  sugar cane agriculture  throughout  the world has  received 
tremendous amounts of research  inputs.       One of the major areas of 
interest  is  the mechanization  of field operations,   and particularly of 
cane harvesting.       The general  trend in the  industry is the replacement 
of field labour,   usually employed on a daily basis,  by increasingly 
sophisticated and efficient  machines. 

In  the land preparation  and cultivation operations  mechanization 
is already of major importance but the  labour input can  be  decreased 
further,  for example,  by a greater use of  inter-row cultivation and 
chemicals for weed and pest control;    the use of a cane planter where 
two hours work  replaces  about   20 man-days;       and the  application of 
fertilizer during other cultivation operations.      With these changes 
at present prices observed in  fieldwork countries the annual cost of 
land preparation  and planting   is reduced by  about  10 per cent;     the  cost 
of plant crop cultivation is  increased by  10 per cent;     and that of 
ratoon  crop cultivation   is  virtually unchanged.      The effect on  the 
unskilled  labour  fore;  is  a  reduction of  55  per cent  in  the rainfed 
situations and 45 per cent in  the irrigated situations   (as no change 
has been made in  the labour used for giving water) . 

The standard practice   for cane harvesting in most developing 
countries  is cutting by hand.       Traditionally cane was cut green,  but 
where cane is  grown  in blocks  of adequate  size with sufficient clear 
width around to act as a fire break,  it is usual to burn  the cane a 
few nours before  it is  due  to be harvested.       The burning of cane allows 
manual cane-cutting productivity to be at least doubled,   as well as 
providing improved working conditions for  the cutters:     the cool,  moist 
micro-climate within a cane crop is an ideal habitat for snakes,  and cane 
leaves  are very  sharp-edged  and hence easily cut into the  »kin. 

In  sugar-producing areas   such as Australia and U.S.A.,   cane  cutting 
has almost entirely been mechanized and many developing countries  are 
currently being forced in this direction because of increasing wage rates, 
unionization and absolute or artificial labour shortage.       Before 
discussing the financial and environmental  implications of mechanical 
harvesting  it  is worth noting  some of  the  circumstances which  led  to 
mechanization  in Australia  and  U.S.A. 

In  the U.S.A.,  mechanized harvesting  had to be introduced hurriedly 
in the post-war years.       Since  then the high cost of labour has supported 
the  trend,   for example   the cost of unskilled  labour  in Hawaii amounts  to 
$15,000 per man-year.    The main exception  to  this,  however,   is in Florida 
where more than half of the cane is still cut by hand using  immigrant 
West Indian labour. 

In Australia,  the process of mechanization was much more gradual 
with  full benefit being  taken,   first of manual productivity,   and then of 
time to alter field layout and operation and to develop machinery suited 
to local conditions.      Cane cutting by hand began to be replaced  in  the 
late 1950s,  but by this  time  the productivity of labour was of the order 
of  20t/burnt cane per  man-day. 1/   This  can  be  compared  to  5t per man-day 
in the most efficient agricultural regime cited in this Report.      There 
are  a variety of reasons  for   this high productivity,   some of which could 
perhaps be applied to the  sugar   industry in Africa.       For example,   the 
shape and sharpness of  the knife and the stance of the cutter allows him 
to cut two stalks of cane with each stroke.       More  importantly,  *-he cane 

1/       J.F.   Morrison,   What  Made   the Australian   Cane Cutter   So   durable? 
Producers'   Review,  August 1972. 
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cutter« had an enormous intake of   food and liquid   throughout the  day;     in 
fact a gang of  six men had one cook  who shared their payment. 

Mechanization,   however,  did   take over beginning with relatively 
»mall,   lightweight machines which  cut and topped  the cane.       The  progres- 
sion  to the present day chopper harvester,  cutting up to 100 tch  in 
certain conditions  has  taken some   20 years.    During  this time  factors such 
as   field  layout,   planting technique  and the vitally  important  cane 
transport system have been altered  and  improved  in  parallel with   the 
harvesting.       This  highly efficient Australian system supplies  cane  to 
trie   factory with   say   3 per cent extraneous matter.        In contrast   to  this, 
some  Hawaiian sugar mills have to deal with up to   30 per cent extraneous 
matter as  recumbent cane,   field  layout and terrain  necessitate  the  use 
of  push-rakes and grab loaders;     the twisted mat of cane also prevents 
qood burning of trash. 

Table 1 gives  a comparison of the present value of all agricultural 
costs  in the standard system used  throughout this   Report and in a highly 
mechanized system   (at low prices) .       The latter  involves the cultivation 
operations as previously mentioned and harvesting by chopper harvester 
(coating 1200,000 each);    loading directly to infield haulers 
($100,000 each);     and transporting  to the factory gate by tractor  and 
groups of four,   four  tonne bins.        It has been assumed that the chopped 
cane is equally acceptable to the mill and that the cost of the chopped 
cane handling system in the yard would be similar  to the cost of  the 
overhead gantry system taken in the models. 

The capacity of the chopper harvester has been varied in the 
aar.ie way as the manual cutting productivities across climatic régimes, 
reflecting cane yield and hence area to be covered per given quantity of 
cane.      Capacities used in the calculations are aa  follows: 

long season irrigated - 1152 ted 
long season rainfed - 922 ted 
short season irrigated - 576 ted 
short season rainfed - 461 ted 

The results   show  that the discounted costs   are  relatively  close, 
particularly in the  long season,  where the mechanized system is within 
15  per cent of the  standard.      Table  2 compares employment in the 
alternative systems  and illustrates  a reduction in unskilled employment 
of  60-70 per cent,  mainly cane cutters,  and a reduction of up to  5 per 
cent  in semi-skilled and skilled employment, mainly headmen and  field 
assistants.    It is interesting to note that, in the long season models, 
the proportion of  seasonal unskilled labour decreases from 30 per cent 
to  10 per cent with mechanization  and in the short season models,   from 
about 50 per cent  to 15 per cent. 

Reference to Table 30 of Chapter III (e)   shows increased energy 
consumption of the order of 12-40 per cent over the standard practice, 
reflecting the greater dependence on heavy equipment with very high 
fuel consumption  rates. 

Mechanical harvesting is often associated with the need for  cane 
washing - a very costly and polluting process.       This is the case,   for 
example,   in USA where poor burning,   push-raking and grab loading  leave 
a  large proportion of  trash,  soil  and stones in the cane bins,  possibly 
accounting for about  1/3 of the weight,  and considerably more when 
harvesting is done  in wet weather.       Washing can cost up to 10 per cent 
of  the sucrose content. Cane wash water is recycled but if discharged, 
untreated it has very high BOD and  SS contents    as well as any chemicals 
which may have been used on the crop.      Cane trash  can be screened out 
and the remainder  left to settle  in  lagoons. 

The harvesting system discussed here, however,  presupposes  that 
cane is cut, chopped and loaded by one machine i.e.   the cane never 
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TABLE 1 

Financial C ORMriaon of Standard and Highly Machaniiad 

Agricultural Tachnoloaiaa 

Standard 
Practica 

Highly 
Machanizad 

9*& 
Indax^ 

Long Maaon rainfad 

200 tch 96.45 105.35 110 

lOO tch 49.11 5«. 59 115 

Long aaaaon irrigatad 

200 toh 71.08 07.26 112 

lOO toh «0.44 45.58 113 

•hört Mason rainfad 

200 toh IS.41 106.75 125 

100 toh 44.19 55. •• 127 

•hört Maaon irrigata«' 

200 tch «4.60 •3.05 129 

loo tch 33.6« 42.71 126 

a/      Praaant valu« of agricultural coataj    low prieai;    dlacountod 
at 10 par cant par annui» 

b/     Standard practica la takan to ba 100 

J 
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TAILS 2 

Cowparlaon of Agricultural tmlwimnt in Standard and 
Highly Hachanlaad Agricultural Tachnoloolaa 

. ünakillad 
Sam! 

'   and 
.-•kl Had 
akllladf/ 

Standard Mach. lugana ftftfllMi Mach.    Inda» 

Long aaaaon rainfad 

200 toh S564 1948 35 SM 558 95 

100 toh 2816 992 18 210 289 93 

Long aaaaon Irrigated 

200 ten »78 162« 41 414 391 92 

100 toh 2012 •It 41 m 201 li 

Short aaaaon ralnfed 

200 toh 8Ü4 1887 20 m Hi ii 

100 toh saio 960 10 let 302 »8 

Short eaaion irrigated 

200 toh «IN 1355 II 412 400 •7 

100 toh 2226 €91 31 21S 210 ii 

i/     Excluding 

L7     Standard practica is takan te be 100 
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touch« the ground.  Burning of trash before cutting and a blowar unit 
on the harvestar to ramova mora trash allows cana to ba dal i varad to 
the factory with a minimum of traah and the need for cane washing is 
removed.  Although sucrose loss is greater from chopped cane than from 
wholestick cane, the saving by not washing mora than compensates. 

_J 






